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Summary 

It is increasingly being recognised that global natural resource consumption levels 

exceed planetary limits and that the present trajectory of industrial development is not 

sustainable.  To achieve a more viable existence necessitates a fundamental shift in 

priorities from the prevailing economic growth-centred, consumer driven philosophy 

to one that marries aspirations for economic growth with long-term environmental 

and social considerations.  This shift in priorities requires significant contributions 

and action at the global, national and local levels by the primary “wheels” of 

sustainability: government, corporations and civil society.  Over the past 100 years, 

corporations have become the most powerful institution on the planet with both the 

financial resources and institutional capacity to take the lead role in shaping a 

sustainable future for humankind.  Yet, within and between industry sectors and 

across geographic locations there has been great diversity in the extent and level of 

corporate commitment and engagement in societal efforts relating to planetary 

sustainability.  Hence, greater understanding of what drives corporate interest and 

involvement in ecological sustainability will become increasingly critical to 

promoting corporate engagement in processes and practices to secure a long-term 

future for humanity.  However, there has been limited explanatory research oriented 

upon developing an understanding of the processes and factors associated with 

corporate “eco-change”. 

 

In recognition of this shortcoming in the literature, the present study utilised the case 

of the non-renewable resource extractive sector of Australia to examine corporate 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  Specifically, it 

sought to construct and evidence an explanation of the external and internal factors 

that have promoted and/or retarded corporate engagement with planetary 

sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES) of Australia.  

Guided by grounded theory methodology, an instrumental case study of the NRRES 

in Australia was undertaken.   The NRRES was chosen as this sector’s profile, 

visibility and activities over the past twenty years have meant it has come under 

mounting pressure to incorporate the concept and principles of planetary sustainability 

into its ethos and operations.  As such, the sector represents the opportunity to study 

this phenomenon within a dynamic context of sectoral and corporate responses to 
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evolving societal expectations.  The research was undertaken in three phases and the 

principal research method was in-depth key informant interviews with purposively 

sampled members of the sector’s stakeholder groups. 

 

Each NRRES corporation is situated at the centre of a web of interconnected interests 

or “stakes” necessitating efforts to balance the various stakeholder interests to 

maintain the institution’s license-to-operate and secure a long-term existence.  The 

thesis constructs an explanation of the societal drivers of NRRES corporate 

engagement with planetary sustainability, organised as the three categories of 

government, civil society and the corporate sector.  These three groupings of 

stakeholders have been clustered into the broad category or theme of Activating 

Engagement, which recognises their collective role as the stimuli for NRRES 

corporation engagement in processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  While 

the theme of Activating Engagement emphasises the importance and interrelatedness 

of the roles and actions within and between the three primary wheels of sustainability, 

of particular note is the evident rise of civil society as a more active societal 

stakeholder and more salient driver of corporate uptake of social and environmental 

issues.   

 

As the identified external drivers play a critical role in motivating NRRES corporation 

engagement, it is a corporation’s particular characteristics that ultimately determine 

the extent and level of uptake of strategies to demonstrate corporate social 

responsibility.  The thesis develops an explanation of the internal factors mediating 

NRRES corporate engagement comprising the factors of leadership, resources, 

structures, culture and understanding.  These factors are conceptualised as the theme 

of Capacity for Engagement, which identifies their collective importance in a NRRES 

corporation’s preparedness, impetus and capability relating to interest and 

participation in planetary sustainability.  While all of the five factors are seen as 

essential to meaningful NRRES corporate engagement, the thesis identifies leadership 

as the most critical factor in Capacity for Engagement.   

 

Based on the findings of the research, several explanatory frameworks are developed.  

These frameworks aid in deepening our understanding of the NRRES corporate 

engagement process, in particular, the interconnections between the factors impeding 
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and facilitating corporate interest and engagement with processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability.  As such, these frameworks will make a substantial 

contribution to building our understanding of how the various factors and their 

components or ‘pieces of the puzzle’ interact and interrelate with each other to 

generate corporate engagement.  The frameworks are the culmination of the research 

and, coupled with the more detailed explanations of their constituent factors, enhance 

our knowledge and understanding of the dynamics of NRRES corporation 

engagement with planetary sustainability.  This enhanced understanding is significant 

and could be of considerable value in informing and targeting efforts to advance the 

depth and breadth of NRRES corporation engagement with processes and practices 

for planetary sustainability.  To advance the standing of the study’s findings, a series 

of case studies could be undertaken targeting the investigation of NRRES corporate 

engagement in other geographic locations and within different industry sectors.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

It is becoming increasingly clear that current patterns and direction of global 

economic development are not sustainable.  There is a growing imbalance between 

the unparalleled and accelerating growth in the human economic sub-system and the 

closed and finite nature of the planetary systems’ source and sink functions 

(Goodland, 1992: 4-6, Rees & Wackernagel, 1996: 225, McMichael, 2001: 284-286).  

While governments and their policies and interventions remain important to the 

process of development, the primary engines and engineers of contemporary models 

of development are large-scale, transnational corporations.   For humanity to secure a 

viable future necessitates a fundamental shift in priorities from the prevailing 

economic growth-centred, consumer driven philosophy to one that marries aspirations 

for economic growth with long-term environmental and social considerations.  The 

size and extent of the changes required necessitates significant contributions and 

action at the global, national and local levels by the primary “wheels” of 

sustainability: governments, corporations and consumers.  Yet, as the most influential 

institutions on the planet, transnational corporations hold the levers of power and, 

accordingly, the levers of global change (Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11).   

 

As the dominant societal institution, corporations have both the resources and 

capacity to take the lead role in shaping a long-term future for humankind.  However, 

there has been great diversity in the extent and level of corporate commitment and 

engagement in societal efforts to progress toward planetary sustainability (Hart, 2001: 

7, Gunningham, Kagan & Thornton, 2003: 1-2).  Due to their size and influence over 

all aspects of economic production, trade and consumption, corporations are key, 

powerful societal actors.  Should the corporate sector not engage in the pursuit of 

ecological sustainability, it will prove impossible to achieve the societal changes 

needed to secure a viable long-term future on planet Earth (Elkington & Burke, 1989: 

72).  Thus, greater understanding of what drives corporate interest and involvement in 

ecological sustainability will become increasingly critical to promoting greater 

corporate engagement in processes and practices to secure a long-term future for 

humanity.  Yet, limited research effort has oriented upon understanding the processes 

and factors associated with corporate eco-change (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, 

Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301, Tinsley, 2002: 376).  The present study will 
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utilise the case of the non-renewable resource extractive sector of Australia to develop 

a substantive explanation of the factors that have mediated corporate interest and 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability.   

 

1.1 Context and rationale for the study 

Humankind has, over a relatively short period of time, become the most successful 

and dominant species on the planet (McMichael, 2001: 8 & 30).  However, the pace 

and direction of development, particularly since the industrial revolution, have 

implications for the viability of planetary systems (Giddens, 2001: 35, Butler, 2000: 

157).   While the absolute limits to the planet’s carrying capacity remain difficult to 

determine, the spectre of ecological “meltdown” has been increasingly evidenced by a 

breadth and depth of environmental and social crises that collectively provide 

substantial evidence of declining planetary systems (McMichael, 2001: 284-286).   

This is particularly alarming as humanity’s continued existence is ultimately 

dependent upon the integrity of these systems (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

(MA), 2003: 76-77, UNDP, UNEP, WB & WRI, 2000: 9).   

 

In response to the emergent planetary crisis of ecological dis-integrity, concepts such 

as ecological sustainability and sustainable development have emerged to frame and 

guide the actions required to achieve a better balance between human activities and 

the integrity of planetary systems (Ayres, 1998: 135-136, WCED, 1990: 90-92).  

These concepts embody significant changes in the values and priorities that govern 

our “global village”, in particular, the preoccupation with economic growth through 

industrial development which underpins the present predicament (WCED, 1990: 87-

88, Tisdell, 2000: 6-7, McMichael, 2002: 1093).  At the core of the required changes 

is the need for engagement by the primary stakeholders at all levels of society 

(Kuttner, 2000: 147 & 153, Giddens, 2002: 16-17) 

 

To progress the process of planetary sustainability requires significant contributions 

and action by government, the public or consumers and corporations.  Corporations as 

the primary engines and engineers of economic development increasingly have the 

power to control and determine the fortunes of governments and communities (van 

Wolferen, 2002: 42-43, Shrivastava, 1995: 937).  As the dominant societal institution, 
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it is corporations that have the financial resources and institutional capacity to take the 

lead role in creating a viable future for humankind (Hart, 2001: 7, Adams, 2000: 68).  

Yet, in our globalising free market, capitalist, economic system, the widely held goal 

of corporations is to maximise gain and thereby ultimately maximise shareholder 

value or utility (Goyder, 1998: 11, Ostensson, 2000: 3-2).  Hence, rational corporate 

behaviour would be to focus exclusively upon this economic goal and ignore 

environmental and social implications or externalities (Frankel, 1998: 17, Daly & 

Cobb, 1994: 89-90).  However, while the fundamental purpose of corporations 

remains profit maximisation, securing an ongoing license-to-operate increasingly 

requires the dominant societal institution to meet the mounting stakeholder 

expectations relating to progressing broader societal goals (Boele, Fabig & Wheeler, 

2001: 123, Wiggen & Bomann-Larsen, 2004: 3-5).   

 

In response to societal expectations, corporate social responsibility (CSR), often 

operationalised as a triple bottom line encompassing economic prosperity, 

environmental quality and social justice, is becoming an essential aspect of business 

(Welford, 2004: 32, Elkington, 2001a: 20).  Numerous corporations across the various 

industry sectors have engaged in processes for planetary sustainability.  Yet, diffusion 

of such practices has been uneven with corporate uptake varying dramatically 

between and within sectors and regions (Tinsley, 2002: 380, Rossi, Brown & Bass, 

2000: 285).  While some corporations have embraced ecological sustainability and 

pioneered its integration within their business objectives, strategies and values, others 

have lagged behind and some have chosen to largely ignore the changing societal 

expectations and stakeholder pressures to become more socially responsible 

(Elkington, 2001a: 20, Hart, 2001: 7).  The recognised centrality of the corporate 

sector to securing planetary sustainability together with the long-term future of 

humanity makes this diversity in corporate commitment and engagement of particular 

concern and interest. 

  

The topic of organisational change, both generally and with particular reference to 

ecological sustainability, has been the subject of considerable research and debate.  

Since Lewin’s pioneering work on the subject there have been a number of other 

models and frameworks that have described the steps of organisational change 

(Burnes, 2000: 271).  There has also been on-going interest in the management of 
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change with emergent change approaches focusing attention upon what is needed to 

plan and operationalise successful organisational change (Pettinger, 2004: 256, 

Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 92-93).  Parallel to these efforts there has been 

considerable interest in explanations of the types of change.  Much of this body of 

research commonly suggests a broad differentiation between incremental and 

transformational or radical organisational change with the punctuated equilibrium 

model drawing both modes of change together in recognition of the complexity and 

dynamic nature of the corporate system and its lifecycle (Cao, Clarke & Lehaney, 

1999: 206, Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 21-22, Romanelli & Tushman, 1994: 1141, 

Gersick, 1991: 10-12). 

 

With respect to corporate change relating to ecological sustainability, there has been a 

number of frameworks and models put forward.  These models have mostly 

conceptualised change as a continuum with the corporation’s level of response, 

change or disclosure presented as progressing through developmental stages (Tinsley, 

2002: 381, Tilley. 1999: 3, Fisher, 2004: 392).  These models and frameworks 

highlight the lack of uniformity in corporate engagement in societal efforts to progress 

toward planetary sustainability.  Yet, it has been acknowledged that little research has 

focused upon the process of corporate “eco-change”, in particular, building our 

understanding of the external and internal processes and factors associated with 

corporate uptake or engagement in practices for ecological sustainability (Delmas & 

Toffel, 2004: 210, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 36, 

Klassen, 2001: 257).  Furthermore, it has been suggested that sectoral studies would 

be of value to investigate these factors (del Rio Gonzales, 2005).  In response to this 

gap in the research, the present study is oriented upon the factors that mediate 

corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability in the 

non-renewable resource extractive sector of Australia. 

 

1.2 Setting, nature and methods of the research project 

The setting of the present study is the non-renewable resource extractive sector 

(NRRES) of Australia.  The NRRES encompasses the location, extraction and 

primary refinement of the planet’s non-renewable resources including fossil fuels, 

metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals (Mining, Minerals & Sustainable 
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Development Project (MMSD), 2002a: 4, Miller, 2002: 11).  This industry sector 

provides the platform, in the guise of fuels and materials, for the production, 

consumption and trade patterns that characterise modern industrial society (MMSD, 

2002a: 74-76, Dicken, 2003: 12).  The NRRES has made a substantial and sustained 

contribution to the trajectory of industrial capitalist society in general, the 

development of numerous nations and, more particularly, has been a cornerstone of 

Australia’s national economic development (World Bank, 2001: 2-3, UNEP, 2000: 4, 

MMSD, 2002b: 36-37).  Nevertheless, the sector has been increasingly perceived by 

civil society as having adverse environmental, social and human health impacts 

(MMSD, 2002a: 4, Evans, Goodman & Lansbury, 2001: xiii). 

 

The societal importance, activities and impacts of the sector have meant it has come 

under mounting pressure from societal stakeholders to incorporate ecological 

sustainability into its ethos and operations (MMSD, 2002a, 4, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 

131-132).  In brief, the historically accepted sectoral modes of operation together with 

recent high profile environmental debacles directly associated with NRRES corporate 

operations has meant this industry sector has become widely perceived as a ‘despoiler 

and polluter’ (Hinde, 2000: 10).  While profit maximisation remains of primary 

concern to NRRES corporations, these companies must foster an operating 

environment conducive to their existing and potential investments to secure their 

longer-term prospects or license-to-operate (Epps & Brett, 2000: 5.9, Peck & Sinding, 

2003: 132).  Thus, over the past fifteen years there has been mounting interest and 

attention within the NRRES in engaging in processes associated with understanding 

and progressing planetary sustainability.   

 

Numerous corporations within the NRRES have implemented specific measures to 

incorporate the concept and principles of ecological sustainability, yet many others 

have struggled to come to terms with the concepts and how they relate to their 

business (MMSD, 2002a).  It is this juxtaposition of the societal imperative to 

progress planetary sustainability together with mounting stakeholder pressures for 

change and the corresponding diversity of intent and engagement by NRRES 

corporations that presents such a dynamic context within which to study aspects of 

corporate engagement in the process of planetary sustainability (MMSD, 2002a, 4, 

MMSD, 2002b: 10, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 131-132).  The present study will 
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contribute to the body of work on corporations and planetary sustainability by 

developing an explanation of the factors that have mediated corporate interest and 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability in the non-

renewable resource extractive sector, Australia.   

 

To meet this goal, the specific objectives of the study will be to: 

• Investigate how corporations within the NRRES, Australia have responded to the 

societal imperatives to incorporate the concept and principles of ecological 

sustainability into strategic decision-making and day-to-day operations; 

• Identify and examine the internal factors that have promoted and/or retarded 

corporate implementation of measures to incorporate ecological sustainability into 

decision-making and operations in the NRRES, Australia; 

• Establish how the identified internal factors have interrelated with each other to 

generate change relating to planetary sustainability within NRRES corporations in 

Australia; 

• Determine and investigate the societal factors that have moderated corporate 

interest and uptake of initiatives relating to planetary sustainability within the 

NRRES, Australia; 

• Examine how the identified societal factors have interconnected to exert pressure 

upon the NRRES corporations in Australia to engage in processes relating to 

planetary sustainability; and 

• Develop an explanatory framework of the factors that have mediated corporate 

interest and engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability 

in the non-renewable resource extractive sector, Australia.   

 

The research project is underpinned by the interpretive paradigm and is explanatory in 

nature given its focus upon constructing a detailed explanation of the factors that are 

mediating NRRES corporation engagement with ecological sustainability.  The 

study’s broad style of enquiry is qualitative with an overarching research strategy of 

grounded theory methodology.  The project has been structured as case study 

research, a preferred investigative strategy when the research focus is the 

development of explanations of contemporary phenomena within the context of real-

life (Yin, 2003: 6-7, 14).  The particular circumstances of the NRRES sector in 
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Australia support its examination as a single case as it represents an extreme case that 

would provide insight into the phenomenon of interest (Yin, 2003: 40-41, Rice & 

Ezzy, 1999: 43).  It is important to recognise the single case design limits the 

generalisability of the study findings though, with respect to the process of theory 

building, case studies are of value at all stages and the development of substantive 

theory is a prerequisite for the development of more general or prescriptive theory 

(Neuman, 2000: 51, George, 1979: 47-48).   

 

The principal research method for the study will be in-depth semi-structured 

interviews supported by documents, archival records and direct observation.  The 

participants will be drawn from the NRRES in Australia and include representatives 

from government departments, non-government organisations including industry 

associations and lobby groups, and, most importantly, employees of NRRES 

corporations.  A theoretical sampling procedure, whereby selection of informants will 

be guided by the analysis of data collected and unfolding themes and patterns, will 

inform the on-going selection of informants (Dey, 1999: 4-5, Strauss & Corbin, 

1998b: 214-215).  A thematic analysis will be conducted guided by the strategies and 

stages of analysis that form a core part of grounded theory methodology.   

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis has three sections.  The first section is the study’s literature review that 

presents the major bodies of knowledge that have informed the present study.  It 

includes chapters that focus on development, global dis-integrity, sustainability, and 

corporations.  The second section presents the study’s conceptual framework and 

research methodology.  The third section is the study’s research findings and 

discussion.  This section of the thesis includes chapters that present the external and 

internal factors mediating NRRES corporate engagement and the conclusion.   

 

Chapters two, three, four, five and six of this dissertation constitute its literature 

review.  Chapter two, three and four collectively provide an overview of the planetary 

dilemma that faces humankind and introduces the concepts of ecological 

sustainability and sustainable development.  Chapter four discusses the need for 

action by the so-called “three wheels of sustainability”: government, corporations and 
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community and identifies that transnational corporations, as the most influential 

institutions on the planet, hold the levers of global change to secure humanity’s long-

term future.  These chapters provide the societal and institutional contexts that 

establish the framework to understanding contemporary problems.  Chapters five and 

six build upon this reading of the present global situation, by narrowing the discussion 

to focus upon corporations and the evolving power and roles of this societal 

institution.  These chapters review the rise of the corporation as a societal institution 

and examine the societal pressures for change and the internal processes of corporate 

change. 

 

Chapters seven and eight present the study’s conceptual framework and research 

methodology.  Chapter seven draws the literature review together to construct the 

conceptual framework for the study.  It also presents an overview of the non-

renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES) as the setting for the study.  The 

chapter builds the case for the conduct of the study and leads logically to the 

presentation of the research rationale, aims and objectives.  Chapter eight details the 

research methodology including research approach, strategy, methods and analysis. 

 

Chapters nine, ten and eleven constitute the study’s findings and discussion.  Chapter 

nine presents the study findings relating to the societal factors that are collectively 

advancing NRRES corporations interest and participation in processes and practices 

for planetary sustainability.  The chapter draws these factors together as the construct 

of Activating Engagement.  Chapter ten focuses upon what happens inside the 

NRRES corporation relating to engaging with processes for planetary sustainability 

and develops the construct of Capacity for Engagement.  Chapter eleven is the study’s 

conclusion and draws the identified external and internal factors mediating NRRES 

corporate engagement together as an explanatory framework, overviews the 

significance of the present study and proposes future research directions.   

 

This chapter has introduced the thesis.  It has established the broad context of the 

study as the growing planetary dilemma being created through the imbalance between 

the growth in the human economic sub-system and the finite capacity of the planetary 

systems’ source and sink functions.  A fundamental shift in priorities is required for 

humanity to secure a viable long-term future.  The chapter identified large-scale, 
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transnational corporations as the primary engines of industrial development and the 

need for this dominant institution to take the lead role in shaping a long-term future 

for humankind.  Yet, limited research effort has oriented upon understanding the 

processes and factors associated with corporate eco-change.  In recognition of this 

shortcoming in the research, the study’s purpose was stated as being to develop an 

explanation of the factors that have mediated corporate interest and engagement with 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.   

 

Having established the background, rationale and purpose of the study, the chapter 

moved on to overview the setting, nature and methods of the research project.  The 

setting of the study was identified as the non-renewable resource extractive sector of 

Australia.  The stakeholder pressures upon this industry sector relating to 

environmental and social issues together with the corresponding diversity of NRRES 

corporations’ engagement in practices and processes for planetary sustainability 

presents a dynamic context within which to situate the study.  In this regard, the 

chapter recognised the particular circumstances of the sector in Australia as 

justification of its examination as a single case study that would provide insight into 

the phenomenon of interest.  The study was determined as explanatory in nature, with 

the style of enquiry being qualitative and the principal research method in-depth semi-

structured interviews.   

 

The chapter has overviewed the structure of the thesis as comprising three sections: 

literature review; conceptual framework and research methodology; and research 

findings and discussion.  The following chapter commences the literature review with 

an examination of the concept of development.  The chapter will explore the process 

of development in particular the features of the industrial capitalist system as the 

culmination of societal development.  This discussion will establish the broad societal 

context of the study and introduce the process of globalisation including the rise of 

corporate power and its importance as part of development and society.  
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Chapter 2: Development and Society 

2.1 Introduction 

A solid grounding in the basic literature on development and society provides a basis 

to examine and understand the historical rise of corporations in society.  In this 

chapter the modern understanding and process of societal development will be 

explored.  The evolution of society, in particular industrialisation and the emergence 

of industrial capitalism as the dominant system of societal organisation together with 

economic growth as the overriding concern of development will be discussed.  At a 

macro level, the process of globalisation and its implications for global power 

relations and production, consumption and trade patterns will be examined.  This 

discussion will highlight the diminishing role of nation states in an integrated global 

free market economy and, of particular interest to the present study, the rise of the 

transnational corporation to global dominance.  At a micro level, the individualisation 

of society and the emphasis on personal gain will be explained.  The purpose of this 

relatively brief discussion is to present the global historical circumstances and 

direction that humankind has constructed for itself, as this contextualises the rise of 

corporations in society and will inform discussion in the following chapters.   

 

2.2 Development, the evolution of society and industrial capitalism  

For over 200 years, the notion of development has been a central organising construct 

in how we explain and understand our collective existence.  As a term it has a range 

of meanings and uses, though when used in relation to society it has invariably meant 

growth, progress and advancement (Rist, 1997: 26, Sachs, 1999: 6-7).  This particular 

understanding of development originated in its application to describe the growth 

characteristics of a living organism (Rist, 1997: 26-27).  Accordingly, our conception 

of development engenders four broad features:   

• Directionality;  

• Continuity; 

• Cumulativeness; and 

• Irreversibility (Rist, 1997: 27-28).   

This naturalist conception of development when applied to social development has 

meant it is seen as taking place in accordance with established historical rules or laws 

(Sachs, 1999; 7, Rist, 1997: 27).  Such an interpretation of societal development 
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legitimates the decisions and actions of societal stakeholders, including corporations, 

when they are seemingly oriented upon grasping opportunity in the name of 

advancing society.  In keeping with this construction of development, the modern 

understanding of development is firmly rooted in our recent history. 

 

The modern understanding of development can be traced to the social and economic 

transformation in Europe associated with the rise of industrial capitalism in the late 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Stilwell, 2002; 64, Cowen & Shenton, 1995: 29-

31).  The complex set of technological changes associated with the ‘emergence of 

machine production based on the use of inanimate power resources’ had served as a 

catalyst that radically transformed European societies (Giddens, 2001: 35).  In short, 

this period of Western European history heralded a new social and economic order 

distinguished by the proliferation of industrial production systems, the emergence of 

an increasingly urbanised and landless proletariat or working class and the evolution 

of more complex and intensive state political and bureaucratic systems (Giddens, 

2001: 35, Stilwell, 2002; 64).  In addition, it was during this time that the market 

system became the predominant means of organising production and commodity 

exchange in Western Europe (Stilwell, 2002: 65, Tisdell, 1990: 12).  Thus it was an 

historical period of massive and unprecedented societal change and it was in this 

context that the modern understanding of development was forged. 

 

The concept of development emerged as, and remains, the cornerstone that justifies 

industrial capitalism.  The societal changes that transpired in Western Europe have 

been described in terms of the natural linear progression of human society and 

economic activity (Sachs, 1999: 73).  Societal development was explained as the 

progression through a series of natural stages characterised by a dominant mode of 

production, commencing with hunting and fishing, progressing through pastoralism 

and settled agriculture and culminating in industrial capitalism (Tellegen & Wolsink, 

1998: 25-29, McMichael, 1993: 87, Cowan & Shenton, 1995: 31).  Accordingly, our 

modern notion of development is grounded in Western European and, more recently 

North American, economic history; a history that has been generalised as the normal 

and required linear advancement for all societies (Sachs, 2000: 4-5, Tellegen & 

Wolsink, 1998: 25).  Indeed, Westernization, which is characterised by the industrial 

mode of production and represents one form of social life, has been elevated to the 
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status of an inevitable destiny; the end stage or maturation of a unilinear progression 

of societal evolution (Esteva, 1992: 9, Wood, 1999: 11).  Hence, our modern 

understanding of development has reduced recent history to a program of 

Westernization that universalises the Western notions of consumption and production 

thereby excluding or marginalising the maintenance or evolution of other forms of 

social life (Esteva, 1992: 9, Rist, 1997: 44). 

 

Westernization or industrial capitalism represents a complex form of economic 

organisation with distinctive features.  It is an economic system within which 

financial considerations become the primary driving force shaping individual action 

and the overall direction of society (Stilwell, 2002: 45-46).  Industrial capitalism is a 

dynamic economic system characterised by the three distinctive features of private 

ownership of property, systematic and self-interested pursuit of profit, and exchange 

of goods and services based on market prices (Saunders, 1995: 3-8, Giddens & 

Hutton, 2000: 12).  The market-based system of exchange is pervasive with inputs 

into the economic process including labour being commodified with the price 

determined by the forces of supply and demand (Stilwell, 2002; 47, Saunders, 1995: 

7).  Thus, the status quo and pervasiveness of the system is promoted as labour is 

incorporated as a commodity in the marketplace in order to gain sufficient reward to 

access and consume other commodities in the marketplace (Bookchin, 1971: 11).   

 

The rise of industrial capitalism instituted economic growth as the primary goal of 

development and society with a growing economy being perceived as a healthy 

economy (Forge 1998: 112).  Hirschman suggested the preoccupation with economic 

growth was based on an underlying philosophy of “one thing at a time” with a vibrant 

economy being perceived as the requisite platform to address social and 

environmental issues (1990: 1120-1121).  A more comprehensive view of 

development, based on the understanding that successful economies require stable 

civil societies and environmental resources would broaden investment to include the 

economy, environment and civil society (Hirschman, 1990: 1120-1121).  

Nevertheless, industrial capitalism has at its core a narrow view of development that 

favours the market to secure societal outcomes.  
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The market system and the associated notion of free trade are central to industrial 

capitalism and economic growth.  A market-based economic system is founded on the 

premise that individuals should pursue their own economic self-interests seeking to 

maximise their own gain or advantage (Stilwell, 2002; 48-49, Trainer, 1996: 82-83).  

Hence, the rise to prominence of the market system in Western Europe 

institutionalised individualism and consumption together with the externalisation of 

the social, health and environmental impacts of economic decisions (Tisdell, 2000: 6, 

Wilkinson, 1996: 144).  Indeed, it was rationalised that free trade, governed by the 

principles of self interest and supply and demand, between both nations and 

individuals is the most efficient means of allocating and conserving scarce resources 

and results in the best social outcomes for society (Skaggs & Carlson, 1996: 56-59, 

Trainer, 1996: 77 & 83).  This has meant that the modern conceptualisation and 

process of development have largely been determined by the values, beliefs and goals 

inherent in the economic dimension of development.  In the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries this understanding of development explained, validated and supported the 

exploitation and capitalisation of human and natural resources associated with the 

process of industrialisation and the practice of colonisation (Cowen & Shenton, 1995: 

29, Mehmet, 1995: 142).  This understanding of development has remained largely 

unchanged though it was reinvented after the Second World War. 

 

2.3 Development and economic growth  

The modern era of development was heralded in a speech, delivered by the then 

President of the USA, on January 20, 1949 (Esteva, 1992: 7).  Truman announced 

that: 

We must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our 
scientific advances and industrial progress available for the improvement 
and growth of underdeveloped areas. 

The old imperialism – exploitation for foreign profit – has no place in our 
plans.  What we envisage is a program of development based on the concepts 
of democratic fair dealing (Truman, 1949 cited in Esteva, 1992: 7). 

Twelve years later, in 1960, Kennedy re-affirmed the importance and purpose of 

development and the role that wealthier states, such as the United States of America, 

wanted to play.  In his inaugural presidential address, Kennedy declared: 

To those in the huts and villages of half the globe, ...we pledge our best 
efforts to help them help themselves, for whatever period is required, not 
because the Communists may be doing it, not because we seek their votes, 
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but because it is right.  If a free society cannot help the many who are poor, 
it cannot save the few who are rich (Kennedy, 1961 cited in Butler, 2000: 
157). 

These seemingly altruistic words served to divorce the concept and process of 

development from its origins in the exploitative state and commercial practices that 

had characterised industrialisation and colonialism (Esteva, 1992: 17).  However, 

whilst Truman’s pivotal inaugural speech and Kennedy’s affirmation may suggest that 

post World War II development of the so-called Third World was inspired by 

humanitarian concern this factor was not one of the primary underlying motivations.  

It was conceived both as a policy to thwart the global expansion of communism and, 

perhaps more importantly, as a means of opening new markets for Western 

corporations, technology and expertise, generating investment opportunities and 

sourcing raw materials to supply American and Western European industry (Butler, 

2000: 157, Berger, 1995: 719, Esteva, 1992: 7).  Truman and Kennedy had, in 

essence, reaffirmed Westernization as the “correct” evolutionary path to development 

and the pursuit of economic growth, encouraged by free trade and democratic fair 

dealing, as the means to achieve this state (Crush, 1995: 10, Mehmet, 1995: 142).   

 

The development industry has, since 1945, embraced, and subsequently abandoned, a 

number of different approaches to development.  These approaches, whilst perhaps 

mirroring subtle shifts in power relations between the key actors of the development 

industry, have perpetuated the premise of development via economic growth (Crush, 

1995: 7, Basiago, 1999: 147, Mehmet, 1995: 135).  This premise, founded on the 

ethnocentric belief ‘that Western economic history lessons could be transferred to the 

[so called] developing countries’, has been validated by many of the international 

organisations established to direct and implement development programs, such as the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank (Mehmet, 1995: 115, McMichael, 

2001: 164).  Indeed, the necessity for economic growth dominates the World Bank’s 

definition of development as it suggests ‘economic growth is an essential means for 

enabling development’ (World Bank, 1992: 34).  The prominence and endorsement of 

this single characteristic of development has meant that development policies and 

programs have largely focused on the promotion of industrialisation and the market 

system that characterise capitalist societies (Mehmet, 1995: 136-137, Giddens & 

Hutton, 2000: 12).  This has placed efficiency and capital accumulation above equity 
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and supported the capitalisation and exploitation of the human and natural resources 

of the World (Mehmet, 1995: 136-142).  The pursuit of economic gain as the 

cornerstone to development has seemingly accelerated in recent decades. 

 

2.4 Globalisation and power relations in the global village 

In recent decades, while economic growth has remained the panacea of international, 

national, regional and local development policies and strategies, there has been an 

increasing emphasis on creating “the right” global market conditions.  This emphasis 

has been based on the contentious yet continued understanding that a free market 

governed by the forces of supply and demand is the most efficient means to promote 

economic growth and ensure favourable social and environmental outcomes (Tabb, 

2002: 17, Skaggs & Carlson, 1996: 56-59).  The liberalisation of markets, 

deregulation of trade including removal of tariffs, promotion of export-oriented 

industrialisation, privatisation and reliance on the private sector for economic growth 

have been increasingly advocated and implemented as the necessary underlying 

policies and strategies to foster the desired economic growth and thereby hasten 

development (van Wolferen, 2002: 33, Tabb, 2002: Woodward, Drager, Beaglehole & 

Lipson, 2001: 876).  These strategies have contributed to the changing global market 

characteristics and conditions that underpin an increasing global interdependence. 

 

The changing global patterns of production and consumption represent modifications 

to the process of development and have mirrored the increasing interdependence of 

world society known as globalisation (Giddens, 2001: 51-52).  In economic terms, 

globalisation is about the ‘internationalizing of production, consumption and trade 

patterns’ in a geographically dispersed yet functionally integrated world economy 

(Mehmet, 1995: 129, Dicken, 2003: 12).  The integration of economic activities 

across national boundaries has been made possible through advances in 

transportation, data processing and communication technologies including the 

Internet.  Not surprisingly, globalisation has been and remains a key tenet of the 

dominant ideology of economic liberalism or free market capitalism and has been 

presented as the necessary means to enhance competition, maximise economic growth 

and efficiency and secure positive social outcomes for all in the global village 

(Korten, 1996: 184).  It has been sponsored and widely accepted as an unstoppable 
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economic necessity - the means to fashion a global free market governed by the 

market forces of supply and demand (van Wolferen, 2002: 33).   

 

The seeming inevitability of Globalisation disguises the orchestrated program of 

change that underpins its realisation.  Western governments and international 

organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Trade 

Organization (WTO) and the World Bank, have implemented, and are still 

implementing, the necessary policies and strategies for the internationalisation of 

production, consumption and trade patterns (Woodward et al., 2001: 876).  These 

strategies centre on actions to privatise, liberalise and deregulate to collectively foster 

the creation and maintenance of “the right” global market conditions (van Wolferen, 

2002: 33-34, Kuttner, 2000: 150).  These actions have been promoted by, and agreed 

with, the other key members of the collective: the Western financial and corporate 

sectors, which are promoting, operationalising and benefiting from the 

implementation of the program of Globalisation (van Wolferen, 2002: 33-34, 

Karliner, 1997: 10).  Indeed, Globalisation also stands for a process that is evolving 

the relationships between sovereign states and large business corporations.   

 

The process of globalisation has altered the power relations between national, regional 

and local governments of nation states and large transnational corporations.  A global 

marketplace governed by the self-regulating market forces of supply and demand is 

held to be at the centre of an economic system within which external regulation and 

intervention is minimised (Dicken, 2003: 12-14, Kuttner, 2000: 152).  Thus, the 

increasing worldwide integration of economic activities diminishes the role of nation 

states as their power to regulate or, as an economic liberalist might suggest, “distort” 

the market and thereby balance the interests of private capital with broader societal 

issues associated with promoting public good have been eroded though not eliminated 

(Kuttner, 2000: 147 & 153, Korten, 1996: 184, Giddens, 2001: 429-431 & 446).  

Globalisation is disempowering the nation state (Giddens, 2002: 16-17).  In contrast, 

transnational corporations are an expression of the process of internationalisation and 

are empowered by globalisation. 

 

Over the past twenty-five years, there has been a gradual shift in the global order with 

the ascent to global prominence and power of transnational corporations (TNCs).  
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TNCs are companies that operate across national boundaries having offices and 

production plants in two or more countries (Giddens, 2001: 57).  These corporations 

are now the primary actors within the global economy (Giddens, 2001: 57-58 & 429, 

Karliner, 1997: 4-5).  Transnational corporations, described as “the productive core of 

the globalizing world economy”, account for and control much of the global industrial 

capacity, technological knowledge and international financial transactions 

(UNCTAD, 1995: xix-xx, Karliner, 1997: 5).  Transnationals hold 90% of all 

technology and product patents and are involved in more than 70% of world trade 

(Karliner, 1997: 5).  A significant number of these corporations have become empires 

with financial resources and economic power greater than medium sized nations (van 

Wolferen, 2002: 43, UNDP, 1999: 32).   

 

The rise of corporate power is evidenced in the statistics comparing the transnational 

corporations with nation states.  The turnover of selected transnational corporations is 

comparable to the GDP of many medium sized nation states (UNDP, 1999: 32).  For 

the first time in history, over fifty of the 100 largest economic entities in the World 

are now TNCs (Giddens, 2001: 58, Karliner, 1997: 4-6, Labonte, Schrecker & Gupta, 

2005: 14). Corporations such as Wal-Mart, General Motors and Mitsubishi have 

annual global sales greater than the GDP of many medium sized nations (UNDP, 

1999: 32, Labonte, Schrecker, Sanders & Meeus, 2005: 3).  Furthermore, in 1996 over 

400 transnational corporations had annual sales of greater than 10 billion dollars 

(United States currency) whereas only 70 nations had gross national products of this 

amount (Giddens, 2001: 57).  These facts and figures are perhaps the most telling 

indicators of the global shift in political and economic power to transnational 

corporations. 

 

Today, transnational corporations are among the most powerful institutions on the 

planet (Frankel, 1998: 99).  These global corporations are an embodiment of the 

increasing worldwide integration of economic activity in a global market system.  As 

corporate entities in a competitive global market system, their allegiance is to the 

bottom-line and their shareholders rather than any one nation state or its population 

(Korten, 1995: 124-125).  As such, capital and TNCs are drawn to the regions or 

nations where production costs are lowest and, hence, potential for profits highest 

(Frankel, 1998: 17, Tabb, 2002: 121).  Indeed, in the present capitalist market system, 
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minimising production costs by “outsourcing” to regions where social and 

environmental regulation are less stringent is both logical and sound business practice 

(Tabb, 2002: 121-125, Kuttner, 2000: 154).  A consequence of this TNC practice, an 

acknowledged and accepted aspect of corporate globalisation, is that more regulated 

nations are priced out of the market.  In these circumstances, to “meet the market” 

would be to more closely embrace the doctrine of globalisation and discard the 

political decisions, relating to such matters as working conditions and the 

environment, that have been democratically negotiated over the past 100 years or so 

(Kuttner, 2000: 154-155).  Such is the power of the TNCs within a globalising free 

market that this is indeed what is happening around the world (Tabb, 2002: 126).   

 

2.5 Individualisation and the construction of affluence: Homo economicus 

As the transnational corporation is seen as the “productive core” of the globalising 

economy, so the unmet economic needs and wants of individuals across the globe are 

the collective driver of this phenomenon.  The development and continuation of the 

industrial capitalist economic system including its expansion and evolution through 

the processes of globalisation is founded upon the dominance of an individualistic 

ideology (Stilwell, 2002: 47-49, Ife, 2002: 13, Beck, 2000: 164-165).  This 

individualistic perspective, the bedrock of economic liberalism, is based upon four 

interrelated assumptions, which are as follows: 

• Humans are motivated by self interest - the desire to maximise personal utility; 

• The action that results in greatest financial gain is the most beneficial to society;  

• Competitive behaviour by the individual, corporation and nation is more beneficial 

to society than cooperative behaviour; and 

• Increases in consumption (amount and value) are the best measure of social 

progress and therefore those who consume the most also contribute the most 

(Korten, 1996: 185, Stilwell, 2002: 49, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 85-87).  

These assumptions oriented around self-interest, personal gain or utility, competition 

and consumption are the basis for the construction of homo economicus. 

 

Homo economicus is a theoretical abstraction used in contemporary economic theory 

to model, predict and validate human behaviour.  Homo economicus portrays extreme 

individualism in the marketplace based on the underlying assumption that individual 
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satisfaction is derived from goods acquired in the market by that individual (Daly & 

Cobb, 1994: 86-87).  In this microeconomic model homo economicus, or as Catton 

suggested homo colossus, has insatiable wants with his or her “utility function” or 

satisfaction being solely consequent upon consumption of commodities (Daly & 

Cobb, 1994: 85, Stilwell, 2002: 49, Catton, 1980: 155).  This emphasis upon personal 

desire-satisfaction externalises the social and environmental consequences of an 

individual’s discrete actions within the marketplace and excludes the broader needs of 

the community from consideration by the individual (Tisdell, 2000: 6, Daly & Cobb, 

1994: 89-90, Bronk, 1998: 101).  The exclusive focus upon the individual is in 

accordance with the doctrine of free market capitalism wherein the “invisible hand of 

the free market”, steadied by the aforementioned assumptions relating to self-interest, 

personal gain, competition and consumption, is presumed to effectively allocate and 

conserve scarce resources (Bronk, 1998: 100, Trainer, 1996: 77 & 83).  Hence, in this 

model it is advocated that striving to maximise individual gain, shaped by the forces 

of supply and demand, results in the best social and environmental outcomes for 

society and the world as a whole.   

 

The importance of personal gain manifest in homo economicus is an expression of 

free market capitalism.  It demonstrates how this economic system values individuals 

not by their capacity to produce for social weal, but by the amount they consume 

(Capra, 2002: 264).  However, the emphasis on consumption of material goods as the 

source of pleasure, satisfaction and status is not unique to capitalism though it is 

afforded an unparalleled prominence within this form of economic system (Stilwell, 

2002: 46-49).  Thus, while the model of homo economicus is acknowledged as an 

abstraction from reality, with the recognition of other motivators of human behaviour 

such as social standing and fairness, it does encourage and validate a ‘less inhibited 

quest for personal gain’, particularly in the business world (Daly & Cobb, 1994: 89).   

 

While homo economicus is a theoretical abstraction of an individual’s behaviour 

within the marketplace, the broad thrust and underlying assumptions of this economic 

construct are readily transferable to the choices and actions of transnational 

corporations and governments.  These institutions predominantly make decisions 

based on self-interest.  Corporations striving to maximise profits seek out the “best 

prices” and are logically drawn to locations around the world where costs are lowest.  
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In this way less rigorous social and environmental regulation is rewarded along with 

such practices as sweatshops and polluting production systems (Karliner, 1997: 133, 

Tabb, 2002: 121-122).   Governments either establish the right conditions to attract 

and retain the transnational corporations, for example the casualisation of labour, or 

face the threat and practice of “runaway shops” where production is closed down and 

moved offshore (Tabb, 2002: 126).  Thus, transnational corporations and governments 

pursue their corporate and institutional interests within the marketplace secure in the 

dominant underpinning economic liberalist premise that the global market, governed 

by the forces of supply and demand, is the most effective mechanism to both 

safeguard and realise global, regional and local social and environmental concerns 

and aspirations. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a brief review of the modern conception and evolving 

process of societal development.  The chapter identified the dominant conception of 

development has meant social development is seen as taking place in accordance with 

established historical rules or laws.  Societal development has been understood as a 

natural linear progression through a series of stages culminating in industrial 

capitalism.  The chapter overviewed industrial capitalism or westernization as a 

complex, market-based form of economic organisation within which self-interest and 

economic gain become the central motivators shaping individual action and the 

overall direction of the society.  Thus, the emergence and global spread of the market 

system has institutionalised individualism and consumption together with the 

externalisation of the social, health and environmental impacts of economic decisions. 

 

Globalisation including the associated rise of transnational corporations to global 

ascendancy was overviewed.  The chapter identified that the process of globalisation 

has altered the power relations between national, regional and local governments of 

nation states and large transnational corporations.  Increasingly integrated global 

patterns of production, consumption and trade diminish the capacity of nation states to 

regulate the market.  In contrast, transnational corporations are an expression of the 

process of internationalisation and are empowered by globalisation.  These 

institutions, described as “the productive core of the globalising world economy”, 
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have become the primary societal actors and account for much of the global industrial 

capacity, technological knowledge and international financial transactions. 

 

Finally, the emphasis on individual self-interest inherent in free market capitalism was 

examined.  The chapter established that such an economic system ultimately values 

individuals not by their capacity to produce for social weal, but by the amount they 

consume.  The broad thrust and underlying assumptions of this economic system also 

apply to the choices and actions of transnational corporations and governments.  Thus, 

transnational corporations are driven to pursue their economic interests within the 

marketplace, with the market forces of supply and demand to both safeguard and 

realise global, regional and local social and environmental concerns and aspirations.   

 

This brief discussion has established the global context that humankind has 

constructed to frame the process and direction of development.  It has provided the 

historical context to the rise of transnational corporations in industrial capitalist 

society.  as such, it lays the foundation for the next chapter which moves on to discuss 

the implications of development for the planet’s ecological integrity and ultimately 

human health. 
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Chapter 3: Development and Global Dis-integrity 

3.1 Introduction 

Through ingenuity and endeavour, but principally through its organisations, humans 

have been able to increasingly manipulate and gain control over their diverse 

biophysical environments.  This rise to global ascendancy is not benign and the 

presumed natural progression of humankind, as discussed in the previous chapter, has 

had implications for the on-going viability of planetary systems, which may 

ultimately determine human survival.  Certainly, how we define development and 

human progress informs the processes and overall direction humans have taken.  

Understanding the local to global impacts of human ascendancy on the natural 

environment has been the focus of substantial research and debate.  This body of 

knowledge provides an important foundation to understanding and ameliorating the 

consequences of human activity.   

 

In this chapter the cumulative global impact of humankind’s unparalleled success as a 

species and the unrelenting pursuit of progress through industrial development will be 

examined.  The focus of the chapter is the consequences of our conception of 

development as operationalised through the processes of industrial development with 

the primary engines of this course of development being corporations.  The two 

central interrelated factors of population growth and human resource consumption 

levels will be overviewed and their relationship to planetary carrying capacity 

discussed.  To illustrate this relationship the concept of “ecological footprint analysis” 

will be introduced.  This discussion will confirm that the human economic sub-system 

has exceeded the tremendous absorptive and regenerative capacities of planetary 

systems.  The purpose of this chapter is to portray the extent of humankind’s present 

predicament and thereby establish the necessity for corporate uptake of environmental 

and social issues to secure fundamental global change.   

 

3.2 Humankind and “progress” 

Homo sapiens are a relatively “new” species, having existed for ‘less than one-

thousandth of the time since animal life ventured from the oceans onto the dry land’ 

(McMichael, 1993: 1).  Nevertheless, in their comparatively short existence as a 

species, Homo sapiens have rapidly advanced from humble and precarious origins in 
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eastern and southern Africa to be the dominant species on the planet (Morrison, 2003: 

124-126, McMichael, 2001: 8 & 30).  Humankind’s rise to global ascendancy has 

been founded upon a series of achievements from tool making and geographic 

dispersal, through the farming of crops and animal husbandry, to the advent of 

inanimate power sources and industrial production systems (Giddens, 2001: 35, 

McMichael, 2001: 342 & 28). 

 

Since the industrial revolution, the pace of societal change and the extent of 

humanity’s dominance of the planet have accelerated.   In the past two hundred years, 

the availability of inanimate power resources has underpinned accelerating social, 

technological and scientific innovations and achievements (Macionis & Plummer, 

2002: 70-71).  There have been phenomenal changes and accomplishments relating to 

such matters as state political and democratic systems, mass production of food and 

goods, sanitation and education, communications and transport, building and housing, 

medicine including antibiotics and vaccinations and health care (McMichael, 2001: 28 

& 342, Butler, 2000: 157, WHO, 2002: 4-5, Vesley, 1999: 3).  Indeed, many of the 

technologies that presently underpin society were inconceivable a few hundred years 

ago (Ayres, 1998: 17).  In summary, material and living conditions for the large 

majority of humans have been greatly improved and this has been reflected in 

declining global mortality rates and increasing life expectancy (WHO, 2002: 4, 

McMichael, 2001: 342).  However, there are growing and well-founded concerns 

about the implications for planetary ecological integrity of the extent, pace and 

direction of these achievements and, more generally, the process of global industrial 

development.   

 

3.3 Human endeavour and global dis-integrity 

3.3.1 Population growth and consumption 

At the core of the concerns relating to the process of global industrial development are 

the two interrelated factors of population growth and consumption patterns.  With 

regard to the global human population, the many achievements relating to such issues 

as food production, medicine, housing and sanitation have resulted in radical 

reductions in mortality and commensurate increases in life expectancy (United 

Nations, 2001: 5, Ayres, 1998: 13).  Today life expectancy at birth is approaching 70 
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years, whereas just a few hundred years ago average life expectancy was around 25 to 

30 years (WHO, 2003: 3, McMichael, 2001: 1).  Figure 3.1 below charts the life 

expectancy at birth for the world, developed and developing countries from 1950 

through to projections for 2050.  The graph shows that life expectancy is trending 

upward across the globe with dramatic gains expected in the so-called least developed 

countries and, in the developed countries, life expectancy to surpass 80 years.  In the 

second half of the twentieth century life expectancy across the globe increased by 

more than 20 years and in recent decades, life expectancy has risen significantly in the 

vast majority of nations (WHO, 2003: 3-4, WHO, 1998: 2). 

 

The modern historical evolution in human morbidity and mortality patterns across the 

planet, have in turn led to dramatic and unprecedented global population growth 

(United Nations, 2001: 5).  In the twentieth century, the population increased from 1.6 

billion to 6.1 billion people with more than 80% of the population increase taking 

place between 1950 and 2000 (United Nations, 2001: 5).  Figure 3.2 below shows the 

global population growth through history and graphically illustrates the dramatic rise 

in population size that has occurred in the twentieth century.  The figure shows that it 

took humanity more than a million years to achieve a population of one billion.  In 

contrast, the most recent billion in world population growth was achieved in just 12 

years (United Nations, 2001: 5).  While fertility levels are in decline across the globe, 

and hence the rate of population growth is slowing, Figure 3.3 maps the 

unprecedented surge in population since 1950 and extrapolates from the trend to offer 

several scenarios of population growth to 2050 (United Nations, 2002: 7-8, United 

Nations, 2001: 5-6).  Figure 3.3 shows that population size is projected to continue to 

rise and, according to the medium scenario, would reach 8.9 billion by 2050 (United 

Nations, 2002: 1-2). 
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Figure 3.1: Life expectancy at birth: world, developed and developing countries 
                   1950-2050 
 

 
Excerpted from World Population Prospects: The 2002 Revision. Highlights, United Nations, 5. 
 
Figure 3.2: World population growth through history 

 
Excerpted from Population: A Lively Introduction, PRB Population Bulletin, McFalls, 38. 
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Figure 3.3: Estimated and projected population of the world by projection variant,  
         1950-2050 
 

 
        
Excerpted from World Population Prospects: The 2002 Revision. Highlights, United Nations, vii. 
 
 

The second factor that is at the centre of the concerns relating to the process of global 

industrial development is human resource consumption levels.  The social, 

technological and economic changes that stemmed from the industrial revolution, 

which have supported the dramatic growth in the human population, have also 

underpinned changing levels and patterns of resource consumption (Ropke, 1999: 

402, Giddens, 2001: 35, Stilwell, 2002: 48-49).  At a base consumption level, broadly 

comprising food, water, shelter and clothing, consumption is essential for human 

survival (Gardner, Assadourian & Sarin, 2004: 4).  At this level, the dramatic 

population growth of the twentieth century has required a corresponding growth in 

resource consumption (Gardner et al., 2004: 4-5).  At another level, consumption is 

oriented upon satisfying human “wants” rather than the meeting of basic needs. 
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Consumption for much of the global population is about human survival, however, for 

a growing “consumer class” it means much more.  This “consumer class” resides 

predominantly in the so-called developed nations and totals more than a quarter of the 

global population or 1.7 billion people (Gardner et al., 2004: 6).  For this sub-

population, the global capitalist system is providing a disposable income and wealth 

accumulation that supports consumption well beyond the meeting of daily needs 

(WHO, 1997: 34-35, Ropke, 1999: 402-403).  Historically, the market system, waged 

labour, wealth accumulation, media advertising and the emphasis on personal gain 

and consumption inherent in a capitalist economic system have promoted a spiralling 

rise of material expectations (Daly & Cobb, 1994: 85, McMichael, 2001: 355, 

Gardner et al., 2004: 5).  In this regard, corporations and industrial mass production 

systems have provided the wherewithal to transform raw materials into products for 

mass consumption by those with the means to purchase them (WRI, UNEP, UNDP & 

WB, 1998: 51).  The growing levels and patterns of consumption interrelated with 

population growth and affluence of the minority are creating unprecedented demands 

upon the planet’s life support systems and raises serious questions about planetary 

carrying capacity. 

 

3.3.2 Planetary carrying capacity  

The concept of carrying capacity relates to the relationship between a particular 

species and its environment.  Carrying capacity has been defined as the ‘average 

maximum number of individuals of a given species that can occupy a particular 

habitat on an on-going basis without permanently impairing the productive capacity 

of that habitat’ (Rees, 2001: 229).  The concept recognises that an ecosystem has 

limits and the population size of a species is, to a large extent, governed by the 

prevailing local environmental conditions (Rees, 2001: 230-232, McMichael, 2001: 

212-213).  For species other than human beings, the notion of local carrying capacity 

is largely a function of population size, as consumption patterns are needs based and 

remain relatively constant over time and across members of the population (Daly & 

Cobb, 1994: 136).  In contrast, consumption patterns of human beings vary 

substantially between and within populations and across time in relation to economic 

development (Daly & Cobb, 1994: 136).  Furthermore, recent human economic 

development trends relating to the global integration of production, consumption and 

trade, as operationalised by corporations as the primary engines of development, 
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illustrate the capacity of human beings to appropriate resources from beyond their 

local environment (Dicken, 2003: 12, Rees, 2001: 233-234).  However, as ingenuity 

has allowed human beings to move beyond the limits of local systems, it does not 

thereby increase local carrying capacity or, perhaps most importantly, total planetary 

carrying capacity (Rees, 2001; 233).   

 

For much of human history, there has been little need for consideration of the on-

going availability of natural resources to fuel human endeavour or the related capacity 

of planetary systems to act as a sink for the wastes generated by these activities.  

Having said this, there are well-documented historical instances of human settlements 

exceeding local environmental capacity with severe negative consequences for these 

societies.  The most widely cited of these is the case of Easter Island where 

exhaustion of natural resources resulted in the collapse of the society (Ponting, 1992: 

1-2, McMichael, 2001: 9-10).  Nevertheless, prior to industrialisation the ‘aggregate 

demand placed on the planetary ecosystem by human economic activities’ was, by 

and large, inconsequential (Korten, 1995: 27).  Thus, for much of human history there 

has been a widely held perception that there are virtually infinite natural resources, no 

conceivable limit to economic endeavour and little need to contextualise human 

activities in relation to planetary systems. 

 

It is the historically recent and unprecedented success of Homo sapiens as a species, 

which raises the spectre of planetary overload.  The industrial revolution heralded 

fundamental societal changes made possible, to a large extent, by the introduction of 

low cost fossil fuels to power production systems (Rees, 2001: 232).  The 

contemporary production systems demand ‘continuous, irreversible energy and 

material transformations’, at an ever increasing pace, to meet the growing needs and 

wants of the global village (Rees, 2001: 231).   It is these industrial production 

systems that have enabled the transformation of natural resources into the goods and 

services that have underpinned population growth and that characterise the improved 

material and living conditions (Ropke, 1999: 402, Pearson, 2000: 21-22).   

 

The human economic sub-system, comprising the elements of population, production 

and consumption, is dependent upon the global ecosystem for both resources and as a 

sink for wastes (Goodland, 1992: 4, Pearson, 2000: 21-23, Aplin, Beggs, Brierley, 
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Cleugh, Curson, Mitchell, Pitman & Rich, 1999: 22-25).  Thus, as the economic sub-

system grows so too do the demands on the planetary source and sink functions (MA, 

2003: 3-5).  Figure 3.4 depicts the relationship between the economic sub-system and 

the global ecosystem.  The figure offers a comparison between an historical time 

when human endeavour was inconsequential in relation to the capacities of the global 

ecosystem (Diagram A) and present circumstances wherein the expanding economic 

sub-system now fills the global ecosystem (Diagram B).  In this regard, it is critical to 

comprehend that while the economic sub-system has experienced, and continues to 

experience, unparalleled growth, the planetary system, of which it is an integral part, 

is closed and finite with limits to its source and sink functions (Goodland, 1992: 4-6, 

Rees, 2001; 233-234, Rees & Wackernagel, 1996: 225, Korten, 2000: 67).  It is this 

incongruity between economic sub-system growth and planetary limits that 

encapsulates the problem of planetary overload. 

 

Planetary carrying capacity is a fluid multi-dimensional concept that is difficult to 

measure, which in turn means it is difficult to determine whether human activities 

have reached or exceeded planetary limits.  Nevertheless, in the past twenty years 

there have been efforts to quantify the extent of the human load on the global 

ecosystem with the most well known of these efforts applying the concept of an 

Ecological Footprint.  Ecological footprint analysis has provided a means to broadly 

quantify the amount of productive land and water required to continuously sustain a 

defined population including the supply of resources for consumption and absorption 

of wastes (Rees, 2001: 230, Wackernagel, Onisto, Bello, Linares, López Falfán, 

García, Guerrero and Guerrero, 1999: 376).  It represents a conceptually simple yet 

powerful tool that can be applied at a local, national, regional or global level to 

approximate the quantity of ecosystem being appropriated by a given human 

population (Rees & Wackernagel, 1996: 227-228, Simpson, Petroeschevsky & Lowe, 

2000: 11-12). 
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Figure 3.4: The Finite Global Ecosystem relative to the Growing Economic 
                 Subsystem  

 
 
Excerpted from Population, Technology, and Lifestyle, Goodland, Daly & El Serafy, 5 
 

Ecological footprint analyses that have been completed present a sombre account of 

the relationship between human beings and the planet upon which they are dependent.  

Analyses indicate that the human populations of many nations require greater 

biologically productive land than is available within their national borders (Rees, 

2001: 236-237, Rees & Wackernagel, 1996: 233-235).  While this may seem alarming 

to some, it would appear logical to others given the capacity of human beings to move 

beyond the limits of local systems by appropriating resources from other locations 

(Wackernagel et al., 1999: 386).  At the planetary level, ecological footprint analyses 

have exposed that humanity’s aggregated consumption and waste production exceeds 
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planetary carrying capacity (Wackernagel et al., 1999: 385, Rees, 2001: 237-238).  

Indeed, it has been suggested that two more planet Earths would be needed for 

everyone to live like those in industrialised countries (Wackernagel & Rees, 1996: 

15).  McMichael stated that the ‘aggregate weight of human numbers and patterns of 

consumption has created an industrial metabolism that exceeds the absorptive and 

regenerative capacity of the ecosphere’ (2001: 355).  Therefore, to maintain current 

human resource use patterns, the planet’s natural capital is being eroded and its 

capacity to support life in the future compromised (Wackernagel, Monfreda & 

Deumling, 2002: 8, Hawken & Wackernagel, 2000: 2).  A range of key planetary 

ecological issues provides evidence of this situation. 

 

3.4 Interconnectedness of Planetary Issues 

While the concepts of planetary carrying capacity and ecological footprint analysis 

are fluid and somewhat imprecise there are a number of global issues that support the 

assertions relating to planetary overload and the erosion of the planet’s natural capital.  

These issues include: 

• Decline in biodiversity; 

• Resource depletion and waste generation; 

• Climate change; 

• Degradation and depletion of freshwater resources; 

• Overloaded food systems;  

• Urbanisation; and  

• Global inequity and inequality in health. 

This short list is by no means comprehensive, but represents a selection of the diverse, 

complex and often interrelated global issues that underpin concerns relating to the 

integrity of planetary systems.  When examined separately, each of the issues seem 

problematic and worthy of attention though perhaps not overwhelming or suggestive 

of a planetary “meltdown”.  However, the issues do not stand alone, they are 

ecological in nature being both interconnected and often interdependent upon each 

other (Burke, Kura, Kassem, Revenga, Spalding & McAllister, 2001: 1-5, 

McMichael, 2001: 284-286).  Figure 3.5 presents the interconnectedness of planetary 

issues for the 21st century.  The figure conceptualises and categorises the issues in a 

particular framework that successfully illustrates the complexity of pathways and 
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connections between the global issues.  The figure maps relationships between human 

population growth and activities with planetary systems and environmental changes 

and, in turn, human health. 

 

Figure 3.5: Interconnectedness of Planetary Issues for the 21st Century 
 

 
 

Excerpted from Human frontiers, environments and disease: Past patterns, uncertain futures, 
McMichael, 285. 
 

Human demands upon planetary life support systems are growing yet, at the same 

time, human activities are eroding the capacity of these same systems to provide the 

required ecosystem services.  For much of human history, human endeavour has been 

considered as distinct from the planet’s capacity to provide the needed resources and 

absorb the wastes of human endeavour (MA, 2003: 27, UNDP, UNEP, WB & WRI, 

2000: 4-6).  However, the reality is that the human economic sub-system is not 

separate from the broader planetary systems but bound to the earth’s ecosystems in a 

symbiotic relationship (UNDP et al., 2000: 4-6, Burke et al., 2001: 1-5).  As humanity 

is dependent upon the planetary systems to sustain it by providing natural resources 
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and absorbing wastes, the ongoing functional integrity of the planetary systems are 

dependent upon the care and stewardship of humanity (UNDP et al., 2000: 1).  

Humanity and human endeavour form an integral part of diverse, complex and 

evolving local, national, regional and global ecosystems (MA, 2003: 3).  Thus, human 

well-being and long term survival is intertwined with the integrity, productive 

capacity and health of planetary systems (MA, 2003: 76-77, UNDP et al., 2000: 9).  In 

this regard, the demonstrable incongruity between human economic sub-system 

growth and the accelerating decline of planetary ecosystems reveals the breadth and 

depth of ecological crises facing humanity now and into the coming decades.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has overviewed the global impacts of humankind’s unparalleled success 

as a species and the unrelenting pursuit of progress through industrial development.  

The chapter acknowledged that humankind, as a relatively new species, has made 

remarkable progress to achieve global ascendancy.  This rise to dominance has been 

founded upon a series of achievements including the advent of inanimate power 

sources and industrial production systems.  In the past two hundred years, the 

tremendous social, technological and scientific innovations have underpinned 

accelerated industrial development.  As a result, material and living conditions for the 

majority of humans have greatly improved and this has been reflected in core 

indicators of population health such as declining mortality rates and increasing life 

expectancy. 

 

The accomplishments of humankind, while impressive, have implications for the 

ongoing viability of the planet’s life support systems.  The chapter established the two 

interrelated factors of population growth and resource consumption as being at the 

centre of concerns relating to industrial development.  The growing levels and 

patterns of resource consumption were identified as creating unprecedented demands 

upon the planet’s life support systems, which in turn has raised the spectre of 

planetary overload.  To support the assertion of ecological overshoot, a list of widely 

recognised global ecological issues for the 21st century was presented.  The 

interconnectedness of the issues reveals a breadth and depth of ecological crises that 

collectively evidence declining planetary systems.  This situation has ramifications for 
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long-term human survival, as human well-being is directly linked to the integrity of 

planetary systems.   

 

This chapter has established the diversity, magnitude and nature of humankind’s 

present predicament.  In so doing it has highlighted the necessity for fundamental 

global change if the planet’s dominant species is to secure its long-term continued 

existence.  Corporations, as the productive core of the global economy, have been 

central to the process and direction of industrial development, particularly in the past 

fifty years.  Accordingly, they have played a significant role in fashioning many of the 

global ecological issues and must play a central role for humanity to alter the impact 

of its activities.  Chapter four moves beyond the somewhat discouraging view of 

humanity’s long term prospects as presented in this chapter.  It will examine the 

concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable development as evolving 

constructs that could re-shape the process and direction of human development to be 

more ecologically viable. 
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Chapter 4: Ecological Sustainability and Sustainable Development 

4.1 Introduction 

In the preceding two chapters the nature and direction of humankind’s progress 

together with its implications for planetary dis-integrity evidenced by emerging global 

ecological crises was established.  Corporations as the most dominant institutions on 

the planet, firmly entrenched as the central feature of the socio-economic landscape, 

have played a significant part in advancing global ecological dis-integrity.  In this 

chapter, to balance the sombre explanation of humanity’s long-term survival 

prospects, the concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable development will 

be introduced.  These evolving constructs will be presented as the fundamental 

concepts that are being utilised to stimulate and guide action for humankind to take 

greater responsibility in promoting the viability of its existence.   

 

First, ecological sustainability and sustainable development will be defined and the 

principles and components that comprise these closely related concepts examined.  

Having established the meaning and intent of the terms, to place the terms in a global 

context, an historical review of their evolution and rise in international prominence 

will be presented.  The need for action by the so-called “three wheels of 

sustainability”: government, corporations and community will be discussed.  

Corporations will be identified as the constituent of this triumvirate that has the global 

prominence and capacity to take the lead role in securing a viable future for 

humankind by engaging in the pursuit of global ecological sustainability. 

 

4.2 Sustainable development and ecological sustainability – an overview  

From space, we see a small and fragile ball dominated not by human activity 
and edifice but by a pattern of clouds, oceans, greenery and soils.  
Humanity’s inability to fit its doings into that pattern is changing planetary 
systems, fundamentally.  Many such changes are accompanied by life-
threatening hazards.  This new reality, from which there is no escape, must 
be recognized – and managed (WCED, 1990: 1). 

The imagery of a life-sustaining planet in crisis evoked by this quotation has become 

an icon over the past few decades widely used to raise awareness of humankind’s 

present predicament (Karliner, 1997: 1-2).  As the quotation suggests, in recent years 

it has become increasingly apparent that the global scope and direction of 

humankind’s activities exceed planetary limits and that present industrial 
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development practices and trends cannot be maintained (MA, 2003: 26-27 & 86-87).  

There is an accelerating decline of planetary systems, evidenced by a range of 

ecological crises, some of which were overviewed in the previous chapter (see 3.4 

Key ecological issues for the 21st Century), that in turn has raised the spectre of 

planetary overload and breakdown (Hawken & Wackernagel, 2000: 2).  As the 

relationship between human well-being and the planet’s ecological integrity has 

become more widely appreciated, so too has a recognition of the need to re-focus and 

re-shape the direction and process of human development to be more ecologically 

viable (MA, 2003: 76-77, UNDP et al., 2000: 9).  As the engines of industrial 

development corporations are at the centre of contemporary human activities and will 

therefore be a significant element in efforts to secure planet integrity.  It has been in 

response to the growing consciousness and concerns relating to planetary integrity, 

that the concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable development emerged 

and gained recognition. 

 

Since their inception in the early 1980s, there has been a surfeit of definitions put 

forward relating to ecological sustainability and sustainable development.  Some have 

interpreted these concepts, particularly sustainable development, as meaning little 

more than “sustaining development”, that is, maintaining current directions and 

patterns of global industrial development (McMichael, 2002: 1093, Ayres, 1998: 

135).  An alternate and widely cited definition has been that provided in the 1987 

report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), Our 

Common Future (Christie & Warburton, 2001: 29, Lawn, 2001: 14).  This landmark 

report, commonly referred to as the “Brundtland Report”, has been credited as one of 

the key documents that established the foundation for concern about planetary dis-

integrity and ecological sustainability (Dresner, 2002: 31-33, Basiago, 1999: 148).  In 

the Brundtland Report sustainable development was defined as: 

.... development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1990: 87).   

Defined in this manner, sustainable development represents a powerful vision that, as 

a concept, has considerable appeal for the large majority of people.  Nevertheless, the 

concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable development have remained 

difficult to define and there have been many attempts to refine or add to the WCED 

definition.  
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Since the release of the Brundtland Report in 1987, there have been numerous efforts 

to put forward more detailed definitions as to the meaning of ecological sustainability 

and sustainable development (Lawn, 2001: 14-15, Bossel, 1998: 7).  The definition of 

sustainable development presented in the Brundtland Report was both simple yet 

vague (Robinson, 2004: 373).  These attributes have been an enduring strength of this 

definition that has promoted its widespread adoption and adaptation in sustainability 

declarations by organisations and at many global, national and local conferences 

(Yanarella & Bartilow, 2000: 125).  At the same time, it could be suggested these 

same attributes represent a shortcoming as the definition offers very limited direction 

as to the character, costs or means of sustainable development (Yanarella & Bartilow, 

2000: 125, Carvalho, 2001: 63).  Instead, it represents a minimalist definition that has 

encouraged considerable dialogue and debate on the operational meaning, parameters 

and components of ecological sustainability and sustainable development. 

 

The efforts to define and refine these terms have, at least in part, been expended in the 

understanding that reaching consensus on their meaning would, in turn, promote 

commonality of purpose and consensus in action (Dresner, 2002: 64-65, Ayres, 1998: 

135-136).  However, sustainable development and ecological sustainability are 

difficult concepts to elucidate and this may be because they do not represent a 

tangible or easily quantified goal or end-state (Woollard, 2000: 16, Carvalho, 2001: 

62).  Instead, they are value-laden terms, respectively emphasising development and 

the environment, that invite different and even competing interpretations and 

conceptions (Dresner, 2002: 65-67, Prugh & Assadourian, 2003: 10-11, Giddings, 

Hopwood & O’Brien, 2002: 188).  The enduring nature of the terms is evidenced by 

the fact that despite the plethora of definitions proffered over the past 15 years; 

sustainable development and ecological sustainability remain contested concepts 

(Giddings et al., 2002: 187, Christie & Warburton, 2001: 29-30).  Nonetheless, it is 

worth exploring the intent embedded within the terms. 

 

The concepts of sustainable development and ecological sustainability are necessarily 

closely related.  The definition of sustainable development put forward in the 

Brundtland Report represented what could be described as an intergenerational golden 

rule that fixed attention upon securing a viable long-term future for humankind 
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(Ayres, 1998: 135-136).  The long-term vision inherent in the definition inextricably 

binds the concept of sustainable development to that of ecological sustainability as 

human endeavour is ultimately intertwined with the on-going integrity of planetary 

systems (MA, 2003: 76-77, UNDP et al., 2000: 9, Prugh & Assadourian, 2003: 11).  

Thus, while the terms may elude emphatic definition, they should instead be 

understood as the basis of an underpinning philosophy that sets up the foundation for 

questioning current and future human undertakings and societal directions, but does 

not provide, a priori, the answers (Dresner, 2002: 68, Basiago, 1995: 118).  This 

interpretation supports the understanding that there is no pre-determined path or end-

state that define or result in sustainable development and ultimately ecological 

sustainability (WCED, 1990: 87-90).  Furthermore, the terms imply the need for 

fundamental changes to humankind’s priorities and activities across the planet.  

 

The concepts of sustainable development and ecological sustainability embody 

significant changes in the priorities and values that presently govern “the global 

village”.  Since the industrial revolution there has been a strong belief that the 

inevitability of progress would cater for the needs of future generations (Ayres, 1998: 

135-136, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 2-5).  However, the diversity and magnitude of the 

global environmental and social crises discussed in the previous chapter refutes the 

legitimacy of this premise and questions the assumed relationship between economic 

growth, free trade and the well-being of the human species (Tabb, 2002: 17, Daly & 

Cobb, 1994: 62-66).  Indeed, the global preoccupation with the pursuit of economic 

growth through industrial development is increasingly recognised as the basis of un-

sustainability (Tisdell, 2000: 6-7, McMichael, 2002: 1093).  Accordingly, proponents 

of these concepts advocate for a fundamental shift in philosophy from the prevailing 

almost single minded focus upon economic growth through consumption to one 

which marries aspirations for economic growth with the imperatives dictated by long 

term environmental and social considerations (WCED, 1990: 87-88 Langeweg, 

Hilderink & Maas, 2002: 186-187).  Hence, the concepts of sustainable development 

and sustainability are not about “business as usual” but necessitate accepting greater 

responsibility for our actions and the associated consequences (Bossel, 1998: 8-9, 

WCED, 1990: 90-92).  Such a statement relates to the actions of government, civil 

society and, perhaps most significantly given their role in industrial development, 

corporations (Shrivastava, 1995: 937). 
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4.3 Principles and components of ecological sustainability  

While an end-state for ecological sustainability or sustainable development cannot be 

absolutely determined, certain central features or principles can be elucidated that 

should guide whichever options are chosen.  As there have been numerous definitions 

of sustainability and sustainable development, so there has been a commensurate 

amount of effort to identify the elements and principles that make up these guiding 

concepts.  At the broad conceptual level, sustainability and sustainable development 

represent an acknowledgement of the interrelatedness of human enterprise with 

planetary systems (MA, 2003: 76-77).  Thus, these concepts serve to draw together 

the three spheres of environment, society and economy (Giddings et al., 2002: 188-

189, Flint & Houser, 2001: 10).  Figure 4.1 presents the relationship between these 

three spheres and portrays how they are overlapping and interconnected (WCED, 

1990: 28, Giddings et al., 2002: 189).  The model underscores that to promote long 

term planetary sustainability requires ecologic integrity, economic viability and social 

equity (Flint & Houser, 2001: 10-11, Robinson, 2004: 378).  This understanding of 

interconnectedness between economy, environment and society has underpinned 

much of the effort to operationalise sustainability by identifying its components and 

principles.   

 

As a starting point, in the Brundtland Report the definition of sustainable 

development was qualified as having two key components.  First, the notion of 

economic “need”, in particular the importance of meeting the basic day-to-day needs 

of the world’s poor coupled with a more equitable distribution of resources within and 

between societies (WCED, 1990: 87, Carvalho, 2001: 62-63).  Second, the 

fundamental limitations of planetary source and sink functions to meet present and 

future needs (WCED, 1990: 87, Carvalho, 2001: 62-63).   Interestingly, the two 

components are inherently contradictory as one emphasises the need for economic 

growth and the other implies that planetary ecological limitations have been breached 

(Carvalho, 2001: 62-63, Robinson, 2004: 369-370).  Nevertheless, these two 

components have been at the heart of most efforts to enunciate principles for 

sustainability and sustainable development. 
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Figure 4.1: Interconnection between the three Elements of Sustainable Development 

 

 

Environment

Society Economy 

 
 
Excerpted from Environment, Economy and Society: Fitting Them Together into Sustainable 
Development, Giddings, Hopwood & O’Brien, 189. 
 

Over the past twenty years or so there has been much effort to discern the principles 

that would inform the process of sustainable development and lead to ecological 

sustainability.  The encompassing nature of the Brundtland definition together with 

the perhaps intentional lack of clarity as to what constitutes key elements of the 

definition such as “needs” and “future ability” have served as a catalyst for debate 

(Daly & Cobb, 1994: 76, Carvalho, 2001: 63).  Indeed, by virtue of its seemingly 

universal recognition, the Brundtland definition has in many cases provided the 

platform for the identification and development of principles to guide actions for 

ecological sustainability.  Thus, principles offer a common basis for questioning both 

proposed and completed actions (Giddings et al., 2002: 194, Dresner, 2002: 68).  In 

this regard, it is possible to distil the many different proposed sets of principles down 

to a limited collection of core principles of ecological sustainability and sustainable 

development.  Broadly defined, these are as follows: 

• Futurity;  

• Inter-generational and intra-generational equity; 

• Maintenance of biodiversity;  
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• Global environmentalism; and   

• The precautionary principle (Power, 2004: 5, Gladwin, Kennelly & Krause, 1995: 

878-879, McMichael & Hales, 1997: 427, Christie & Warburton, 2001: 29-30, 

Dresner, 2002: 68, Harremoes, Gee, MacGarvin, Stirling, Keys, Wynne & Guedes 

Vaz, 2002: 4-5, Giddings et al., 2002: 194, Ayres, 1998: 114-115 & 128-130, 

Zakri, 2002: 264-265, Kriebel, Tickner, Epstein, Lemons, Levins, Loechler, 

Quinn, Rudel, Schettler & Stolo, 2001: 871). 

These principles provide broad direction as to the underpinning intent embedded in 

the concepts of sustainable development and ecological sustainability.  However, the 

principles remain somewhat abstract in nature and universal in scope.   

 

An increasingly well-known effort to establish and promote a more applied and 

scientific set of principles that could underpin action for ecological sustainability is 

The Natural Step (TNS).  TNS emerged in the late 1980s and has endeavoured to 

make these concepts more accessible, acceptable and easier to operationalise by non-

scientists, for example, leaders across government and the corporate sector (Basile & 

Rosenblum, 2000: 30, Bradbury & Clair, 1999: 64).  It has sought to do this by 

offering a systems based framework for action that comprises four scientifically based 

principles or systems conditions that could guide decision making processes (Upham, 

2000: 180-181).  These four fundamental principles for sustainability are as follows: 

• Principle 1: substances extracted from the lithosphere must not systematically 

accumulate in the ecosphere;  

• Principle 2: society - produced substances must not systematically accumulate in 

the ecosphere; 

• Principle 3: the physical conditions for production and diversity within the 

ecosphere must not become systematically deteriorated; and 

• Principle 4: the use of resources must be efficient and just with respect to meeting 

human needs (Azar, Holmberg & Lindgren, 1996:91-92, Bradbury & Clair, 1999: 

67, Basile & Rosenblum, 2000: 31, Ayres, 1999: 474, Rees, 2000: 28-29).   

 

The four first order principles or systems conditions of the Natural Step are not 

dissimilar in intent to the collection of five core principles of ecological sustainability 

and sustainable development listed above.  However, those presented by TNS are 
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more process or action oriented offering definitive parameters to guide decision-

making processes.  In contrast, the five core principles proffered above are more 

conceptually focused and outcome oriented.  Thus, the principles put forward by TNS 

may be perceived as more concrete and accessible as they are comparatively more 

readily applied to frame, judge or plan specific activities or decision making processes 

(Basile & Rosenblum, 2000: 32).  Nevertheless, both sets of principles provide insight 

into the underlying meaning of ecological sustainability and sustainable development 

and are therefore useful in deepening understanding of these concepts.   

 

4.4 Governance and the three wheels of sustainability 

The majority of ecological issues presently faced by humanity are global in scope.  

Thus, international summits, conventions and treatises are of tremendous importance, 

yet, these international endeavours remain impotent unless incorporated into national, 

regional and local governance structures (Domoto, 2002: 293).  In this regard, for 

much of the twentieth century, governance was largely perceived as the domain of 

government (Domoto, 2002: 298).  In support of this statement, Agenda 21, the 

blueprint for sustainable development endorsed at the United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, acknowledged that much of the 

responsibility for initiating and implementing the fundamental changes required 

would be the role of government (UN, 1992: 2-3. Müller-Kraenner & Greger, 2001: 

8).  However, since the early 1990s, understanding of what constitutes good 

governance has matured and there is increasing recognition it requires the active 

participation of all sectors of society (Domoto, 2002: 298, Christie & Warburton, 

2001: 146-147).  Indeed, one of the few tangible outcomes of the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development (WSSD) of 2002 was the broadening of the scope of actions 

for progressing sustainable development to be more inclusive and involving of other 

sectors of society (UN, 2003: 1-3, Seyfang, 2003: 227, French, 2002: 3-4).   

 

It is now widely acknowledged that to progress toward a more viable relationship 

with the planet requires the coordinated and collaborative action of societal 

stakeholders.  This understanding reflects the process of globalisation and the altered 

power relations between national, regional and local governments, citizens and 

transnational corporations (Kuttner, 2000: 147 & 153, Giddens, 2002: 16-17, Halme, 
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Park & Chiu, 2002: 84).  For example, the WSSD launched “partnerships for 

sustainability” as an initiative to promote voluntary collaboration between different 

stakeholders (UN, 2003: 2). Thus, progressing the planetary priority of sustainable 

development increasingly requires the active engagement of the three wheels of 

sustainability: government, corporations and community (Shrivastava, 1995: 937).  

Each of these societal stakeholders makes decisions and play crucial roles in shaping 

humanity’s relationship with the planet (Faucheux, Nicolaï & O’Connor, 1998: 13-14 

& 30, UNDP, UNEP, WB & WRI, 2002: 1-3).  These decisions and roles interact 

with the functioning and roles of the other societal actors in collectively determining 

societal progression toward ecological sustainability. 

 

Governments at the national, regional and local levels perform a number of core 

governance functions.  At a broad level, government is the primary societal actor that 

endorses and enacts global conventions and treatises relating to planetary ecological 

issues (Domoto, 2002: 293).  This function is largely performed through the adoption 

of legislation, policy and programs (Bührs & Aplin, 1999: 315-316).  For example, 

the Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Strategy, endorsed by the 

Commonwealth and all state governments of Australia in 1992, provided an 

overarching national framework to promote and guide ecologically sustainable 

decision-making (Bührs & Aplin, 1999: 323).  Despite this and many other examples, 

it has been suggested that the lack of national level government policy, strategies and 

action bears much of the responsibility for the present state of planetary systems 

(Domoto, 2002: 296). 

 

Government has a number of complementary functions that define its role in 

progressing society toward sustainable development.  It is the role of government to: 

• Manage natural resources; 

• Enact laws to determine rights and processes of environmental use and protection; 

• Shape access to and use of natural resources and the environment through taxes 

and subsidies; 

• Restrict environmentally damaging behaviours; and  

• Redistribute resources to promote equity and reduce inequality (UNDP et al., 

2002: 4, Bührs & Aplin, 1999: 321 & 323-326).   
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In addition, as effective governance has evolved to embrace the more active 

involvement of citizens, so there is an onus upon government to provide greater 

access for citizens to debate key societal issues and participate in decision-making 

(Domoto, 2002: 298, Christie & Warburton, 2001: 146-147, UNDP et al., 2002: 65).  

Hence, while the relative power of government in the context of globalisation may be 

waning, it still holds the societal role to establish and maintain the framework for 

balancing the three elements of sustainable development: economy, society and 

environment. 

 

The second wheel of sustainability is community or civil society.  Members of society 

have certain basic needs relating to food, water, clothing and shelter (Gardner, 

Assadourian & Sarin, 2004: 4).  When these needs are being satisfied, community 

members are able to divert personal resources to decisions relating to their 

consumption patterns and to re-shape the decision-making processes and actions of 

government and business (Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11, Bührs & Aplin, 1999: 320).  

In the past few decades, there has been increasing recognition of the importance of 

community participation in shaping development and reducing its planetary impacts 

(Bührs & Aplin, 1999: 320, Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11).  This recognition of the 

importance of community involvement has been mirrored by an increased 

preparedness of civil society to take a more active role in governance and 

environmental decision-making (UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Bossel, 1998: 212).   

 

The preparedness of the community to become more involved in governance has been 

demonstrated in many different and complementary ways.  For example: 

• The selection of products based on the environmental impacts of the product or the 

manufacturer’s environmental credentials (UNDP et al., 2002: 4, Faucheux, 

Nicolaï & O’Connor, 1998: 14); 

• The meteoric growth in non-government organisations (NGOs) over the past fifty 

years and their growing presence and influence in decision-making about 

development and the environment at all levels in our society (UNDP et al., 2002: 

65); and 

• The unparalleled growth in socially responsible investments since the mid 1980s, 

whereby investment choices are guided by social and environmental criteria, as a 
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manifestation of civil society’s desire to shape corporate behaviour (UNDP et al., 

2002: 126).   

In these and many other ways, community or civil society has become increasingly 

active in shaping humanity’s relationship with the planet. 

 

The third wheel of sustainability is corporations.  As the productive core of the global 

economy, corporations are the manufacturers, marketers and suppliers of goods and 

services to meet consumer needs and wants (Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11, Faucheux et 

al., 1998: 15).  As such, corporations, in conjunction with civil society or consumers, 

are complicit in the orgy of consumption that is advancing global ecological dis-

integrity (Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11).  Corporations make decisions about what 

products and services will be produced and implement strategies to foster market 

demand for their outputs (UNDP et al., 2002: 4 & 107-109, McQueen, 2001: 142 & 

156).  Yet, perhaps most importantly, it is corporations that determine how the 

products and services will be produced (UNDP et al., 2002: 4 & 107-109, Faucheux et 

al., 1998: 13-15).  Furthermore, the role of corporations means they are both pivotal to 

societal innovation and technological change and the implicit or explicit value placed 

upon planetary source and sink functions (UNDP et al., 2002: 4, Bruno & Karliner, 

2002: 11-12).  Collectively, these societal roles mean that corporations play a 

substantial role in determining the extent and weight of humanity’s ecological 

footprint upon the planet.   

 

To better manage the patterns and direction of industrial development to achieve a 

viable long-term global path for humanity and the planet requires the engagement of 

all three of the identified wheels of sustainability: government, community and 

corporations.  Having said this, over the past twenty-five years, the gradual shift in the 

global order has seen transnational corporations become the most influential 

institutions on the planet (Korten, 2001b: 230, UNDP et al., 2002: 107).  As the 

productive core of the progressively more integrated world economy, they have 

played a significant role in advancing global ecological dis-integrity (UNCTAD, 

1995: xix-xx, Karliner, 1997: 5).  In this regard, it is increasingly recognised that 

corporations must also accept the primary role in redressing humanity’s present 

predicament by leading societal progression toward ecological sustainability 

(Shrivastava, 1995: 937, UNDP et al., 2002: 107, Karliner, 1997: 13-21 & 31-33).  
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There is an often cited statement by Maurice Strong, the then Secretary General of the 

first Earth Summit, when he was called upon to defend the presence and active 

involvement of transnational corporations at the 1992 Earth Summit, which aptly 

sums up the present global reality: 

‘The environment is not going to be saved by environmentalists.  
Environmentalists do not hold the levers of power’ (in Karliner, 1997: 30).   

Strong was intimating that it is the transnational corporations that hold the levers of 

power and, accordingly, the levers of global change.  Thus, it is transnational 

corporations that hold the key to securing humanity’s long-term future on planet 

Earth. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has introduced the concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable 

development.  These concepts were identified as central organising concepts that are 

being utilised to stimulate and guide action for humankind to take greater 

responsibility in promoting the viability of its existence.  The two concepts were 

overviewed and definitions proffered.  The World Commission on Environment and 

Development definition of sustainable development was offered as a powerful vision 

statement that has considerable appeal for the large majority of people: 

.... development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1990: 87).   

Nevertheless, the discussion of the meanings of ecological sustainability and 

sustainable development revealed they are contested and enduring terms that, at their 

core, embody significant changes in the priorities and values that presently govern the 

global village.  As ecological sustainability and sustainable development will remain 

complex and difficult terms to quantify, the principles and components that qualify 

the underlying meaning of the terms were overviewed.   

 

The chapter acknowledged that as our understanding of governance has matured, it 

has become evident that to progress toward a more viable relationship with the planet 

requires the engagement of the three wheels of sustainability: government, 

community and corporations.  This understanding reflects the process of globalisation 

and the altered power relations between national, regional and local governments, 

citizens and transnational corporations.  Yet, it is transnational corporations that have 
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become the most influential institutions on the planet and, as such, hold the levers of 

change to secure humanity’s future.  As the productive core of the global economy, 

corporations are the manufacturers, marketers and suppliers of goods and services to 

meet consumer needs and wants.  As such, corporations have been at the centre of 

activities that have advanced planetary dis-integrity and must accept the primary role 

in redressing humanity’s present predicament.  Chapter five builds upon this reading 

of the present global situation, by examining corporations and the evolving power and 

roles of this societal institution. 
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Chapter 5: Corporations, Industrial Society and the Commons  

5.1 Introduction 

Transnational corporations and the evolving societal expectations and roles of these 

global institutions are the focus of this chapter.  In the three preceding chapters the 

direction, components, processes and planetary implications of industrial capitalism 

have been examined and the concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable 

development discussed as central organising concepts for the 21st century.  These 

chapters have revealed the extent of humankind’s present predicament and the need 

for action by the “three wheels of sustainability”: government, corporations and 

community.  Yet, it is transnational corporations, as the most influential institutions 

on the planet, that have the power and resources to lead societal efforts for sustainable 

development.  Indeed, it has been suggested that should the corporate sector choose 

not to engage in the pursuit of ecological sustainability then it will, in all likelihood, 

prove impossible to achieve the changes needed to secure a viable future on planet 

Earth (Elkington & Burke, 1989: 72).   

 

In recognition of the central role of corporations to achieving global ecological 

sustainability, the present chapter focuses attention upon this primary “wheel of 

sustainability”.  First, a brief history of corporations will be provided followed by an 

explanation of the role this societal institution has played in the degradation of the 

global commons.   Having established the origins of corporations and the underlying 

reasons for the part they have played in accelerating planetary dis-integrity, the 

discussion will turn to overview the evolving societal expectations upon corporations 

for the 21st century.  This discussion organises these expectations under the three 

primary societal stakeholder groups of government, community and corporations.  

Corporations are the key to securing a viable future for humankind and the intent of 

this chapter is to consider the roles the most powerful societal institutions have played 

in fashioning our present planetary circumstances and how they are being encouraged 

to engage in responding to these circumstances. 

 

5.2 The corporation as a societal institution: a brief history 

Corporations are an integral part of modern industrial society with influence upon 

most, if not all, aspects of life.  Broadly defined, a corporation is a ‘generally large 
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association of persons who can in law carry out business or legal activities’ (Vernon, 

2002: 48).  The two fundamental features that distinguish a corporation from other 

forms of enterprise are the dispersion of ownership among stockholders and the 

related separation of ownership from control (Bannock, 1971: 5, Berle & Means, 

1932: 2).  Corporations are the principal legal form of enterprise within a market-

based economic system (Jacoby, 1973: 23, McQueen, 2001: 21-22).  Profit-seeking 

corporations have become largely responsible for the transformation of the inputs of 

production, including natural resources and labour, into the outputs of goods and 

services (Ricketts, 2002: 3, Pearson, 2000: 21-22).  As such, they have underpinned 

the evolution of industrial society and are fundamental to its ongoing functioning. 

 

While corporations are a central component of industrial development, they are a 

relatively recent phenomenon.  Indeed, they have been around for just a few centuries 

having first appeared in the sixteenth century as quasi-public companies such as the 

English East India Company (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 3).  In this early incarnation, the 

corporate form was seen as a temporary expedient to the production of wealth while 

limiting stockholder liability to the amount invested (Robbins, 1999: 98, Cook, 2000: 

17).  These corporations were closely linked with government interests commonly 

being chartered to advance the exploration, settlement and trade ambitions of the 

European merchant empires such as England and Holland (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 3-4, 

Berle & Means, 1932: 10).  Thus, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the 

corporate form was a tool of colonisation being set up to expand land holdings, source 

raw materials for industry and generally generate wealth for the host nation (Boyce & 

Ville, 2002: 3-4, Mehmet, 1995: 136-142).   

 

The emergence of the corporate form in industry occurred in the second half of the 

eighteenth century and early decades of the nineteenth century.  Toward the end of the 

eighteenth century, a few larger enterprises developed in industry sectors such as 

mining, brewing and distilling, construction and iron making (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 

2).  In the early decades of the nineteenth century, corporations were increasingly 

employed as an efficient and expedient means to progress undertakings of public 

interest (Berle & Means, 1932: 10).  They were set up to execute projects such as the 

construction of bridges, roads, canals and to discharge the provision of basic public 

services such as piped water, fire brigades, banks and insurance (Berle & Means, 
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1932: 10).  The rise of these early enterprises was feasible due primarily to scales of 

efficiency associated with sustained and homogeneous demand for the product or 

service being produced (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 2).  Nevertheless, until around the 

1850s, the vast majority of businesses were small scale and family-based (Boyce & 

Ville, 2002: 2-3).  Business size was constrained by the diverse and fragmented nature 

of the market together with local trading customs and limitations associated with 

inland transportation of goods (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 2-3, McQueen, 2001: 33-34).   

 

From the second half of the nineteenth century onward, large-scale enterprises have 

become increasingly common across different industries.  As industrial mass 

production techniques evolved, transport and communications improved, and the 

market grew, there were corresponding opportunities for greater market efficiencies in 

the production and supply of goods and services (Berle & Means, 1932: 6-8, 

Bannock, 1971: 9-10).  Thus, from the “acorns” of the small-scale grew the “oak 

trees” of large-scale enterprises or corporations (Bannock, 1971: 3).  This on-going 

process has seen many industry sectors being gradually transformed from a large 

number of small firms competing for market share to an oligopolistic market wherein 

a small number of larger firms account for the majority of market share (Bannock, 

1971: 7-8, Boyce & Ville, 2002: 19 & 22, 166-167).  Indeed, since the mid 1800s, ‘in 

field after field, the corporation has entered, grown, and become wholly or partially 

dominant’ (Berle & Means, 1932: 17).  This fundamental transformation in economic 

organisation has heralded an increasing concentration of the forces of production in a 

diminishing number of firms across most industries (Bannock, 1971: 3, Korten, 1995: 

58, Berle & Means, 1932: 9). 

 

The evolution in the organisation of industry, initially in domestic industries and in 

recent decades across the global markets, has also served to concentrate the related 

wealth and economic power in a diminishing set of hands.  Abraham Lincoln foresaw 

this situation in 1864, when the then President of the United States of America wrote: 

I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and causes me 
to tremble for the safety of my country. ... corporations have been enthroned 
and an era of corruption in high places will follow, and the money power of 
the country will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the 
prejudices of the people until all wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the 
Republic is destroyed (Lincoln, 1864 in Shaw, 1950: 40).  
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The quote identifies the interrelated processes of corporate consolidation and the 

concentration of property ownership and wealth that has been an underpinning feature 

of the rise and success of corporations in modern society (Boyce & Ville, 2002: 9).  In 

recent years, the pace and extent of corporate mergers and acquisitions has seemingly 

accelerated and been on an ever grander scale as many transnational corporations 

merge, acquire or are acquired by other transnational corporations, and consolidate to 

secure or improve their global market position (IIED, 2000: 5, Boyce & Ville, 2002: 

289-291, Dicken, 2003: 450, Kuttner, 2000: 147).  This continuing evolution of the 

marketplace represents an on-going process that is facilitating the ever-greater 

concentration of global property ownership, wealth and economic power in the hands 

of a select few individuals (Korten, 1995: 53-55, IIED, 2000: 5, Berle & Means, 

1932: 9, UNDP, 1999: 31-32).   

 

Transnational corporations are currently recognised as the productive core of the 

global industrial capitalist system and have enjoyed a remarkable yet predictable rise 

in their societal standing.  Corporations, in many instances, have become empires in 

their own right (van Wolferen, 2002: 43).  These institutions have grown to a size and 

complexity that necessitates they ‘think and plan’ on a global scale (Barnet & 

Cavanagh, 1994: 15).  Many of the larger transnational corporations have the financial 

resources and economic power to shape the structure and performance of national 

economies and, in a number of cases, the global economy (van Wolferen, 2002: 43, 

Anderson & Cavanagh, 2000: 3-4, Jacoby, 1973: 11).  In this regard, it is not 

surprising that national, regional and local governments across the planet and 

international development agencies, such as the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund, vie with each other to better provide for the interests of transnational 

corporations and thereby attract their attention and favour (Korten, 1995: 67, van 

Wolferen, 2002: 42-43, UNDP, 1999: 32).   

 

In its relatively brief history as a societal institution, the corporation has become 

established as the central feature of the socio-economic landscape (Moran & Ghoshal, 

1999: 390, UNCTAD, 1995: xix-xx).  The corporate form offers an ideal framework 

within which to aggregate and exploit the wealth of many individuals in the unified 

pursuit of profit while limiting liability to the assets and structure of the corporation 

(Berle & Means, 1932: 2, Jacoby, 1973; 21, Ford, Austin & Ramsay, 1999: 4).  It is 
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important to acknowledge that corporations are, by and large, formed for commercial 

endeavour (Ford, Austin & Ramsay, 1999: 1, Figge & Schaltegger, 2000: 9).  In this 

respect, the widely articulated purpose of the modern corporation is the maximisation 

of shareholder value or utility through the maximisation of profit (Goyder, 1998: 11, 

Davis & Devinney, 1997: 30, Bannock, 1971: 11, Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 390, 

Elkington, 1999: 24).   Indeed, it has been the inexorable pursuit of this overriding 

purpose that has seen corporations play the substantial role in fashioning what has 

become known as “the tragedy of the commons”. 

 

5.3 The tragedy of the commons and corporations  

The growth of industrial capitalism and the associated rise of the corporation as a 

societal institution have been central to the escalating degradation of the global 

commons and ultimately planetary dis-integrity.  Over the past 250 years, industrial 

development has yielded unparalleled improvements in material and living conditions 

for most humans (WHO, 2002: 4, McMichael, 2001: 342).  Yet, it has been suggested 

that the industrial development of the past 50 to 100 years would not have been 

feasible without an underlying disregard for the wellbeing of the environment and 

community (Dickens, 2004: 47-48).  Development has been underpinned by the 

externalisation or discounting of its true costs with the source and sink functions of 

the global ecosystem being largely priced at zero (Lovins, Lovins & Hawken, 1999: 

1).  A recent attempt to value these environmental services estimated their worth to be 

in the order of US$33 trillion a year (Lovins et al., 1999: 1).  Nevertheless, the forces 

of industrial development have been accorded access to the planet’s ‘natural resources 

at their extraction cost rather than their replacement value’ and been encouraged to 

exploit ‘living systems as if they were free, infinite and in perpetual renewal’ 

(Hawken, Lovins & Lovins, 1999: 8).   

 

The emphasis on economic gain inherent in industrial capitalism has legitimised the 

externalisation of costs.  An industrial capitalist economic system is founded upon an 

economic liberal ideology that encourages self-interest, personal gain or utility, 

competition and consumption (Korten, 1996: 185, Stilwell, 2002: 49, Daly & Cobb, 

1994: 85-87).  It is the emphasis upon individual gain for the greater good that 

justifies the externalisation of the social and environmental costs and consequences of 
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an individual’s decisions and actions (Tisdell, 2000: 6, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 89-90, 

Dickens, 2004: 47).  In the World Development Report 2003 there was considerable 

discussion of this dispersion of interest or costs to others and the future and how this 

has shaped perceptions of ecological risk and retarded willingness to change the 

direction and pace of development (World Bank, 2003: 9-11, 38, 47-49, 173-174).  

Hence, within a capitalist economic system, the quest for short-term individual gain or 

utility dominates decision-making processes at the expense of the broader and longer-

term interests of the wider community (The Ecologist, 1993: 12-13, Capra, 2002: 264, 

Beck, 2000: 165). 

 

An issue of planetary significance that provides an example of this phenomenon is the 

relationship between greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change.  In short, 

the return of so-called greenhouse gases to the atmosphere associated with the burning 

of fossil fuels is creating a “hothouse effect” that is warming the planet and changing 

global climatic conditions (Macionis & Plummer, 2002: 70-71, IPCC, 2001: 7, 

Bastianoni, Pulselli & Tiezzi, 2004: 253).  To date, it has been the economic activity 

in industrialised countries, such as the United States of America, the United Kingdom 

and Australia, which has been largely responsible for the increasing consumption 

levels of fossil fuels (Syme, Kals, Nancarrow & Montada, 2000: 907, Gardner et al., 

2004: 5-6).  Furthermore, it has been to the populations of these countries that the 

associated material benefits and enjoyment related to the combustion of fossil fuels 

have accumulated.  Yet, as the phenomenon of climate change is global in nature, the 

less tangible socio-ecological costs have been dispersed across the planet (Syme, 

2000: 907, WRI, UNEP & WBCSD, 2002: 24-25).  Indeed, the negative 

consequences of climate change will often be experienced more sharply by those 

peoples and nations that have had little to do with the causal activities. 

 

The interrelated emphasis upon individual utility and externalisation of costs inherent 

in industrial capitalism has led to what has become known as the tragedy of the global 

commons.  When the shared source and sink functions of the global ecosystem are 

priced at zero it establishes an open access regime wherein, logically, each individual 

should relentlessly exploit the available ecological functions to maximise their 

personal utility (Hardin, 1968: 1244-1245, The Ecologist, 1993: 12-13).  As such, at 

the theoretical level, the market system compels each individual to pursue, without 
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restraint, short-term gain through use of the functions of the global ecosystem to the 

neglect of less tangible future or collective interests such as the long-term viability of 

the system (Hardin, 1968: 1244-1245, Ng, 2004: 151, Belzer, 2000: 779).  In this 

situation, the socio-ecological costs may be viewed as the inadvertent effects of 

enjoyable or profit making activities with reduction of these costs frequently also 

requiring benefits be relinquished (Syme et al., 2000: 905-906).  Therein lies the 

foundations for the tragedy of the commons as, over time and as the population 

grows, the rational and uncompromising exploitation of planetary functions to 

maximise individual gain works to degrade or exhaust the system’s capacities for all 

(Hardin, 1968: 1244-1245).  The legitimacy of this phenomenon is manifest in the 

breadth and depth of global ecological crises that collectively provide overwhelming 

evidence of planetary overload (for an overview of global trends see for example 

Tomorrow’s Markets: Global Trends and Their Implications for Business published 

by WRI, UNEP & WBCSD, 2002). 

 

In a free market capitalist system, corporations like individuals are assumed to be 

governed by self-interest with the creation of shareholder value being their overriding 

purpose (Bannock, 1971: 11, Elkington, 1999: 24).  These institutions are the core 

component in an evolving marketplace that compels them to ‘engage in a relentless 

search for new ways to create and realise value’ in order to fulfil their purpose and 

thereby prolong their viability (Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 390).  In such a system, 

corporations are obliged to trade off between environmental and social costs that are 

dispersed throughout society and economic gain or profit that will extend their 

survival (Boron & Murray, 2004: 66, Howes, Skea & Whelan, 1997: 131).  Thus, at a 

basic level of analysis, a corporation’s continued existence is seemingly linked with 

their preparedness to pursue short-term market advantage while overlooking the 

impacts upon society and planetary systems (Hailey, 1998: 41, Boron & Murray, 

2004: 66).   

 

The phenomenon of the tragedy of the commons may be better understood at a 

theoretical level when analysed as a social dilemma.  A social dilemma has been 

defined as a situation in which ‘individual rationality leads to collective irrationality’, 

in other words, when apparently reasonable behaviour by individuals or corporations 

contributes to a state of affairs in which everyone is worse off (Kollock, 1998: 183).  
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The tragedy of the commons is manifest when individuals seek to maximise gain 

through rational use of the common planetary source and sink functions, which 

eventually leads to the collective irrationality of the reduced functionality of the 

planetary systems (Hardin, 1968: 1244-1245).  Thus, the commons dilemma stems 

from a mismatch between the carrying capacity of the commons, natural resource 

replenishment and appropriation rates (Kollock, 1998: 191).  This has been classified 

as an N-person dilemma, wherein the large scale of the dilemma, including the 

number of participants, means that: 

• Anonymity of actions is probable; 

• The imposed cost of these actions upon others is diffused; and  

• There is limited direct or traceable connection with, or control over, outcomes for 

other parties (Kollock, 1998: 191).   

Collectively, these features of the commons dilemma mean that in a social system that 

emphasises self-interest, the actions of different parties and the situation as a whole 

are resistant to change.  Hence, it is not surprising that the mounting number and 

accelerating severity of global ecological crises represent the primary societal 

dilemmas of the 21st century (Syme et al., 2000: 905, WRI et al., 2002).    

 

5.4 External drivers of corporate change for ecological sustainability 

The emergence of the tragedy of the commons highlights a fundamental societal 

conflict between serving short-term self-interest and longer-term community interests 

(Syme et al., 2000: 907-908).  While an industrial capitalist economic system 

encourages competition and self-interest, it is increasingly evident that the free market 

mechanisms, including the forces of supply and demand, have not adequately 

moderated or shaped these characteristics to account for the greater good (Syme et al., 

2000: 907-908, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 89-90, Howes et al., 1997: 131-132).  

Accordingly, in what is an imperfect system, there is a recognised need for the 

societal stakeholders: government, community and corporations, to pressure each 

other to shape progress toward ecological sustainability (Faucheux, Nicolaï & 

O’Connor, 1998: 13-14 & 30, UNDP, UNEP, WB & WRI, 2002: 1-3).   

 

Each of the three wheels of sustainability: government, community and corporations, 

make decisions and take actions that interact with each others functioning in shaping 
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humanity’s relationship with the planet.   Yet, it is transnational corporations that 

have played the lead role in advancing global ecological dis-integrity and, by virtue of 

their global dominance, hold the levers to securing a long-term future (Bruno & 

Karliner, 2002: 11, UNDP et al., 2002: 107, Karliner, 1997: 5 & 30).  Encouraging 

corporations in their pursuit of economic gain to internalise the social and 

environmental costs would make a substantial contribution to reducing humanity’s 

ecological footprint upon the planet (Boron & Murray, 2004: 66, Howes et al., 1997: 

131).  Accordingly, it is of particular interest to examine the diverse assortment of 

institutional pressures that are presently compelling corporations to consider and 

respond to ecological sustainability (Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 143, Ketola, 1996: 89-90, 

Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 209-210).  These external drivers can be loosely grouped and 

reviewed under the three societal stakeholder groups of government, community and 

corporations.   

 

5.4.1 Government 

The state or government fulfils essential organising roles in society.  While the guise 

and disposition of government has varied considerably across time and place, its role 

as the legitimate authority in a society has remained constant (Bilton, Bonnett, Jones, 

Lawson, Skinner, Stanworth & Webster, 2002: 216).  There is an extensive body of 

sociological and political science literature that has oriented upon the relationships 

between states, markets and civil society.  In brief, a central function of government 

in the overall coordination of a society’s development has been the balancing of 

private and public interests (Kuttner, 2000: 147, McQueen, 2001: 5, Offe, 1985: 283-

284).  As such, there exists an inherent tension between the role of the state and the 

market (Keating & Weller, 2001: 76, Ohmae, 1993: 78).  This tension is played out 

through the state’s actions to balance macro economic policies with the interests of 

local constituents (Keating & Weller, 2001: 76, Held, 2000: 311).  Thus, 

government’s at times seemingly incongruent roles relating to public and private 

interests has been a central factor in the shaping of the relationships between 

government, community and corporations.  These relationships exhibit the tensions 

and contradictions that would be expected given the interests and roles of these 

primary societal stakeholders. 
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Government represents an external driver of corporate change to incorporate social 

and environmental issues.  Indeed, government interventions have been an important 

element of the progress made to date relating to the process of planetary sustainability 

(Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 143).  However, the forces of economic globalisation, 

together with our greater understanding of what constitutes effective governance, has 

changed the societal status and expectations being placed upon government (Davis, 

2000: 230-231, Halme, Park & Chiu, 2002: 84, Weller, 2000: 2-3).  On the one hand, 

the dominant neo-liberalist economic approach suggests that the primary role of 

government should be to facilitate a laissez-faire free market system (Kuttner, 2000: 

149-150).  On the other hand, the apparent failings of the free market system 

highlights the need for government to maintain a central role in the balancing of 

private and public interests (Kuttner, 2000: 147, McQueen, 2001: 5).  In seeking to 

balance the divergent expectations of the various societal interest groups, 

governments’ efforts to shape corporate behaviours have become more complex.  

These efforts now routinely include both coercive and market-based strategies and an 

emergent emphasis upon collaboration and partnering with industry to promote 

desired societal outcomes.  

 

Traditionally, government has utilised coercive strategies and market-based economic 

instruments.  Interventions that are commonly identified as coercive include the 

imposition of policies, regulations and standards (Howes et al., 1997: 131-132, UNDP 

et al., 2002: 108, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 211).  These strategies are intended to 

advance industry compliance and accountability for social and environmental 

problems associated with their practices (UNDP et al., 2002: 108).  Since the 1960s, 

the amount and scope of regulation relating to corporate environmental and social 

performance has grown rapidly.  The increas has been largely focused upon reducing 

industry pollution, controlling the use of hazardous substances and minimising waste 

(Fineman, 2000: 62).  These types of regulatory regimes have become commonplace 

coercive strategies in all of the industrialised nations and in many nations that are in 

the process of industrialising. 

 

The introduction of coercive strategies, such as regulation, has often been in direct 

response to widespread environmental and social abuses by industry (Prakash, 1999: 

330).  As such, the “command and control” approach has utilised the state’s legitimate 
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authority to impose mandatory requirements upon corporations that are subsequently 

enforced through inspections and penalties (UNDP et al., 2002: 108, Sharma, 2001: 

345, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 415-416).  For example, in Queensland, Australia there 

is, amongst other regulatory initiatives, an Environmental Protection Act (1994) and 

an Integrated Planning Act (1997).  These Acts command the better integration of 

planning and development with ecological processes and constraints and thereby have 

significant implications for corporate planning (Brown, 2001: 23, Aplin, 2002: 168-

169).   

 

While the imposition of policies, regulations and standards to shape industry practices 

has been a key government means to pressure industry, command and control style 

regulation does have significant limitations (UNDP et al., 2002: 108, Sharma, 2001: 

345).  It places an on-going onus, and the associated cost, upon government to detail, 

enact, police and enforce the regulations to advance up-take by industry (UNDP et al., 

2002: 108, Prakash, 1999: 323, Stoeckl, 2004: 138).  With regard to industry, it has 

been suggested the stipulation of technology and operational requirements logically 

focuses attention upon meeting the mandatory or “minimum” standard required and 

thereby stifles innovation and interest in moving beyond basic compliance (Sharma, 

2001: 345, Prakash, 1999: 323, Lang, 1995: 25).  Despite these perceived 

considerable limitations, over the past thirty years this type of government 

intervention has been instrumental in securing substantial improvements in a number 

of the most pressing impacts of industrial development, such as air and water quality 

(Coglianese & Nash, 2001, Sharma, 2001: 345-346).   

 

The second conventional government means to influence corporate practices has been 

the implementation of market-based economic instruments.  This approach 

incorporates such strategies as pollution or “green” charges and levies, financial 

assurances, tradable emissions permits and the establishment of markets, taxes, 

licence fees and subsidies (UNDP et al., 2002: 108, Howes et al., 1997: 131-132, 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers Legal, 2001: 2).  It is an increasingly used regulatory 

approach that entails government intervention in the market to alter the costs and 

prices of goods and services, which in theory, encourages the desired behaviour 

changes in the corporation or producer of the product or service and consumer or end-

user (Howes et al., 1997: 132, Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 144, Gunningham, Sinclair & 
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Burritt, 1997: 34-35).  The use of economic instruments by government represents a 

harnessing of market forces to correct identified market failures and thereby promote 

societal objectives relating to the process of planetary sustainability (Dawson & 

McCorkell, 2004: 23-24).   

 

As a regulatory strategy, the implementation by government of market-based 

economic instruments has both strengths and weaknesses.  In contrast to the 

prescriptive methodology inherent in command and control regulatory approaches, 

government intervention in the market provides greater flexibility and is often more 

cost effective for both government and corporations (Howes et al., 1997: 132-133).  

Perhaps most significantly, market-based interventions present opportunities for 

innovation by industry to develop technology and operational strategies appropriate to 

their particular situation (Howes et al., 1997: 132-133).  Thus, the key advantage of 

this regulatory strategy is that it presents tangible financial incentives for corporations 

to actively manage the ecological risks and impacts associated with their activities 

(Dawson & McCorkell, 2004: 23-24).  When strategically implemented this approach 

alters the cost/benefit threshold, which to a large extent determines the viability of the 

internalisation of costs (Gunningham et al., 1997: 35-36).  As such, market-based 

economic instruments have the potential to motivate corporations to move beyond 

minimum compliance to implement processes for continuous improvement (Dawson 

& McCorkell, 2004: 23-24, Howes et al., 1997: 143).   

 

While the implementation of market-based strategies to shape corporate behaviour has 

apparent advantages, this approach also has several noteworthy weaknesses.  Like the 

command and control regulatory approaches, the responsibility and associated cost to 

design and implement the market intervention and subsequently to monitor and 

enforce compliance by industry is borne by government (UNDP et al., 2002: 108).  

This regulatory reality places a sizeable economic burden upon government that, in 

certain geographic locations and circumstances, reduces the feasibility of this 

approach.  Another problem with this strategy is the potential for corporations to 

perceive the payment of taxes and such like as the means for discharging their 

accountability or as a permit to consume and pollute (Bazin, Ballet & Touahri, 2004: 

130).  The third significant issue associated with this approach is the co-existence of 

what may be termed perverse market-based economic incentives (Gunningham et al., 
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1997: 21).  These incentives for industry include regulatory initiatives such as the 

subsidisation of fossil fuels and tax breaks for land clearances (Howes et al., 1997: 

144, Gunningham et al., 1997: 21).   The fourth issue relates to the use of market 

mechanisms by TNCs, such as the purchasing of emission credits, to advance 

dominance within the marketplace.  Such market mechanisms favour more advanced 

economic entities and invariably serve to retard the capacity of industry in less 

advanced nations to mature as global comptetitors (Jawara & Kwa, 2003 cited in 

Labonte et al., 2005: 14).  These types of government initiatives inform corporate 

decision-making processes whereby they potentially retard interest in improving 

corporate environmental and social performance or, in extreme situations, even 

support greater resource usage and increased ecological impacts (Howes et al., 1997: 

144, Gunningham et al., 1997: 21).  Thus, while market-based strategies can be 

appreciably more cost-effective for both parties, the substantial administrative costs 

assumed by government together with perverse economic incentives potentially 

adversely impact upon the credibility, viability and effectiveness of these strategies in 

many countries and situations (UNDP et al., 2002: 108). 

 

In recent years, in response to the evolving societal circumstances, government has 

been moving away from or complementing the traditional confrontational forms of 

state intervention with collaborative and coordinating functions.  This government 

shift in emphasis is directly linked to globalisation and the associated decline in the 

influence and power of the apparatus of the nation state over the pace and direction of 

development (Biermann, 2002: 1, Trittin, 2002: 13).  Thus, government is under 

increasing pressure to articulate, demonstrate and justify how it adds value to our 

society (Weller, 2000: 1).  Indeed, the changing circumstances have heralded a 

recasting of governments’ roles and processes including being more responsive to 

stakeholder interests and needs (Davis, 2000: 230-231, Halme, Park & Chiu, 2002: 

84).  In this context, government autonomy and power has been diminished and it has 

been increasingly obliged to partner with business and citizens to achieve desired 

outcomes (Halme et al., 2002: 84). 

 

In relation to industry, the growing government interest in collaboration has seen an 

emphasise on a partnerships approach that rewards corporate engagement and 

environmental and social performance (Rossi, Brown & Baas, 2000: 279, Halme et 
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al., 2002: 84).  The corporation demonstrates interest, capacity and commitment to 

environmental and social issues and, in return, the government offers greater 

regulatory flexibility, discretion and consultative processes (Sharma, 2001: 346, Rossi 

et al., 2000: 279-280).  Thus, the government requires less regulatory interventions 

and infrastructure and the corporation gains through less burdensome prescriptive 

regulation with reduced compliance costs, increased incentives for innovation and 

improved relations with stakeholders (Sharma, 2001: 346, Rossi et al., 2000: 279-

280).  At a basic level, such an approach resituates government as the facilitator rather 

than regulator of corporate ecological performance and recognises the corporate 

sector’s role to lead the development of responses to the assortment of environmental 

and social impacts attributable to the sector’s activities (Sharma, 2001: 346).   

 

While government is striving to reframe its societal position and thereby secure its 

relevance for the future, there is a growing appreciation of the need for effective 

supra-national forms of governance.  National governments and the associated 

traditional regulatory approaches cannot adequately address the governance 

challenges inherent in the increasingly globalised nature of human and, in particular, 

corporate activity (UNDP et al., 2002: 108-109, Weller, 2000: 2, Kuttner, 2000: 150).  

Indeed, the increasing importance being placed upon effective governance structures 

and mechanisms at the global scale reflects two significant developments.  First, there 

is mounting awareness of the interconnectedness of planetary systems and common 

resources that transcend the borders and jurisdiction of nation states (UNDP et al., 

2002: 137, Syme et al., 2000: 907, Trittin, 2002: 10).  Second, humanity’s capacity to 

adversely impact upon the global ecological balance through localised actions has 

been progressively documented over the past few decades (UNDP et al., 2002: 138, 

Trittin, 2002: 10).  An often-cited example in support of this statement is the problem 

of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and how localised consumption of these 

substances contributes to their increased concentration throughout the global 

biosphere (Trittin, 2002: 10).  These two developments highlight the necessity for 

effective governance at the supra-national level for humanity to realise the societal 

changes needed to secure a viable long-term future.   

 

Governance at the supranational level has been discharged by a variety of institutions 

and structures.  The actors at the global level, apart from nation states include: 
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• Transnational political institutions (the United Nations (UN) and its agencies such 

as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Commission on 

Sustainable development (CSD)); 

• International regulatory bodies (E.g. International Monetary Fund (IMF), World 

Trade Organization (WTO) and World Bank (WB)); 

• International coordinating groups (E.g. groups of leading industrial countries such 

as G3, G7, G8 and groupings of countries by shared interest such as Organization 

of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD)); and 

• Regional blocs (E.g. European Union (EU), and North Atlantic Treaty 

Organisation (NATO))(Dicken, 2003: 580-581, Bilton et al., 2002: 219, UNDP et 

al., 2002: 142-143).   

The various supranational institutions and structures operate at several different levels 

within interconnected geographic scales to protect, negotiate and further the interests 

of their members including nation states and societal stakeholder groups such as 

transnational corporations (Dicken, 2003: 580 & 590, Kuttner, 2000: 150-151).  Thus, 

the supranational remit and functions of this diverse assortment of organisations 

transcend the nation state and its sovereignty (Bilton, 2002: 219).  In this regard, as 

development have become increasingly global in nature, so the mechanisms and 

institutions for governance at this level have proliferated and become more complex 

as they struggle to balance the diverse competing interests within the global system 

(Dicken, 2003: 580, UNDP et al., 2002: 137-138).   

 

At the supranational level, there have been a number of significant initiatives over the 

past few decades directed at engaging the corporate sector in the process of 

sustainability.  These efforts can be broadly conceptualised as three interrelated 

elements.  First, the policy and agenda setting initiatives of intergovernmental 

organisations, such as the UNEP and the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP), the WB, OECD and WTO (Dicken, 2003: 580-590, UNDP et al., 2002: 

138).  Second, the web of legally binding laws, agreements and treatises, such as the 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, that provide a foundation for state-based 

government intervention on planetary issues (UNDP et al., 2002: 138).  Third, 

financing mechanisms that build capacities, from the local to global levels, for follow 
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through on treaty commitments (UNDP et al., 2002: 138, Rock, 2002: 94).  These 

three elements have been supplemented by international summits, such as the 2002 

World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD).  These high-level forums for 

supranational stakeholders, including the corporate sector, present opportunities to 

advance understanding, consensus and resolve on issues surrounding sustainable 

development (UNDP et al., 2002: 138, Seyfang, 2003: 224).   

 

In common with the evolution of governance at the state level, at the supranational 

level there has been a growing emphasis on collaborative, voluntary and partnership 

approaches with societal stakeholders.  This trend is evidenced in a range of initiatives 

involving or aimed at corporations.  For example, The OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises, detail for government a collection of recommendations for 

responsible corporate conduct (OECD, 2000: 15).  Another high profile initiative is 

the Global Compact, launched by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in 

1999 to promote responsible global corporate citizenship (Domoto, 2002: 296).  The 

Global Compact invites corporations to commit to ten principles, derived from key 

UN agreements, relating to human rights, labour standards, corruption and the 

environment (Dicken, 2003: 591-592, Domoto, 2002: 296, UN, 2004b: 1).  Finally, at 

the WSSD in 2002, the UN launched Partnerships for Sustainable Development.  This 

initiative was implemented to foster voluntary, collaborative, multi-stakeholder 

initiatives involving governments and relevant stakeholders including corporations in 

the process of sustainable development (United Nations, 2004a: 3).  These last two 

initiatives reflect an appreciation by the UN of the imperative to engage the corporate 

sector to secure global outcomes (FitzGerald, 2001: 1-2, Utting, 2000: 2-3).  In 

summary, supranational level governance mechanisms and structures have led to 

some noteworthy collective achievements and will play an increasingly important role 

in fostering the much needed collaboration and partnerships with corporations.  In this 

regard, while it has been suggested that international governance regimes have fallen 

short of expectations, a key achievement has been the markedly increased civil 

awareness and mobilisation relating to ecological issues (Mitchell, 2002: 16, UNDP et 

al., 2002: 141).   
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5.4.2 Civil society 

In recent years, civil society has become a more active stakeholder in governance 

processes including those relating to ecological matters.  The gradual awakening of 

civil society, a recognised wheel of ecological sustainability, has been central to the 

evolution of more pluralistic governance systems at all levels of our global village, 

from the local level through national to the supranational level (UNDP et al., 2002: 65 

& 102, Christie & Warburton, 2001: 146-147).  Indeed, an increasingly expected role 

of the state apparatus is to generate opportunity for the community to participate in a 

meaningful manner in societal decision-making processes (Christie & Warburton, 

2001: 146-147, Davis, 2000: 241).  Thus, civil society has matured to become an 

integral component of governance processes as a progressively more influential 

advocate and activist for societal changes including corporate practices relating to 

social and environmental issues (Rossi et al., 2000: 276, Florini, 2001: 36, Stigson, 

1999: 6, UNDP et al., 2002: 65).  Civil society presently exercises its capacities to 

influence corporate “license to operate” through a range of diverse and 

complementary approaches and mechanisms including political and regulatory 

processes, non-government organisations (NGOs), consumption patterns and 

investment decisions.   

 

Civil society utilises the available political and regulatory processes to moderate the 

pace and direction of development.  As government has sought to become more 

responsive to stakeholder interests, so communities have grasped their increased 

opportunities to play a greater role in shaping corporate practices and ultimately 

development (UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Halme et al., 2002: 85).  Indeed, the community 

through both formal and informal political and regulatory mechanisms, such as the 

ballot box, consultation processes and the imposition of local norms has become more 

adept at putting pressure upon government and corporations relating to social and 

environmental matters (Halme et al., 2002: 84-85, Preston, 1998: 9, Delmas & Toffel, 

2004: 213).  These efforts have been aided by the tremendous advances in technology, 

such as the Internet, that have made communication more affordable and information 

more available (Florini, 2001: 36, Clark, 2001: 19). 

 

A central element of the awakening of civil society and its growing capacity to 

influence the decision-making and practices of corporations and government has been 
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the rise of NGOs.   Loosely defined, non-government organisations include formal 

and informal citizen-based groups and organisations that are often largely voluntary 

and are autonomous from government and business interests (Fowler, 1997: 8, 

Edwards, 2001: 2).  These organisations are oriented upon public good and societal 

betterment rather than profit maximisation, which provides them with a high level of 

legitimacy in civil society (Teegen, 2003: 276).  NGOs range from local groups with a 

few members to large global organisations of up to 5 million members with several of 

the better known international NGOs being Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, World 

Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and Amnesty International (UNDP et al., 2002: 66).  In 

the past twenty years there has been a rapid and dramatic increase in the number of 

NGOs with international NGOs alone numbering more than 37 000 in 2000 (UNDP, 

2002: 102).   

 

NGOs have become a central player in governance processes.  They have emerged as 

a means to coalesce, articulate and represent the diverse interests of civil society 

(Florini, 2001: 36-37, UNDP, 2003: 23).  These organisations, an expression of an 

increasingly democratic, open and vigorous civil society, ‘shape public opinion, sway 

markets, mobilize political action, and provide services and information’ for 

individuals and communities (UNDP et al., 2002: 65-66, Florini, 2001: 36-37).  

Indeed, over a relatively short period of time, NGOs have become an integral and 

influential part of decision-making processes relating to social and environmental 

matters from the local to the supranational level (UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Florini, 

2001: 36-37, UNDP, 1999: 95).  An illustration of their growing status and role in 

decision-making processes at the supranational level has been their participation and 

influence in the negotiations at recent UN mega-conferences such as the Conference 

on Environment and Development (UNCED) held in 1992 and the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development (WSSD) of 2002 (Florini, 2001: 37, Dodds, 2001: 203-204, 

Seyfang, 2003: 225-226). 

 

At the local to national levels, there has been a commensurate increasing acceptance 

of the pivotal role of NGOs in development processes (UNDP, 1999: 95, UNDP, 

2002: 102, UNDP, 2003: 23).  This has heralded a greater preparedness by 

governments, donor agencies and corporations to ally with NGOs in the provision of 

services and promotion of cooperation with the community (UNDP, 1999: 95, UNDP, 
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2002: 102, Newell, 2001: 192, Moody-Stuart, 2002a: 118).  The changing status and 

circumstances of NGOs is clearly evidenced at a basic level by the seven-fold 

increase between 1970 and 1997 in the flow of resources through NGOs to local 

communities (UNDP, 1999: 95, UNDP, 2002: 102).  For their part, NGOs have 

diversified their tactics to promote action on their causes from being predominantly 

adversarial in nature to encompass a readiness to engage in collaborative and 

partnering initiatives with corporations and government bodies (Rossi et al., 2000: 

281, Teegen, 2003: 273, UNDP, 1999: 95).  In achieving a central role in social and 

environmental decision-making processes, NGOs, demonstrate thes growing capacity 

of civil society to influence the decision-making and practices of corporations and 

government. 

 

Another dimension of civil society’s capacity to regulate corporate decision-making 

and behaviour is through consumption patterns.  As ecological awareness within 

society matures, due at least in part to the efforts of NGOs, some people ‘act with 

their feet’ to operationalise their concerns and values through their choices of 

products and services (Zadek, 2001: 63, Teegen, 2003: 273, Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 

144, Syme et al., 2000: 906).  Thus, civil perceptions of a corporation’s environmental 

and social credentials or performance have the potential to impact directly upon a 

company’s bottom line (Lovins et al., 1999: 152, 8, Zadek, 2001: 63).  While so 

called “green consumerism” has not yet evolved into a substantive market force, there 

have been documented cases where community perceptions of a corporate 

environmental or social failure have had adverse implications for a company’s 

reputation and profit margin (Marcus, Geffen & Sexton, 2002: 350, Howes et al., 

1997: 15).  An often-cited example of this phenomenon has been the experience of the 

Royal Dutch Petroleum Company (Shell) over the disposal of the Brent Spar oil 

platform in 1995 (Howes et al., 1997: 15).  Shell had planned a deep-sea disposal of 

the platform, however, these plans did not meet civic expectations of corporate 

responsibility and resulted in a widespread consumer boycott of Shell products 

(Howes et al., 1997: 15, Grolin, 1998: 214-216).  In response to the sustained 

community action, Shell reversed the decision and implemented a significantly more 

costly land based disposal strategy (Howes et al., 1997: 15).  This landmark event in 

community-corporation relations demonstrated how civic activism could impact upon 

corporate decision-making processes. 
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A more subtle form of civic activism that has significant implications for corporations 

is ethical or socially responsible investments (SRI).  SRI entails the application of 

social, environmental and other non-financial criteria to analyse a corporation’s 

performance to inform investment decisions (Deni Greene Consulting Services 

(DGCS), Standards Australia & Ethical Investments Services, 2001: 4-5, UNDP et al., 

2002: 124).  The prime facie case for SRI being that such an approach aligns 

investment decision-making with the principles that routinely inform action in other 

aspects of life (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 47).  While SRI cannot be considered a 

recent phenomenon, with institutions such as churches using ethical parameters to 

guide their investment portfolios for some time, in recent years it has become an 

increasingly mainstream investment strategy (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 46-48, 

Hewson, 2003; 70, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 85-86).  In Australia, the sharp rise in SRI 

has correlated with a broadening of share ownership over the past 10 years, in 

particular between 1997 and 2002 when share ownership grew from 34% to 50% of 

adult Australians (Department of the Environment and Heritage, 2003: 13).  In 2003, 

SRI totalled some US$2 trillion (AUD$3.38 trillion) in the USA and AUD$14 billion 

in Australia (Hewson, 2003: 70, DGCS et al., 2001: 9).  Furthermore, there are a 

mounting number of SRI funds together with indices, benchmarking and rating 

systems to guide the escalating number of socially responsible investors (Sparkes & 

Cowton, 2004: 50, Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 147). 

 

The evolution of socially responsible investments from a marginal or niche 

investment strategy to a contemporary mainstream investment strategy has significant 

implications for the corporate sector.  Investors as shareholders have privileges 

including the right to dialogue with the management over social and environmental 

concerns and the right to put forward shareholder resolutions for change at annual 

general meetings (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 51, DGCS et al., 2001: 10).  Ultimately, 

the shareholders also have the right to divest their stock in a company should 

management not respond positively to the raised social and environmental concerns 

(UNDP et al., 2002: 124).  In these ways, the increasing demand for SRI will reward 

socially responsible corporations with increased share values thereby promoting their 

longevity, and punish those with poor social and environmental credentials by 

decreasing demand for their shares (UNDP et al., 2002: 124, Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 
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390, DGCS et al., 2001: 9).  Thus, as a form of civic activism, SRI represents a 

powerful market-based lever for change.  In sum, SRI together with the other 

discussed forms of civic engagement and activism demonstrate how civil society has 

become a more active societal stakeholder with a growing influence upon corporate 

decision-making and processes relating to social and environmental matters.   

 

5.4.3 Corporations 

The third grouping of external drivers encouraging corporate interest in ecological 

sustainability can be loosely understood as emanating from the corporate sector.  As 

the influence and reach of government has waned and retreated respectively, so the 

corporate sector has been increasingly called upon to assume a more prominent role in 

shaping societal endeavour (Zadek, 2001: 99).  Thus, while their principal purpose 

remains the maximisation of shareholder value, there is an increasing awareness 

within many corporations of the importance of incorporating social and environmental 

matters to maintain and build societal legitimacy and safeguard market position 

(Howes et al., 1997: 13-15, Grolin, 1998: 215).  The diverse and interrelated pressures 

originating in the corporate sector that are being brought to bear on corporations relate 

primarily to comparative standing within the marketplace, industry associations and 

codes of practice, flow of materials in the supply chain and funding and support 

mechanisms. 

 

As corporations, almost without exception, operate within an increasingly competitive 

marketplace, their individual standing within the market has significant potential 

implications for profitability and longevity (Zadek, 2001: 138-140).  This standing is 

shaped, at least in part, by a corporation’s depiction in the media and more and more 

by its ranking in environmental and social indices and benchmarking initiatives such 

as Dow Jones’ Sustainability Index and RepuTex’s Social Responsibility Ratings 

(World Bank, 2003: 41, Mathewson, 2004: 5, Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 147).   

Accordingly, corporations have become progressively more concerned about their 

social and environmental image or branding in the marketplace particularly in 

comparison to competitors (Zadek, 2001: 69-70, Howes et al., 1997: 15).  This 

concern relates to other corporations being perceived as gaining “first mover 

advantage” through the development and implementation of more socially and 

environmentally responsible strategies (Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 145, Marcus, Geffen 
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& Sexton, 2002: 349).  It also relates to fears of corporate laxness as evidenced in 

extreme ecological failure such as Union Carbide’s toxic chemical spill in Bhopal or 

the environmental and social destruction documented at BHP’s Ok Tedi mine in 

Papua New Guinea (Marcus et al., 2002: 349, UNDP et al., 2002: 188-189, Lovins et 

al., 1999: 8).  Such failures have significant consequences for corporate legitimacy.  

Thus, comparative corporate standing as defined through a corporation’s 

environmental and social triumphs and failures has encouraged greater corporate 

interest in ecological sustainability.  

 

As corporate interest in environmental and social issues has grown, an increasingly 

common industry-based pressure has been the introduction of voluntary codes or 

guidelines of practice.  Industry codes of practice governing environment, social, 

health and safety management often quantify routes to accountability for a 

corporation by setting down general principles of operation to guide day-to-day 

practices (UNDP et al., 2002: 116, Howard, Nash & Ehrenfeld, 1999: 281).  As such, 

industry codes of conduct often support corporations to move beyond regulatory 

compliance and represent both a mechanism for improving corporate performance and 

‘building a collective identity of environmental [and social] responsibility’ at an 

industry level (Howard et al., 1999: 281-282, Gunningham et al., 1997: 36).  Indeed, 

peer pressure is a central element for such codes to be effective (Howard et al., 1999: 

282).  In this regard, it has been suggested industry codes have the capacity to 

stimulate industry ownership through the inclusion of strategies that are relevant, 

sensitive to specific industry circumstances and communicated with the industry 

language and jargon (Gunningham et al., 1997: 36).  Yet, these codes often lack 

sanctions for non-compliance or measurable targets within established timeframes, 

which lessens their ability to promote better environmental and social performance 

(UNDP et al., 2002: 116, Howard et al., 1999: 282).   

 

Complementary to the increase in horizontal or within sector pressures for change, 

has been the growth in vertical or between corporate sectors pressures to incorporate 

social and environmental matters.  These pressures, upstream or downstream from 

production, manifest in the business relations and practices that govern the flow of 

materials along product life cycles or supply chains (Seuring, 2004: 307-309, de 

Bakker & Nijhof, 2004: 63-64, Faucheux et al., 1998: 27).  Corporations adopt a 
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systems approach and utilise their market position to negotiate, or in extreme cases 

impose, product and production preferences with upstream suppliers and downstream 

buyers (DGCS et al., 2001: 7, Gunningham, 1997: 39, Opoku, 2004: 321).  Thus, 

relations in the product chain and inter-organisational cooperation are important 

mechanisms to diffuse better environmental and social standards across industry (de 

Bakker & Nijhof, 2004: 64, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 213).  For example, a business 

could require suppliers to comply with particular cleaner production practices or have 

buyers audited for environmental performance before contracting to supply products 

(Gunningham, 1997: 39).  In such ways, corporations are able to pursue and 

demonstrate a whole of product lifecycle, or “cradle to grave”, commitment to 

minimising the social and environmental impacts of their operations and product (de 

Bakker & Nijhof, 2004: 64, Hart, 1995: 994). 

 

While not part of the flow of physical resources in the product lifecycle, a source of 

progressively more significant vertical pressure has been the finance sector.  This 

element of the corporate sector comprises lending, insurance and investment 

institutions.  This sector has substantial influence over the flow of societal financial 

resources and collectively constitutes ‘an institution of influence [over corporate 

decision-making and practices] as strategic as the flow of physical resources’ (Dobers 

& Wolff, 2000: 145, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001: i & 5).  There has been a 

growing awareness within the finance sector of liability connected with its funding 

and support of projects and corporations that cause significant environmental and 

social impacts (Faucheux et al., 1998: 27, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001: 5-13 & 22).  

Indeed, the finance sector, in response to changing societal expectations, has evolved 

the way it assesses risk and now regularly includes the materiality or significance of 

environmental risk as part of investment analyses and decisions (Ernst & Young, 

2003: 8, UNEPFI, 2003: 19 & 21, UNDP et al., 2002: 132).  Thus, the finance sector 

with its tremendous influence over the allocation and distribution of global capital 

will play a progressively more substantive role in shaping corporate interest in 

ecological sustainability in the coming decades (Ernst & Young, 2003: 8). 

 

This section has presented the diversity of institutional pressures upon corporations to 

internalise the environmental and social dimensions of their operations.  Collectively, 

the external factors are changing the business environment and thereby compelling 
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the dominant societal institution to consider and respond to issues and concerns 

associated with planetary ecological sustainability.  In this regard, as the corporate 

sector is increasingly regarded as the key element to humankind progressing toward a 

more viable relationship with the planet, there is a growing body of academic 

literature focused on understanding the societal drivers of corporate engagement in 

this enterprise.  The present study will contribute to this body of knowledge by 

developing an explanation of the external drivers of corporate interest in ecological 

sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive sector of Australia.   

 

5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has oriented upon corporations as a primary “wheel of sustainability” 

and the focus of the present study.  The chapter reviewed the history of the 

corporation.  In its short history of just a few centuries as a societal institution, the 

corporation has become established as an integral part of modern industrial society 

with influence upon most, if not all, aspects of life.  Corporations, initially instituted 

to serve the empire building interests of governments, have, in many instances 

become empires in their own right.  Many of the larger transnational corporations 

have financial resources and economic power greater than medium sized nation states.  

Thus, the chapter established that transnational corporations have matured into the 

most dominant institution on the planet with the almost universally accepted mandate 

of profit maximisation.   

 

The chapter discussed the role of the corporation in what has become known as the 

tragedy of the commons.  It was acknowledged that corporations have played a very 

significant part in the tremendous improvements in material and living conditions.  

Yet, these improvements have been underpinned by a disregard for the wellbeing of 

the planetary source and sink functions upon which humankind is dependent.  Thus, 

as the productive core of the global economy, corporations have also played a very 

significant part in the degradation of the global commons and ultimately the present 

predicament of accelerating planetary dis-integrity.   

 

The chapter recognised the tragedy of the commons as a failing of the industrial 

capitalist system.  The seeming preparedness of corporations to trade off profit with 
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dispersed environmental and social costs has largely been a product of the system that 

they function within.  Indeed, a corporation’s lawful obligation to maximise profit 

highlights a fundamental societal conflict between short-term self-interest and longer-

term community interests that the invisible hand of the market has failed to balance.  

Nevertheless, the chapter recognised that as society has evolved in recent decades, 

there has been increasing expectations upon corporations relating to balancing their 

pursuit of economic gain with environmental and social concerns.   

 

Given the planetary dilemma humanity is faced with there is an increasing need for 

the societal stakeholders: government, community and corporations, to pressure each 

other to reshape the pace and direction of development.  The chapter identified that 

corporations, by virtue of their ascent to global dominance, are increasingly 

recognised as the societal stakeholder that holds the levers to securing humanity’s 

long-term future.  Hence, the chapter presented a discussion of the societal pressures 

upon corporations, clustered under the three primary societal stakeholder groups of 

government, community and corporations.  This discussion demonstrated there is an 

array of complementary pressures reshaping the business environment and compelling 

corporate interest in ecological sustainability.  Yet, to date, there has been few 

empirical studies oriented upon understanding these external processes and factors.  

Hence, the present study will seek to contribute to understanding the societal drivers 

of corporate uptake or engagement in practices for ecological sustainability.   Having 

examined the societal context for the modern corporation, the following chapter 

progresses this discussion by focusing on how corporations have responded to these 

societal pressures for change and by examining the related processes of corporate 

change. 
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Chapter 6: Corporations, Social Responsibility and Change 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter the evolution of the corporation into the dominant societal 

institution together with the role corporations have collectively played in accelerating 

planetary dis-integrity and how they are being compelled to temper their pursuit of 

economic gain was established.  In this chapter, the examination of the corporation 

moves on to focus upon the dynamics of the corporate sector responses to the societal 

pressures to engage in the pursuit of ecological sustainability.  First, the 

conceptualisation and operationalisation of ecological sustainability by the corporate 

sector will be presented followed by a brief description of the categories of corporate 

responses.  These discussions broadly establish the corporate sector’s interpretation of 

its role in achieving planetary sustainability and how corporations have responded to 

evolving societal expectations.  To better understand the continuum of corporate 

responses, the chapter provides a summary of the theory of organisational change.  

This discussion establishes the context of corporate responsiveness to the 

incorporation of environmental and social issues and leads logically into an overview 

of the internal drivers of the corporate change process.  The purpose of this chapter is 

to examine how the dominant societal institution has internalised ecological 

sustainability including the internal factors shaping corporate engagement in 

processes to secure humanity’s long-term future. 

 

6.2 Corporate interest in ecological sustainability: license-to-operate 

Many corporations are becoming increasingly interested in their role in processes 

relating to planetary sustainability.  Since the emergence of industrial production 

systems and for much of the twentieth century, environmental despoilment, pollution 

and social and population health impacts associated with industrial economic activity 

were viewed as an ‘inherent part of wealth creation’ (Marcus et al., 2002: 348).  Yet, 

as the balance between the primary societal stakeholders has evolved the inevitability 

and acceptability of the adverse effects of development have become more contested 

(Grolin, 1998: 213-214, Hastings, 1999: 267-268).  While many corporations have, in 

the past, seen the sole “business of business as business” there are growing demands 

upon the dominant societal institution to play a greater role in progressing broader 

societal goals (Boele, Fabig & Wheeler, 2001: 123, Wiggen & Bomann-Larsen, 2004: 
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3-5, Adams, 2000: 68).  Indeed, for the modern corporation, the nature of the 

marketplace has changed with demonstrable interest in social and environmental 

matters being increasingly required to maintain market position and realise ongoing 

commercial success (Boele et al., 2001: 123, Grolin, 1998: 215, Moody-Stuart, 

2002b: 12).   

 

In the past, corporations have been able to focus almost single-mindedly upon 

maximising profitability while ignoring the externalised negative impacts of their 

decisions and operations (Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351, Stoeckl, 2004: 138).  Indeed, 

as entities in a competitive global market system, minimising production costs by 

externalising social and environmental impacts is both logical and sound business 

practice (Tabb, 2002: 121-125, Kuttner, 2000: 154).  Significantly, there is an 

increasing capacity of interested stakeholder groups to influence a corporation’s 

access to required resources such as raw materials, regulatory clearance and markets 

(Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351, Hussain, 1999: 205-206).  Accordingly, corporations 

are under increasing pressure to factor the ‘perspectives, interests and influence of 

multiple stakeholder groups’ into their decisions and operations (Zadek & McIntosh, 

2002: 19, Hastings, 1999: 268).  As external benefits remain of limited consequence 

to the profit maximising firm, this evolution of stakeholder capacity has been a 

primary factor that has accelerated corporate interest in social and environmental 

issues (Stoeckl, 2004: 136, MacLeod & Lewis, 2004: 78).   

 

From the corporate sector’s perspective, interest in social and environmental issues 

has direct links with establishing and maintaining institutional legitimacy.  Suchman 

defined legitimacy as ‘a generalised perception or assumption that the actions of an 

entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of 

norms, values, beliefs, and definitions’ (1995: 574).  In the past, the primary sources 

by which corporations sought and obtained their societal standing were government 

approval and scientific information (Grolin, 1998: 213, Suchman, 1995: 586-587).  

The changing societal circumstances means corporate legitimacy in the contemporary 

marketplace has become more complex and more pressing (Grolin, 1998: 213, 

Hastings, 1999: 268).  For the corporation, its actions inform the ongoing perceptions 

of stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, government and the public, which 

ultimately determines the institution’s commercial success or failure (Boele et al., 
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2001: 123, Moody-Stuart, 2002b: 12).  A well-established company with sound 

financial performance that demonstrates a lack of concern for the environment or 

social issues will be censured in the marketplace (Moody-Stuart, 2002b: 12, Hastings, 

1999: 268).  Thus, corporations are being encouraged to accept greater responsibility 

for environmental and social issues connected with their operations in order to 

achieve legitimacy with the diverse stakeholders that comprise civil society (Hastings, 

1999: 268). 

 

Legitimacy in the marketplace is directly associated with the corporation’s ongoing 

“license-to-operate”.  As the growing demands of the diversity of societal 

stakeholders represent a challenge for industry, so these expectations coalesce as 

terms or conditions of a corporation’s license-to-operate (Gunningham, Kagan & 

Thornton, 2003: 35-36, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 132).  The notion of a license-to-

operate encapsulates the capacity of societal stakeholder groups to affect a 

corporation’s access to essential resources and, in turn, highlights the firm’s 

dependence upon these stakeholders (Gunningham et al., 2003: 36, Simons, Slob, 

Holswilder & Tukker, 2001: 58).  Hence, the corporation must negotiate for its license 

through demonstrable social, environmental and economic performance as judged by 

the relevant stakeholder groups (Gunningham et al., 2003: 36).  Thus, while profit 

maximisation remains the ultimate intent of the corporation, evolving expectations on 

business means that to achieve that aim they are increasingly obliged to demonstrate 

corporate social responsibility.   

 

6.3 Corporations, social responsibility and the triple bottom line 

Business has become, in this last half century, the most powerful institution 
on the planet.  The dominant institution in any society needs to take 
responsibility for the whole .... (Harman, 1990 in Korten, 2001b: 230). 

A business that makes nothing but money is a poor kind of business (Henry 
Ford in Wulfson, 2001: 136). 

As the above quotes suggest, the ascent of transnational corporations to global 

prominence brings with it added responsibility (Adams, 2000: 68).  The view that 

corporations’ have social responsibilities does not represent a recent idea, having 

originated in the initial conception of the corporate form in industry and having been a 

topic of considerable debate for the past fifty years (Fisher, 2004: 395, Morsing & 

Thyssen, 2003: 3-4, Berle & Means, 1932: 10).  As the ever-increasing standing of 
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corporations in the global village has become more visible, so the calls for greater 

corporate social responsibility have become more widespread and more strident 

(Morsing & Thyssen, 2003: 1).  In response to these calls for action, corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) is becoming an important concept for business (Welford, 2004: 

32, Cramer, Jonker & van der Heijden, 2004: 215).   

 

As CSR has risen to greater prominence there has been considerable effort to define 

what it means.  Many suggest it has not been well defined and this reflects, at least in 

part, that corporate social responsibility is still evolving and remains a contested 

social construct (Welford, 2004: 32, Jennings & Zandbergen, 1995: 1025, Moon, 

2004: 2, Cramer et al., 2004: 215).  While it has been suggested that the only social 

responsibility of a corporation is to maximise profits, as the expectations of societal 

stakeholders transform the rules of the game this position has become increasingly 

untenable (Friedman, 1970, Fisher, 2004: 395, Gardiner, Rubbens & Bonfiglioli, 

2003: 68).  Indeed, while corporations often present CSR as a choice, the reality is 

that such endeavours are invariably in response to direct or indirect pressure from 

stakeholders (Macleod & Lewis, 2004: 78).  A broader and more widely held view of 

CSR submits that the obligations of business extend beyond short-term profit 

maximisation to include contributing to a better society (European Commission, 

2001: 5, Moon, 2004: 2).  The World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

has defined CSR as: 

the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to 
economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce 
and their families as well as of the local community and society at large 
(WBCSD, 1999: Section 1). 

This definition, like many of the proffered CSR definitions, heralds the need for 

corporations to broaden their focus to include the interests and needs of societal 

stakeholders.   

 

CSR is a complex and multi-dimensional concept as the above-cited definition 

illustrates.  For the corporation to be socially responsible necessitates moving beyond 

regulatory compliance and economic expectations to invest in human capital, the 

environment and stakeholder relations (European Commission, 2001: 5, MacLeod & 

Lewis, 2004: 87).  It incorporates taking greater account in corporate strategy and 

practice of such matters as employee welfare, human rights, transparency and 
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disclosure of actions, environmental protection and supplier and community relations 

(Wulfson, 2001: 136, Jenkins, 2004: 24, Toepfer, 2002: 3).  As such, CSR 

increasingly acts as an umbrella construct for such important corporate concepts and 

strategies as eco-efficiency, closed loop manufacturing, whole of lifecycle “cradle to 

grave” product assessment, supply chain management and community engagement.  

Furthermore, as CSR is often conceptualised as having the three components of 

financial, environmental and social responsibility it is very much in line with the 

notion of a “triple bottom line” for business (WBCSD, 1999: Section 1, Boele et al., 

2001: 124).   

 

The notion of a “triple bottom line” for business represents a tangible means to 

understand the broad roles of business in progressing humanity toward planetary 

sustainability.  The term “triple bottom line” (TBL) was coined by Elkington in the 

early 1980s and has since gained widespread recognition within the business sector 

(Elkington, 2004: 2, Grootjans, Townsend, Butler & Heyworth, 2005: 56-57).  As a 

concept it employs the language of business to operationalise progressing 

sustainability as the three elements, or bottom lines, of economic prosperity, 

environmental quality and social justice (Elkington, 2001a: 20, Elkington, 1994: 99).  

As such, the TBL represents a tool for broadening corporate thinking and action for 

sustainability to encompass the environmental and social value they contribute and 

deduct (Elkington, 1997: 70 & 92, Suggett & Goodsir, 2002: 1-2).  It promotes a 

broadening of corporate reporting from the traditional bottom line of financial 

performance to encompass environmental and social performance (Nelson & Wilson, 

2003: 3-4, UNEP, 2002: 7, Elkington, 1997: 70 & 92).  In this way, the corporation is 

drawn into sustainability reporting and the challenge of progressing toward 

sustainable development (Elkington, 1997: 92, Nelson & Wilson, 2003: 4).   

 

Many transnational corporations have embraced their broader social responsibilities 

and the TBL, yet others have viewed these concepts as merely self-serving elements 

of public relations, branding or marketing strategies.  These corporations are engaged 

in greenwashing, a process whereby they strive to present an environmentally 

responsible image often through largely symbolic gestures yet maintain “business-as-

usual” (Greer & Bruno, 1996: 11-12, The Economist, 2004: 59-60, Gardiner et al., 

2003: 68).  While such strategies are regrettable, it must be acknowledged that CSR, 
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and in particular TBL reporting, do offer opportunities for corporations to 

differentiate themselves, their operations and product from competitors (Dobers & 

Wolff, 2000: 145, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 86).  Thus, adoption and reporting of CSR 

by corporations invariably has a strong connection with corporate image or reputation 

management and ultimately protection or promotion of “brand value” for competitive 

advantage (Boele et al., 2001: 124, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 86).  The importance of 

this connection for encouraging corporate engagement in ecological sustainability 

cannot be underestimated, particularly with the growing emphasis on social and 

environmental credentials as part of contemporary investment strategy (Hewson, 

2003; 70, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 85-86).  

 

As corporations achieve ever-greater prominence within the global village, 

conscientious corporate social responsibility has become central to securing 

humanity’s long-term prospects.  The corporate sector is being increasingly called 

upon to manage and reduce the adverse environmental and social effects of their 

operations, services and products and, at a broader more general level, the processes 

of development (Toepfer, 2002: 3).  Furthermore, as the dominant institution on the 

planet, corporations are being looked to as the source for the required innovation and 

entrepreneurship to meet present and future sustainability challenges (Toepfer, 2002: 

3).  In this regard, it is important to acknowledge that many corporations are rising to 

the challenge of assuming greater responsibility for the whole, albeit much of this 

interest has been nurtured by self-interest (WBCSD, 1999: Section 2, Korten, 2001b: 

237).  Nevertheless, as the abovementioned practice of greenwashing suggests, 

despite the potential for market advantage corporate interest in ecological 

sustainability and uptake of concepts such as CSR and TBL reporting has not been 

uniform. 

 

6.4 Corporate responses – frameworks, levels and strategies 

Numerous corporations across the various industry sectors have taken up the 

challenge of CSR and engaged in processes for planetary sustainability.  Yet, 

diffusion of such practices has been uneven with corporate uptake varying 

dramatically between and within sectors and regions (Tinsley, 2002: 380, Rossi et al., 

2000: 285).  While some corporations have embraced ecological sustainability and 
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pioneered its integration within their business objectives, strategies and values, others 

have lagged behind and some have chosen to largely ignore the changing societal 

expectations and stakeholder pressures to become more socially responsible 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001: 4, Rossi et al., 2000: 285).  This lack of uniformity 

in corporate responsiveness has been the subject of considerable research and debate 

with a number of typologies or frameworks available to broadly explain the range and 

levels of corporate responses. 

 

These models mostly construct corporate engagement with sustainability as a 

continuum with the corporation’s response presented as progressing through a number 

of sequential developmental stages (Tinsley, 2002: 381, Tilley. 1999: 3, Fisher, 2004: 

392, Marshall, Cordano & Silverman, 2005: 92).  For example, Roome’s widely cited 

Strategic Options Model starts with non-compliance moves through several stages 

including compliance-plus to culminate with leading edge (Roome, 1992: 19 & 22, 

Tilt, 1999: 4, Tinsley, 2002: 381).  A truncated version of Roome’s model and several 

other well-cited typologies are presented in Table 6.1.  These and other comparable 

models offer a means to position the organisation on an ecological or social 

responsibility continuum, for example, from non-compliance to compliance-plus, 

obstruction to contribution, crisis-oriented to innovative and Ostrich to Doers 

(Tinsley, 2002:381, Clark, 2000: 369, Fisher, 2004: 392).  As such, they offer insight 

into an organisation’s orientation and performance with regard to social and 

environmental issues and broadly predict patterns and levels of corporate response 

relating to social responsibility (Tinsley, 2002: 381).   

 

In contrast to these models oriented upon corporate strategy, another collection of 

models focus upon organisational change.  These models broadly categorise an 

organisation’s response in terms of the level of change initiated and experienced by 

the organisation and where it sits on a continuum from reactive to proactive 

(Laughlin, 1991: 216-218, Tilt, 1999: 5 & 7).  For example, in Laughlin’s Typology of 

Organizational Change there are five levels of change from inertia through rebuttal 

and reorientation (morphostatic or first order change) to colonization and evolution 

(morphogenetic or second order change)(Laughlin, 1991: 216-218, Gray, Walters, 

Bebbington & Thomson, 1995: 215-216). Morphostatic and morphogenetic change 

respectively characterise the extent of corporate change as being either essentially 
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superficial in nature or deeper more fundamental change (Gray et al., 1995: 216, 

Smith, 1982: 318, Tilt, 1999: 7).  Figure 6.1 presents an integrative response 

framework that maps the relationship between levels of change and corporate strategy 

(Tilt, 1999: 15).  The figure indicates how reactive lower levels of change relate with 

non-compliance and compliance level corporate strategy and similarly more proactive 

levels of change with beyond compliance corporate strategy (Tilt, 1999: 15).  The 

framework also draws attention to how the levels of change and corporate strategy 

map across to disclosure or reporting practices and, in turn, management of 

stakeholder relations and expectations. 

 

Table 6.1: Selection of Models of Corporate Ecological Strategy 

 

 
 
Excerpted from Small-Firm Environmental Strategy: The UK Experience, Tilley, 4  
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Corporations have adopted a broad range of practices that operationalise their level of 

commitment to being more socially responsible.  Initiatives range from technological 

end-of-pipe strategies to efforts aimed at corporate restructuring to reorient 

organisational values and culture (Georg & Fussel, 2000: 175).  Strategies include 

policy and practices relating to such matters as more equitable employment practices, 

pollution reduction and waste recycling, implementation of environmental 

management systems, greater engagement in community development programs, 

enhanced employee benefits such as health services, environmental risk management 

and eco-efficiency, improved workplace health and safety and increased collaboration 

with government (Backman, 1975 cited in Carroll, 1999: 279, Fisher, 2004: 396, 

Jennings & Zandberger, 1995: 1021, Gunningham et al., 2003: 20-23, UNDP et al., 

2002: 109).  These practices can be loosely grouped as strategies of conformance that 

focus on complying with regulation and so-called voluntary strategies that progress 

the institution beyond regulatory requirements (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 216).   

 

Figure 6.1: Corporations and ESD: An Integrative Response Framework – Levels,  
                    Change and Reporting 
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Excerpted from Organisational Change in Response to the Environmental Agenda: Some 
Developments, Tilt, 25. 
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A voluntary strategy that has become an increasingly central part of the corporate 

“greening” phenomenon has been the public presentation of corporate environmental 

and social efforts and achievements.  Corporate disclosure or reporting practices 

present a tangible expression of a corporation’s level of commitment to ecological 

sustainability (Elkington, 1993: 42-44, Goto, 2002: 21).  In recognition of this 

connection, Elkington put forward a typology of reporting practices that classified a 

corporation’s reporting practices across five stages of development from green 

“glossies” through to sustainable development reporting (Elkington, 1993: 42-44).  

Figure 6.1 incorporates Elkington’s model with some amendments to align the levels 

of reporting with levels of corporate response and change.  The figure shows how 

lower levels of reporting such as no reporting and green “glossies would be expected 

to align with lesser levels of commitment to ecological sustainability such as non-

compliance and compliance with regulatory requirements together with a mostly 

reactive approach to ecological issues.  In contrast, a corporation undertaking higher 

levels of reporting such as sustainability reporting would be expected to have a 

leading edge corporate strategy coupled with a proactive approach to environmental 

and social issues.   

 

Corporate sustainability reporting presents potential benefits for the corporation.  The 

process provides the reporting corporation with a controlled means to demonstrate 

transparency and accountability by providing information on the organisation’s 

environmental and social activities and performance including achievements and 

disappointments (Environment Australia, 2000: 5, UNDP et al., 2002: 120).  The 

report represents a means to promote stakeholder dialogue and engagement, which 

has links with improved stakeholder relations and ultimately competitive advantage 

(Environment Australia, 2000: 5, Adams, 2004: 47, UNDP et al., 2002: 120).  The 

rise of socially responsible investment (SRI) highlights the growing importance of 

sustainability reporting for a corporation (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 49).  Indeed, 

reporting has become an essential means for the firm to present its environmental and 

social credentials for consideration by the SRI community and, given the increasing 

demand for SRI, this has significant links with share value and corporate longevity 

(Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 49, UNDP et al., 2002: 124, DGCS et al., 2001: 9). 
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Despite the potential benefits of sustainability reporting to the corporation, many 

corporations have not taken it up as a strategy.  Corporate sustainability reporting has 

not fulfilled its envisaged potential with the overall standard of reporting of 

reasonably low quality and with only a small proportion of firms preparing reports 

(UNDP, 2002: 116-120, Utting, 2002: 63).  The lack of corporate reporting represents 

an ongoing problem as business transparency and accountability have been identified 

as necessary components of progressing toward better planetary governance (UNDP, 

2002: 107).  Given the recognised centrality of reporting to corporate commitment to 

being more socially responsible, the slow uptake of reporting practices by industry 

reflects the deeper issue of the lack of corporate engagement with ecological 

sustainability.  To contextualise the lack of corporate responsiveness it is necessary to 

understand the theory and processes of organisational change.   

 

6.5 Theories, processes and dimensions of organisational change 

If industry fails to respond to the challenge, the transition to sustainable 
forms of development will probably be impossible to achieve (Elkington & 
Burke, 1989: 72). 

As the above quotation by Elkington and Burke suggests, without the engagement of 

corporations in the process of ecological sustainability it will most likely not be 

feasible to secure a long-term future for humanity.  Indeed, as the central element of 

the economic sub-system, corporations are operationally significant for evolving 

production and consumption patterns and thereby progressing planetary sustainability 

(Shrivastava, 1995: 941).  While numerous corporations have accepted broader roles 

and greater responsibilities to meet societal expectations, many others have been 

slower to respond to the challenges posed by planetary dis-integrity (Hart, 2001: 7, 

Gunningham et al., 2003: 1-2).  In this regard, it must be acknowledged that 

institutionalising organisational change is a difficult and challenging endeavour 

(Goodman & Associates, 1982: vii, Gersick, 1991: 10).  Thus, the incorporation of 

environmental and social issues within corporate strategy and operations represents a 

complex and difficult undertaking that cannot be accomplished overnight (Stead, 

McKinney & Stead, 1998: 262, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 178).  To contextualise the 

challenge confronting corporations across the planet it is important to understand the 

theory and processes of organisational change.   
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The theory of organisational change has been the topic of considerable interest for 

some time.  Kurt Lewin undertook much of the early empirical work on the topic in 

the 1940s and 1950s (Pettinger, 2004: 254).  Lewin put forward that the change 

process in organisations could be understood in terms of the three stages of 

unfreezing, change or moving and refreezing (Pettinger, 2004: 253, Lynch, 2000: 

930).  The stage of unfreezing involves recognition of the need for the current 

corporate strategy and practices or the status quo to be changed (Pettinger, 2004: 253, 

Campbell, Stonehouse & Houston, 2002: 205).  The stage of change entails the 

interventions to bring about the required changes (Campbell et al., 2002: 205).  The 

final step in the model of refreezing involves locking in the changes that have been 

made to secure the organisation’s position at the new level (Campbell et al., 2002: 

205, Lynch, 2000: 930).  This model of change as a three stage linear process offered 

an orderly, if somewhat simplistic conception of organisational change (Pettinger, 

2004: 255-256).  While Lewin’s model has come under increasing levels of criticism 

associated with its linear and static conception of change, it has enjoyed widespread 

acceptance and been extensively adopted to manage and analyse change (Burnes, 

2000: 281-282, Lynch, 2000: 930,).   

 

Since Lewin’s pioneering work there have been a number of other models and 

frameworks that have built on his efforts to describe change.  Many of these models 

of planned change have expanded the number of steps or phases in the change process 

(Burnes, 2000: 271).  An extension of Lewin’s three-stage model was Bullock and 

Batten’s four phase model of organisational change (Pettinger, 2004: 255-256).  This 

model, based on an analysis and synthesis of a variety of models of planned change, 

incorporated the following four phases: 

• Exploration – investigating the present status quo and desired end point; 

• Planning – determining the actions required to achieve the desired changes; 

• Action – implementation of the change process; and  

• Integration – stabilising the changes to ensure they become part of the 

organisational routines (Pettinger, 2004: 255-256, Burnes, 2000: 272).    

This model conceptualised the phases of change as being interrelated and integrated 

rather than discrete linear stages (Pettinger, 2004: 256).  As such, it presented the 

change process as being dynamic and fluid, with the phases informing and 
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overlapping with each other (Pettinger, 2004: 256).  This phase model of change 

together with Lewin’s work emphasises the process of change and other models have 

also focused on this aspect of organisational change.  

 

There has been considerable interest in understanding the management of 

organisational change.  Part of this interest has seen an increased attention upon 

understanding the core operational processes of organisational change (Pettinger, 

2004: 256, Hubbard, 2004: 296, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 92-93).  So-called 

emergent change approaches focus attention upon the ingredients of organisational 

change, often identifying a number of related organisational elements, commonly 

between five and seven, required in a change process (Pettinger, 2004: 256, Lynch, 

2000: 934, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 92-93).  The following organisational 

ingredients have been proposed as being essential elements in the management of 

effective organisational change: 

• Environmental assessment; 

• Organisational assessment; 

• Climate for change; 

• Linkage between strategic and operational change;  

• Human resource expertise; and 

• Coherence and understanding of purpose (Pettinger, 2004: 256-257, Lynch, 2000: 

936-938).   

A scan of the above ingredients suggests the emergent change approach breaks the 

process of change down into elements to make it more accessible (Lynch, 2000: 937).  

As a model of organisational change it is oriented upon the conduct of change, that is, 

what is needed by the organisation to plan and operationalise successful change 

(Pettinger, 2004: 258). 

 

Parallel to the increasing attention being devoted to understanding the core 

operational processes of organisational change, there has been considerable interest in 

frameworks that explain broad conceptual dimensions and types of change.  In this 

regard, much of this body of research into organisational change commonly suggests 

a broad differentiation between incremental and transformational or radical change 

(Cao, Clarke & Lehaney, 1999: 206, Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 21-22, Dunphy, 
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Griffiths & Benn, 2003: 207-208).  Incremental change relates to the implementation 

of modest or relatively bounded initiatives to fix problems or make adjustments to 

aspects of the organisation such as structure, strategy and operations (Nadler & 

Tushman, 1995: 22, Goodstein & Burke, 1995: 8-9).  Incremental change builds upon 

what is already in place to enhance performance and does not fundamentally change 

the organisation (Goodstein & Burke, 1995: 8-9).  This type of change represents a 

continuous and cumulative process of improvement and adaptation to the external 

environment and accounts for the majority of organisational changes (Cao et al., 

1999: 206, Dunphy et al., 2003: 207).   

 

Transformational or radical organisational change is in stark contrast to incremental 

change.  It embodies large-scale, fundamental change to the organisation (Goodstein 

& Burke, 1995: 8-9, Hubbard, 2004: 303).  As such, transformational change is not 

about tinkering with what is already in place but about deep structural change that 

involves reconfiguring most facets of the organisation (Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 22, 

Cao et al., 1999: 206, Gersick, 1991: 19).  This type of change is discontinuous in 

nature and most often crisis driven with the medium to long-term survival of the 

corporation at stake (Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 22, Goodstein & Burke, 1995: 9-10).  

The crisis generally arises when either the corporation has drifted appreciably out of 

alignment with its operating environment due to a failure to implement necessary 

incremental changes over time or the environment is undergoing rapid and deep-

seated change (Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 22, Hubbard, 2004: 303).  Thus 

transformational change occurs during periods of substantial disequilibrium (Nadler 

& Tushman, 1995: 22).  Hart and Milstein applied this crude differentiation between 

incremental and transformational change to organisational engagement with 

ecological sustainability (1999: 24-25).  They explained incremental change as the 

process of “greening” versus transformational change as “creative destruction” (1999: 

24-25).   

 

An extension of the broad categorisation of organisational change as either 

incremental or transformational is the punctuated equilibrium model of organisational 

change.  Since its inception, this model of change has become a prominent means to 

examine and explain organisational change (Romanelli & Tushman, 1994: 1141, 

Gersick, 1991: 10-12).  It recognises that complex systems, such as an organisation, 
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will most likely experience both incremental and transformational change during their 

lifecycle and therefore draws both modes of change together to better explain 

organisational transformation (Gersick, 1991: 14, Hubbard, 2004: 306).  The 

punctuated equilibrium model depicts organisations as progressing through extended 

periods of stability (equilibrium) wherein the system experiences incremental or 

evolutionary change punctuated by short periods of fundamental or revolutionary 

change (disequilibrium)(Romanelli & Tushman, 1994: 1141, Wollin, 1999: 359).  

Figure 6.2 presents the revolutionary, evolutionary and punctuated equilibrium 

models of organisational change.  The figure shows how the punctuated equilibrium 

model incorporates the two modes of change to better represent cumulative system 

change by volume over time.   

 

Figure 6.2: Organisational Change: Revolutionary, Evolutionary and  
                 Punctuated Equilibrium 
 

 
 

Excerpted from Strategic Management: Thinking, Analysis & Action, 2nd Ed., Hubbard, 309. 
 

A central component of the punctuated equilibrium model of change is the concept of 

deep structure.  The model recognises that complex systems, such as an organisation, 

have an underlying order or deep structure comprising stable interconnected basic 

components or units of organisation and activity patterns fundamental to the system’s 
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ongoing existence (Gersick, 1991: 13-15).  Building on the seminal work of Simon on 

the architecture of complexity, Wollin proposed the deep structure of an 

organisational system to be ‘nested, branching, multi-level hierarchies’ (Wollin, 1999: 

361, Simon, 1969: 87-88).  Thus, punctuated equilibrium represents an organisation 

as a complex hierarchic system of interrelated sub-structures with multiple levels and 

multiple dimensions (Wollin, 1999: 360).  This appreciation of the deep structure of 

organisational systems links with the conceptualisation of the corporation as a 

coalition of loosely coupled multiple rationalities rather than the more traditional 

conception of the organisation as a homogenous tightly controlled entity (Selznick, 

1996: 275).  This conceptualisation has implications for organisational change in that 

the depth and breadth or pervasiveness of change becomes dependent upon the 

location of the change event within the corporation’s hierarchical structure (Wollin, 

1999: 360).  The punctuated equilibrium model offers a sophisticated comprehension 

of the structural complexity of the organisational system which, in turn, develops 

understanding of the complexity and difficulty of organisational change.  

 

As the punctuated equilibrium model has gained widespread recognition, other 

equally useful frameworks have been developed to explain organisational change.  

One such model, the organisational change framework developed by Nadler and 

Tushman, is presented as Figure 6.3.  The figure shows that the model builds on the 

accepted differentiation between incremental and discontinuous or transformational 

change with the addition of the dimension of timing differentiated as anticipatory and 

reactive change (Nadler and Tushman, 1995: 23-24).  The figure illustrates how the 

model cross-references the two dimensions of timing and continuity to identify four 

types of organisational change: tuning, reorientation, adaptation and re-creation 

(1995: 24).  When the change initiated is incremental and in anticipation of 

environmental events then the type of change is tuning, whereas, should the 

incremental change be in reaction to environmental change it is categorised as 

adaptation (Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 25-26).  When the change is discontinuous and 

in anticipation of major environmental change the type of organisational change is 

reorientation, whereas, discontinuous change implemented in reaction to 

environmental change is understood as re-creation (Nadler & Tushman, 1995: 25-26).  

In summary, the increased classification of the types of change by dimension offered 
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through the Nadler and Tushman framework advances conceptual understanding of 

the organisational change process.   

 

Figure 6.3: Dimensions and Types of Organisational Change 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpted from Types of Organizational Change: From Incremental Improvement to Discontinuous 
Transformation, Nadler & Tushman, 24.  
 

Another complementary perspective on understanding corporate change for planetary 

sustainability has proposed the two dimensions of depth and width of change.  Rhee 

and Lee put forward these dimensions as a means to differentiate between ‘rhetoric 

and reality of environmental strategy’ and thereby better understand a corporation’s 

actual extent of commitment and engagement (2003: 178).  The dimension of depth 

relates to the level or progress of change and could be loosely compared with the 

differentiation between incremental and transformational change (Rhee & Lee, 2003: 

178).  An orientation upon limited, surface level change such as end-of-pipe 

strategies, which could be classified as “first-order change”, would be equated with 

incremental change (Rhee & Lee, 2003: 178, McMillan, 2004: 61).  In contrast, a 

focus upon deep-level fundamental change such as a closed-loop manufacturing 

system, or “second-order change”, would be compared to transformational change 

(McMillan, 2004: 61, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 178).   

 

Reorientation 

Re-creation Adaptation 

Tuning 

Reactive 

Anticipatory 

Discontinuous Incremental 
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The second dimension in Rhee and Lee’s perspective was width.  The dimension of 

width focuses attention upon the breadth of the organisation’s business functions that 

consider environmental and social issues in decision-making processes (Rhee & Lee, 

2003: 178, de Brujn, Groenewegen & Grolin, 1997: 174).   The range of business 

functions extend from sourcing and procurement of materials, services and human 

resources through research and development, production processes and marketing to 

packaging, transportation and delivery of the end product or service (de Brujn et al., 

1997: 174, McCloskey & Smith, 1995: 204, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 179).  Thus, the 

dimension of width of change orients upon the pervasiveness of change across the 

organisation.  This is a significant and worthwhile additional dimension in the 

consideration of corporate change as it is acknowledged that environmental and social 

concerns are increasingly manifest across the range of business functions (De Brujn et 

al., 1997: 174, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 27-28). 

 

This section has presented a broad overview of theories, processes and dimensions of 

organisational change.  While it must be accepted that corporations cannot become 

ecologically sound overnight, the extent and pressing nature of the planetary crises 

facing humankind requires fundamental changes in the way this sector functions 

(Stead et al., 1998: 262, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 178, Hart & Milstein, 1999: 23-25, 

Jennings & Zandbergen, 1995: 1020).  It has been suggested that processes of creative 

destruction or transformational change are required to bring about the necessary 

depth, width and timing of change in the corporate sector (Hart & Milstein, 1999: 24-

26).  However, while this section has shown there is considerable appreciation of 

organisational change at both the conceptual and operational levels, creating effective 

corporate change remains a challenging and complex endeavour (Stead et al., 1998: 

262, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 178).  Furthermore, there has been limited progress in 

investigating and understanding the corporate factors that influence an institution to 

incorporate environmental and social issues and, perhaps most importantly, progress 

beyond regulatory compliance to lead societal change for planetary sustainability 

(Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210). 
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6.6 Internal drivers of corporate change for ecological sustainability  

The above two sections have presented various models, theories and frameworks of 

organisational change generally and, more specifically, corporate responses and 

strategy for engaging with ecological sustainability.  Creating effective corporate 

change such as the incorporation of environmental issues remains, at best, an 

incredibly difficult and challenging undertaking (de Jager, 2001: 24, Stead et al., 

1998: 262).  In this regard, within the corporate sector as a whole there is great 

diversity in the extent and level of meaningful participation in societal efforts to 

progress toward planetary sustainability (Hart, 2001: 7, Gunningham et al., 2003: 1-

2).  In realisation of this state of affairs, a portion of the literature oriented on 

corporations and planetary sustainability has, in recent decades, increasingly sought to 

move beyond the description of what an ecologically oriented corporation would look 

like or how it would act to focus more upon how to achieve these crucial end states 

(Atkinson, Schaefer & Viney, 2000: 108).  A limited component of this literature has, 

in turn, focused upon the internal factors that influence a corporation’s capacity to 

participate in processes of change including engagement in processes for ecological 

sustainability (del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 36, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210).  This 

section overviews this emergent body of literature, as it is both crucial to 

understanding the diversity of corporate responses and as a basis for the present 

study’s objective to develop an explanation of internal drivers of corporate interest in 

ecological sustainability. 

 

The internal characteristics of a corporation are fundamental to the institution’s 

engagement in processes to secure planetary sustainability.  While the intensity and 

extent of external pressure promoting interest varies both within and between industry 

sectors, it is a firm’s particular characteristics that ultimately determine adoption or 

uptake of strategies and change to demonstrate corporate social responsibility 

(Delmas and Toffel, 2004; 215, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 414).  A limited number of 

authors have put forward lists of potential barriers or factors within a corporation to 

the implementation of strategies associated with social and environmental issues (Eg. 

Gunningham, Sinclair & Burritt, 1997, 9-18, Tinsley, 2002: 377, Delmas & Toffel, 

2004: 212, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 24-25).  While much of the work focuses on 

barriers to change, several authors have suggested a firm’s characteristics could be 
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viewed as moderating or mediating factors as they would be ‘expected to magnify or 

diminish the influence of institutional’ or external pressures (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 

219, Ghobadian, Viney, Liu & James, 1998: 17).  This distinction is significant as it 

recognises that internal factors could promote or retard change.  A review of these 

lists suggests the internal pressures moderating corporate engagement in processes 

and practices for planetary sustainability could be broadly understood as the following 

five internal factors: 

• Leadership; 

• Resources; 

• Structures; 

• Understanding and perceptions; and 

• Organisational culture. 

These factors are overviewed in the following sections. 

 

6.6.1 Leadership 

Leadership has been extensively researched and reported on in the literature on 

organisational theory and change (Prakash, 2001: 294, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 17, 

Foster, 1993: 13).   It is widely recognised as being integral to and tremendously 

important for a firm’s ongoing functioning, level of prosperity and, perhaps most 

importantly, the instigation of organisational change or lack thereof (Prakash, 2001: 

294, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 17, Tinsley, 2002: 377).  Similarly, with respect to the 

corporate uptake of social and environmental issues, leadership at the senior levels is 

recognised as a critical factor, in particular for progressing corporate engagement 

beyond regulatory compliance (Lesourd & Schilizzi, 2001: 58, Gunningham et al., 

2003: 28-29, Marshall, Cordano & Silverman, 2005: 98).  Strannegard, in a recent 

case study on the corporate integration of environmental concerns, described how the 

personal convictions of a particular corporation’s chief executive officer (CEO) were 

central to the institution’s implementation of progressive strategies relating to social 

and environmental issues (2000: 166-167).  In summary, leadership at the senior 

levels within a corporation has been widely presented as an essential factor for 

progressing corporate engagement with planetary sustainability. 
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6.6.2 Resources 

The factor of resources encompasses the financial, human and technological assets of 

the organisation.  At a practical level, the right mix of these resources is requisite to 

the implementation of corporate strategy including strategy relating to the inclusion 

and progression of environmental and social issues (Tinsley, 2002: 379, del Rio 

Gonzales, 2005: 25).  In this respect, it must be recognised that progressing corporate 

“greening” invariably necessitates an investment of resources on the part of the 

organisation (Gunningham et al., 2003: 28-29 & 33, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25).  

Thus, availability of the necessary skills, materials, technology and monetary 

resources would serve to moderate the capability of an organisation to respond to 

external pressures for change relating to the greater involvement of corporations in 

securing planetary sustainability (de Bakker & Nijhof, 2002: 66, Ghobadian et al., 

1998: 18).   

 

6.6.3 Structures 

The importance of an organisation’s structures for corporate strategy, including those 

aspects relating to environmental and social issues, has been generally recognised 

(Atkinson, Schaefer & Viney, 2000: 108-109, Shrivastava & Hart, 1995: 155-157, 

Gunningham et al., 2003: 34, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 100-101).  This internal 

factor includes the physical and organisational structures of the organisation.  The 

physical structures component relates to an institution’s plant and physical 

infrastructure that may have characteristics, such as size and age, that could facilitate 

or impede the implementation of so-called “greener” corporate strategy options 

(Gunningham et al., 1997: 15, Klassen, 2001: 262, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25).   In 

contrast, organisational structures relates to the internal configuration of the 

corporation’s functions and resources as the ‘framework that allows corporate strategy 

to be pursued’ (Atkinson et al., 2000: 110).  As environmental and social concerns are 

increasingly manifest across and between the recognised organisational functions, the 

framework of the corporation becomes more significant for socially responsible 

corporate strategy (De Brujn et al., 1997: 174, Tinsley, 2002: 380, Atkinson et al., 

2000: 109-111). 
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6.6.4 Understanding and perceptions 

The fourth factor that can be drawn from the literature relating to corporations and 

planetary sustainability is understanding and perceptions.  Management’s 

understanding and perceptions about planetary sustainability have been identified as 

having an influential role in determining the level of corporate interest and 

engagement (Gunningham et al., 2003: 34, Roome, 1992: 19-22, Tinsley, 2002: 378).  

This factor relates to management’s broad understanding of the core concepts and 

issues surrounding ecological sustainability and planetary dis-integrity and 

specifically how these link with, and have relevance for, corporate strategy and 

operations.  At the broad conceptual level, it has been recognised that within the 

corporate sector understanding of the key concepts and issues varies dramatically 

(Springett, 2003: 75, Gunningham et al., 2003: 29-30 & 34).  While the variability in 

understanding may be, at least in part, a product of the contested nature of the 

concepts, confusion within the sector over what the terms mean and how they relate to 

business has adverse implications for corporate engagement (Giddings et al., 2002: 

187, Welford, 2004: 32, Springett, 2003: 75).   

 

The low levels of understanding impacts upon corporate engagement in several 

related ways.  First, there has been a perception within management that the uptake of 

environmental and social issues represents a cost or threat to the firm rather than 

opportunity, which accordingly retards interest (Gunningham et al., 2003: 29-30). 

Second, the knock-on effect of the varied and low levels of understanding has been 

managerial inertia or an often reactive positioning of management in relation to the 

operationalisation of the concepts for uptake into corporate strategy and operations 

(Gunningham et al., 2003: 34-35, Simpson, Taylor & Barker, 2004: 161).  

Furthermore, the positioning of management in relation to the corporation’s role in 

progressing planetary sustainability has consequences for the institution’s level of 

response, ranging from non-compliance through compliance to beyond compliance 

(Gunningham et al., 2003: 34-35, Tinsley, 2002: 381).  Thus, understanding and 

perceptions of management constitutes a significant internal pressure shaping 

corporate engagement in processes and practices for planetary sustainability.   
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6.6.5 Organisational culture 

Organisational culture is the fifth and final internal factor identified as moderating the 

uptake of processes and practices for planetary sustainability by corporations.  

Organisational culture may be defined as the ‘set of beliefs, values and learned ways 

of managing’ and doing that underpins the strategy and functioning of an organisation 

(Lynch, 2000: 313).  The importance of culture to organisational change and 

organisational performance and competitive advantage generally has been recognised 

and widely written about in the management literature (Pettinger, 2004: 340, Lynch, 

2000: 155, 313 & 947).  Similarly, corporate culture and traditions have been 

identified as a significant factor for the implementation of strategies relating to social 

responsibility (de Bakker & Nijhof, 2002: 67-68, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 17).  It has 

been suggested that an organisational culture that permits ecological issues to be 

perceived as opportunities rather than costs or threats and thereby facilitates a 

proactive approach is required to progress corporate engagement (del Rio Gonzales, 

2005: 24-25, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 92, Lesourd & Schilizzi, 2001: 66-67).  

Thus, organisational culture represents an important element of a corporation’s efforts 

to become more socially responsible. 

 

This section has presented an overview of the internal pressures moderating corporate 

engagement in processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  Collectively, these 

factors ultimately determine adoption or uptake of strategies and change that 

operationalise and constitute a firm’s level of corporate social responsibility (Delmas 

and Toffel, 2004; 215, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 414).  While some continue to view 

interest in planetary sustainability as outside the scope of business operations, a 

corporation’s legitimacy in the marketplace, competitive advantage and survival are 

increasingly linked to conscientious corporate social responsibility (Hart, 1995: 988, 

Hastings, 1999: 272).  To date, much of the research into the corporate uptake of 

social and environmental issues has focused upon the content of corporate 

performance, such as environmental management systems, sustainability reporting 

and accounting (Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301).  There has been limited 

empirical research oriented upon understanding the processes and factors associated 

with this phenomenon (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 

301, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 36).  Furthermore, much of the completed research has 

either focused on the external factors that advance corporate interest and action or 
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oriented upon a particular internal factor, for example, leadership or characteristics of 

the firm (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 36).  Thus, 

understanding of the internal factors that mediate corporate change for planetary 

sustainability and how they interact and interrelate with each other to explain such 

change remains limited (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, Klassen, 2001: 257, del Rio 

Gonzales, 2005: 36, Tinsley, 2002: 376).  The present study will contribute to this 

body of knowledge by developing an explanation of the internal drivers of corporate 

interest in ecological sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive sector of 

Australia. 

 

6.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has focused on the dynamics of the corporate responses to the 

burgeoning societal pressures to play a greater role in broader societal goals including 

engaging in the pursuit of ecological sustainability.  In the past, corporations have 

been able to focus upon maximising short-term profitability while largely ignoring the 

negative social and environmental impacts of their decisions and operations.  The 

chapter established that the global business environment has changed with 

demonstrable corporate interest in social and environmental matters increasingly 

required to maintain institutional legitimacy, a corporation’s on-going “license-to-

operate” and ultimately commercial success and survival.   

 

The ascent of transnational corporations to global dominance brings with it added 

responsibility.  As societal awareness of the global standing and power of the 

corporation has grown, so the calls for greater corporate social responsibility have 

become more widespread and more strident.  The chapter identified that many 

corporations have moved beyond regulatory compliance and economic expectations 

to be more socially responsible through the pursuit of a triple bottom line of 

economic, environmental and social value.  However, diffusion of such practices has 

been uneven between and within industry sectors and regions.   In recognition of this 

situation, the chapter overviewed several accepted typologies that broadly describe 

the range and levels of corporate responses.  These typologies, such as Roome’s 

widely cited Strategic Options Model, offer the means to position an organisation on 

an ecological or social responsibility continuum.   
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Corporate engagement in processes for ecological sustainability will be critical to 

humanity securing a long-term future.  Accordingly, the chapter contextualised the 

challenge confronting corporations across the planet by reviewing the theory of 

organisational change and highlighting the complexity and difficulty of change.  

Much research has oriented upon determining the steps and types of organisational 

change and operationalising the change process.  Yet, there has been limited research 

focused upon the internal factors governing corporate “eco-change”.  The chapter 

presented a discussion of the limited literature on internal factors that influence a 

corporation’s engagement in processes for ecological sustainability.  The need for 

greater understanding of these factors and how they interact and interrelate with each 

other to explain corporate change was recognised and linked with the present study’s 

interest in this crucial topic.  Chapter seven draws this chapter and the preceding 

literature review chapters together to present the theoretical framework and context 

for the present study. 
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Chapter 7: Conceptual Framework and Context of Research 

7.1 Introduction 

The preceding five chapters, which collectively constitute Section One – Literature 

Review, have reviewed the literature that has informed the present study.  In this 

chapter, the intention is to draw these bodies of literature together to present the 

conceptual basis of the study including research aims and objectives.  First, a brief 

summary of the presented literature will be undertaken to illustrate how each of the 

theoretical chapters contributes to establishing a solid rationale for the study.  The 

literature will be drawn together and offered as the conceptual framework for the 

study.  Having set up the basis for the study, the non-renewable resource extractive 

sector (NRRES) will be introduced and overviewed as the context or setting for the 

study.   These sections establish the framework and context for the study and lead 

logically to the presentation of the study’s rationale, aims and objectives.  The 

purpose of this chapter is to establish the basis, purposes and importance of the study. 

 

7.2 Conceptual framework for the research 

The present study draws upon several fields of research and knowledge, which have 

been presented in the preceding literature review chapters.  Figure 7.1 below presents 

the conceptual framework of the study, which displays these fields and illustrates how 

they lock together as the basis for the research.  At the top of the framework is 

development.  Societal development has been understood as a natural linear 

progression through a series of stages culminating in industrial capitalism (Sachs, 

1999: 73).  Industrial capitalism represents a complex economic system characterised 

by the three distinctive features of private ownership of property, systematic and self-

interested pursuit of profit, and exchange of goods and services based on market 

prices (Saunders, 1995: 3-8, Giddens & Hutton, 2000: 12).  In such a society, self-

interest and economic gain become the accepted motivators of action and the overall 

direction of the society (Stilwell, 2002: 45-46).  In this regard, the globalisation of 

production, consumption and trade over the past few decades has represented a logical 

progression to the pursuit of affluence that is at the core of free market capitalism 

(van Wolferen, 2002: 33, Dicken, 2003: 12).  This planetary phenomenon is evolving 

power relations in the global village, as transnational corporations are an expression 

of the process of internationalisation whereas the role of government is being 
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diminished (Kuttner, 2000: 147 & 153, Korten, 1996: 184, Giddens, 2002: 16-17).  In 

the context of the present study, an appreciation of the processes and direction of 

societal development establishes a foundation to understand the implications of 

development for planetary integrity and ultimately human health. 

 

The conceptual framework links development to both transnational corporations and 

ecological dis-integrity and planetary sustainability.  Ecological dis-integrity and 

planetary sustainability represents the most pressing planetary priority for humanity in 

the 21st century.  The human species has, over a relatively short period of time, 

become the most successful and dominant species on the planet (McMichael, 2001; 8 

& 30).  However, the pace and direction of development, particularly since the advent 

of inanimate power sources and industrial production systems, have implications for 

the on-going viability of planetary systems (Giddens, 2001; 35, Butler, 2000: 157).   

At the core of these concerns is the incongruence between the unparalleled and on-

going growth in the human economic sub-system and the closed and finite nature of 

the planetary systems’ source and sink functions (Goodland, 1992: 4-6, Rees & 

Wackernagel, 1996: 225).  While planetary carrying capacity remains difficult to 

define, the spectre of ecological dis-integrity and “meltdown” has been increasingly 

evidenced by a breadth and depth of ecological crises that collectively provide 

overwhelming evidence of declining planetary systems (McMichael, 2001: 284-286).   

This is particularly alarming as human well-being and long-term survival is ultimately 

dependent upon the integrity, productive capacity and health of these systems (MA, 

2003: 76-77, UNDP et al., 2000: 9).   

 

The second element of this component of the conceptual framework is planetary 

sustainability.  In response to the emergent planetary crisis of ecological dis-integrity, 

the concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable development have been 

utilised to stimulate and guide action for humankind to take greater responsibility in 

promoting the viability of its existence (WCED, 1990: 90-92).  While they remain 

contested concepts, ecological sustainability and sustainable development embody 

significant changes in the values and priorities that govern our “global village” 

(WCED, 1990: 87-88).  Indeed, the preoccupation with the pursuit of economic 

growth through industrial development has been increasingly recognised as 

underpinning the present predicament (Tisdell, 2000: 6-7, McMichael, 2002: 1093).  
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Hence, sustainable development and sustainability are not about “business as usual” 

but necessitate accepting greater responsibility for our actions and the associated 

consequences (Bossel, 1998: 8-9, WCED, 1990: 90-92).  At the heart of this stance is 

the need for engagement by stakeholders at all levels of society (Kuttner, 2000: 147 & 

153, Giddens, 2002: 16-17).  This component of the study’s conceptual framework 

establishes the connection between the direction and pace of industrial development 

and planetary systems decline as evidenced by a range of ecological crises.  It links 

planetary sustainability including the long-term viability of human existence with 

societal stakeholders embracing changes in the process and direction of development. 

 

Having determined the present planetary circumstances and required societal 

directions to secure planetary sustainability, the conceptual framework links 

development together with ecological dis-integrity and planetary sustainability to 

transnational corporations.  Progressing the planetary priority of sustainable 

development increasingly requires the active engagement of the three wheels of 

sustainability: government, corporations and community (Shrivastava, 1995: 937).  

Over the past twenty-five years, the gradual shift in the global order has seen 

transnational corporations become the most influential institutions on the planet 

(Korten, 2001b: 230, UNDP et al., 2002: 107).  As the productive core of a 

progressively more integrated world economy, they have played a central role in 

advancing the tragedy of the global commons (UNCTAD, 1995: xix-xx, Karliner, 

1997: 5).  As such, should the corporate sector choose not to engage in the pursuit of 

ecological sustainability then it will, in all likelihood, prove impossible to achieve the 

societal changes needed to secure a long-term future on planet Earth (Elkington & 

Burke, 1989: 72).  Yet, by their very role within the industrial capitalist system, 

corporations are inexorably drawn to practices that maximise returns not 

environmental and social outcomes (Berle & Means, 1932: 2, Elkington, 1999: 24).  

In the context of the present study, this component of the conceptual framework 

orients the research to transnational corporations as the societal institution with the 

resources and capacity to lead societal efforts for sustainable development.   
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual Framework for Study 
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The transnational corporations component of the framework links to the components 

of corporate change and non-renewable resource extractive sector.  With influence 

upon most aspects of modern industrial society, transnational corporations hold the 

levers of power and, accordingly, the levers of global change (Moran & Ghoshal, 

1999: 390, Bruno & Karliner, 2002: 11).  The corporate change component of the 

study’s conceptual framework acknowledges that while the fundamental purpose of 

corporations remains profit maximisation, securing an ongoing license-to-operate 

increasingly requires the dominant societal institution to meet the mounting 

stakeholder expectations relating to progressing broader societal goals (Boele et al., 

2001: 123, Wiggen & Bomann-Larsen, 2004: 3-5).  Conscientious corporate social 

responsibility (CSR), often operationalised as a “triple bottom line” encompassing 

economic prosperity, environmental quality and social justice, is becoming an 

important aspect of business (Welford, 2004: 32, Elkington, 2001a: 20). 

 

Yet, within the corporate sector as a whole there is great diversity in the extent and 

level of meaningful participation in societal efforts to progress toward planetary 

sustainability (Hart, 2001: 7, Gunningham et al., 2003: 1-2).  In this respect, improved 

understanding of the external and internal factors that moderate corporate uptake of 

ecological sustainability remains critical to their greater engagement in these efforts 

(Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301, del Rio 

Gonzales, 2005: 36).  In recognition of this connection, this component of the 

framework is also linked with the component on Ecological dis-integrity and 

planetary sustainability.  In the context of the study, this component highlights the 

significance of corporate engagement in practices for planetary sustainability and the 

related need for improved understanding of the factors mediating this phenomenon, 

which is the goal of the present study. 

 

The final component of the conceptual framework for the study is the component on 

the non-renewable resource extractive sector.  Previously described components have 

provided the foundation for the study, explained the fundamental problem of interest 

and oriented the research to a particular primary societal sector and its engagement to 

progress this problem.  This component of the framework narrows the focus of the 

study to the non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES).  The NRRES 

encompasses those corporations that basically locate, extract and refine the planet’s 
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non-renewable resources (The Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development 

Project (MMSD), 2002a: 4, Miller, 2002: 11).  Collectively, these corporations 

provide an underpinning function for the continuation of society as the supply and use 

of minerals and fossil fuels are integral to meeting basic human requirements, as well 

as the increasing material expectations inherent in an industrial capitalist economic 

system (MMSD, 2002a: xiv & 27, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 85).  However, the societal 

profile, visibility and activities of the sector have, over the past fifteen years, meant it 

has come under mounting pressure from stakeholders to incorporate the concept of 

sustainability into its ethos and operations (MMSD, 2002a, 4, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 

131-132).  As such, the NRRES offers the researcher interested in aspects of 

corporate engagement in the process of planetary sustainability the opportunity to 

study this phenomenon within a dynamic context of sectoral and corporate responses 

to changing societal expectations.  This final component of the conceptual framework 

identifies the setting of the research.  It demonstrates the importance of the chosen 

setting by linking it with the framework’s components on transnational corporations, 

corporate change and, perhaps most significantly, ecological dis-integrity and 

planetary sustainability.   

 

7.3 Research context: non-renewable resource extractive sector 

The non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES) in Australia is the setting of 

the present study.  To contextualise the study, in the following paragraphs an 

overview of the sector will be presented that encompasses the societal role and value 

of the NRRES, its importance to Australia, societal impacts commonly associated 

with the sector’s operations and how it is responding to the challenges of engaging 

with processes for planetary sustainability.  The NRRES encompasses the location, 

extraction and primary refinement of the planet’s non-renewable resources including 

fossil fuels, metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals (MMSD, 2002a: 4, Miller, 

2002: 11).  Society has become highly dependent upon these resources in almost 

every aspect of life for ‘energy generation and transmission, mobility and 

transportation, information and communication, food supply, health delivery, and 

countless other services’ and products (MMSD, 2002a: 74, Walker & Howard, 2002: 

10).  As such, the NRRES provides the platform, in the guise of fuels and materials, 

for the production, consumption and trade patterns that characterise modern industrial 
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society (MMSD, 2002a: 74-76, Dicken, 2003: 12).  Indeed, the sector underpins 

global economic growth and has become fundamental to satisfying basic human needs 

together with the growing material expectations of the global consumer class 

(MMSD, 2002a: 17 & 27, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 85, World Bank, 2001: 2).  

Furthermore, it is anticipated that demand for non-renewable resources (NRR) will 

continue to rise over the next 20 to 30 years as the human population grows and per 

capita income rises (World Bank, 2001: 2, MMSD, 2002a: 74, O’Regan & Moles, 

2004: 73).   

 

The location, extraction and processing of the planet’s non-renewable resources has 

represented, and will continue to represent, an important economic activity in many 

parts of the world.  At the global level, the NRRES accounts for a relatively small 

proportion of total investment in industry, yet, as the supplier of energy and essential 

raw materials to other industry sectors, its importance to the global economy cannot 

be underestimated (Walker & Howard, 2002: 10, MMSD, 2002a: 58).  While the 

planetary distribution of NRR is not uniform, in particular high value NRR, for those 

regions and countries that are endowed with such resources, there has been significant 

and sustained economic benefits and development (World Bank, 2001: 2-3, MMSD, 

2002a: 4).  In summary, the NRRES presently provides a significant contribution to 

the national economy of over 150 nations (UNEP, 2000: 4).  In more than 30 so-

called developing countries minerals extraction and production alone accounts for 

between 15 and 50 percent of all exports (MMSD, 2002a: 17).  The sector has also 

played a central role in the economic development of many of the industrialised 

countries, such as Canada, the United States of America, the United Kingdom and 

Australia (World Bank, 2001: 2-3).   

 

In Australia, the NRRES has been and remains a cornerstone of national economic 

development.  Australia has been recognised as one of the leading mining nations 

with substantial identified and relatively accessible mineral and fuel resources (ABS, 

2005a: 1, Minerals Council of Australia (MCA), 2002a: 2, MMSD, 2002b: 36-37).  In 

the year 2002-03, the recorded value of mineral production, including the four mineral 

categories of metallic minerals; coal, oil and gas; construction materials; and other 

non-metallic minerals, was $51.7 billion (Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 

2004: 7-8).  The NRRES has, over the past ten years, consistently contributed 
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approximately 5% of gross domestic product (GDP) and in 2003-04 accounted for 

26% of total value of Australian exports (ABS, 2005a: 1, ABS, 2005b: 1).  The sector 

has also been responsible for considerable investment in infrastructure such as roads, 

railway lines, towns, ports, airfields, education and health facilities (MCA, 2002b: 2).  

Lastly, the NRRES has been a significant source of direct and indirect employment 

opportunities and currently provides roughly 65 000 full-time jobs, which comprises 

50 000 employees and 15 000 contractors, and an estimated 175 000 jobs in 

associated sectors such as transport, construction, retail and services (MCA, 2002a: 2, 

MCA, 2002b: 2, Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 2002: 7).  Thus, the 

NRRES has made a significant and sustained contribution to the economic 

development of Australia and, into the foreseeable future, will continue to be a most 

important sector for Australia’s ongoing prosperity and development. 

 

The NRRES has made a substantial and sustained contribution to Australian society 

and more broadly the trajectory of development of numerous nations and industrial 

capitalist society in general.  Yet, over the past few decades the sector has been 

increasingly perceived by local communities, and civil society generally, as also 

having adverse environmental, social and human health impacts (MMSD, 2002a: 4, 

Evans, Goodman & Lansbury, 2001: xiii).  The civic attention being afforded the 

sector has merit given operations of NRRES corporations have led to considerable 

environmental and social damage across the planet (MMSD, 2002a: 4, UNEP, WB, 

IFC & MMSD, 2002: 7).  Sectoral activities encompassing location, extraction and 

primary refinement of NRR are environmentally destructive and socially disruptive by 

their very nature and require disproportionately large amounts of energy, utilise 

considerable quantities of toxic chemicals and produce immense quantities of waste 

and pollution (Mineral Policy Center, 1999: 6-7, Sampat, 2002, 1-2, UNEP, 2002: 8, 

Eggert, 2000: 2.6).  Furthermore, a number of high profile mining debacles in the past 

decade, such as the cyanide contamination at Baia Mare in Romania and waste 

spillage at Ok Tedi in Papua New Guinea, have resulted in extensive environmental 

and social impacts including long-term degradation or destruction of ecosystems, 

local community health and livelihoods (Evans et al., 2001: 48, UNEP, 2002: 8, 

Oxfam, 2002: 18, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 131).  In summary, the historically accepted 

sectoral patterns of operations coupled with recent high profile ecological debacles 

attributable to the NRRES has meant this industry sector has become widely 
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perceived as a ‘despoiler and polluter’ that generates significant adverse 

environmental, social and human health impacts (Hinde, 2000: 10). 

 

The NRRES, in common with the corporate sector generally, is increasingly being 

called upon to implement and engage in processes to progress efforts to secure a long-

term future for humanity.  The societal importance, activities and impacts of the 

sector have meant it has come under mounting pressure from stakeholders to 

incorporate the concept of ecological sustainability into its decision-making and 

operations (MMSD, 2002a, 4, MMSD, 2002b: 10, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 131-132).  

While the activities of the NRRES directly affect a very limited proportion of the total 

global landmass, in Australia it is estimated at less than 0.1%, the sector has borne the 

brunt of civic society’s increasing concerns with environmental degradation and 

interest in securing planetary sustainability (MCA, 2002a: 3, Hinde, 2000: 10).  In this 

regard, while profit maximisation remains the primary concern of NRRES 

corporations, to secure their longer-term prospects or license-to-operate, these 

‘companies must maintain a welcome status for their existing and potential 

investments’ (Epps & Brett, 2000: 5.9, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 132).  Thus, over the 

past fifteen years there has been mounting interest and attention within the NRRES in 

engaging in processes associated with understanding and progressing planetary 

sustainability (MMSD, 2002a: 4-5, MMSD, 2002b: 44).   

 

The growing interest in processes for ecological sustainability is apparent within the 

NRRES.  This statement has been evidenced at the sectoral level by high profile 

global initiatives such as the Global Mining Initiative and the Mining, Minerals and 

Sustainable Development project (MMSD, 2002a: 4-5).  At the national level, sectoral 

interest has been substantiated by initiatives including industry sustainable 

development reporting, conferences, codes of practice and awards sponsored or 

introduced by peak bodies such as the Minerals Council of Australia (MCA, 2002b: 7-

8, MMSD, 2002b: 44-45).  At the level of the NRRES corporation, interest has been 

evidenced by a tremendous growth in relevant policies and strategies, such as those 

associated with community engagement, social responsibility and environmental 

protection, coupled with a greater preparedness for public disclosure of corporate 

performance relating to such matters (MMSD, 2002b: 44-45, Epps & Brett, 2000: 5.9-

5.14, Jenkins, 2004: 23).  Yet, while numerous corporations within the sector have 
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implemented specific measures, many others have seemingly struggled to come to 

terms with the concepts and how they relate to their business (MMSD, 2002a: xviii).  

It is this juxtaposition of the societal imperative to progress planetary sustainability 

together with mounting stakeholder pressures for change and the corresponding 

diversity of intent and engagement by NRRES corporations that presents such a 

dynamic context within which to study aspects of corporate engagement in the 

process of planetary sustainability. 

 

7.4 Research rationale, aim and objectives 

It is increasingly evident there is an incongruence between the unparalleled and 

accelerating growth in the human economic sub-system and the closed and finite 

nature of the planetary systems’ source and sink functions (Goodland, 1992: 4-6, Rees 

& Wackernagel, 1996: 225, McMichael, 2001: 284-286).  This imbalance originates 

in the unprecedented economic success of industrial capitalist society that has set up a 

series of ecological, social and political contradictions.  If unresolved, these 

contradictions will lead to planetary systems breakdown and, ultimately, the end of 

humankind.  To redress the growing imbalance requires the active engagement of the 

three wheels of sustainability: government, corporations and civil society 

(Shrivastava, 1995: 937).   

 

As the most influential institutions on the planet, transnational corporations hold the 

levers of power and, accordingly, the levers of global change (Bruno & Karliner, 

2002: 11).  Yet, the role of corporations within the industrial capitalist system means 

this institution is inevitably drawn to practices that maximise returns not 

environmental and social outcomes (Berle & Means, 1932: 2, Elkington, 1999: 24).  

Despite increasing evidence of planetary dis-integrity and mounting stakeholder 

expectations, there remains great diversity in the extent and level of corporate 

commitment and engagement in societal efforts to progress toward planetary 

sustainability (Hart, 2001: 7, Gunningham et al., 2003: 1-2).  This situation 

characterises the entire corporate sector including the non-renewable resource 

extractive sector (MMSD, 2002a: xviii).   
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Greater understanding of the factors that moderate corporate interest and involvement 

in ecological sustainability will become increasingly critical to promoting their greater 

engagement in processes to secure a long-term future for humanity (Delmas & Toffel, 

2004: 210).  Yet, to date, there has been few empirical studies oriented upon 

understanding the external and internal processes and factors associated with 

corporate uptake or engagement in such practices (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, 

Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 36, Klassen, 2001: 

257, Rickson & Ramsey, 1985: 93-95).  Furthermore, it has been acknowledged that 

little research has focused upon the process of corporate “eco-change” and there has 

been limited explanation of how the ‘pieces of the puzzle’ interact and interrelate with 

each other to generate change (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 210, Tinsley, 2002: 376, 

Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 301).  It has been suggested that sectoral studies 

would be of value to determine the factors driving corporate engagement (del Rio 

Gonzales, 2005: 36).  In this respect, the non-renewable resource extractive sector in 

Australia, as an industry sector under mounting pressure to incorporate sustainability 

into its ethos and operations, represents the opportunity to study this phenomenon 

within a dynamic context of sectoral and corporate responses to evolving societal 

expectations (MMSD, 2002a, 4, MMSD, 2002b: 10, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 131-132). 

 

The goal of the present study has been to develop an explanation of the factors that 

have mediated corporate interest and engagement with processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive sector, Australia.   

 

To meet this goal, the specific objectives of the study have been to: 

• Investigate how corporations within the NRRES, Australia have responded to the 

societal imperatives to incorporate the concept and principles of ecological 

sustainability into strategic decision-making and day-to-day operations; 

• Identify and examine the internal factors that have promoted and/or retarded 

corporate implementation of measures to incorporate ecological sustainability into 

decision-making and operations in the NRRES, Australia; 

• Establish how the identified internal factors have interrelated with each other to 

generate change relating to planetary sustainability within NRRES corporations in 

Australia; 
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• Determine and investigate the societal factors that have moderated corporate 

interest and uptake of initiatives relating to planetary sustainability within the 

NRRES, Australia; 

• Examine how the identified societal factors have interconnected to exert pressure 

upon the NRRES corporations in Australia to engage in processes relating to 

planetary sustainability; and 

• Develop an explanatory framework of the factors that have mediated corporate 

interest and engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability 

in the non-renewable resource extractive sector, Australia.   

 

Corporations have become the most dominant institutions on the planet.  In-depth 

understanding of the corporate change process relating to the incorporation of 

sustainability into corporate decision-making and practices will be critical for 

promoting the necessary action to secure a balance between environment, health and 

development.  In this regard, it has been acknowledged that an understanding of the 

factors that mediate a desired corporate change is critical to fashioning that change 

(Goodman & Dean, 1982: 227).  The present study will contribute to this body of 

knowledge by developing an explanation of the factors mediating corporate interest 

and engagement in ecological sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive 

sector, Australia.  It will significantly enhance our appreciation of the dynamics of 

corporate engagement in societal efforts to secure planetary sustainability and 

increase our depth of understanding of the societal and internal factors that are central 

to NRRES corporations’ engagement in such processes.  Finally, the study will 

contribute an explanatory framework that will aid in our understanding of the 

corporate engagement process, in particular, the interconnections between the factors 

impeding and facilitating corporate interest and engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

7.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has served to bring the literature review together with the goal and 

objectives of the present study.  It has presented a conceptual framework, research 

context and rationale for the study that are manifestly linked with the literature review 

presented in preceding chapters.  The study’s conceptual framework highlighted the 
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importance and need for greater understanding of the factors that mediate corporate 

engagement with ecological sustainability.  The section on research context 

demonstrated the importance and instrumentality of the non-renewable resource 

extractive sector in contributing to the development of such a body of knowledge.  

The research rationale, aims and objectives section summated the study’s thesis to 

logically progress to the study’s goal, objectives and significance.  Having established 

the rationale, goal and objectives of the study it is now appropriate to examine the 

approach to fieldwork that was adopted to meet the study’s goal.  The following 

chapter presents the research methodology including research approach, strategy, 

methods and analysis. 
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Chapter 8: Research Methodology 

8.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapters focused on the institutional background of contemporary 

corporate responses to the planetary imperative, which established the study’s context 

and rationale and led to the central research goal and objectives.  In this chapter, the 

research methodology of the study will be explained.  First, the broad research 

framework, approach and style will be overviewed as these interrelated issues orient 

the researcher and inform the research process.  Second, grounded theory will be 

presented as the overarching research strategy and case study research overviewed as 

the nominated structure for the study.  Having established the study’s methodological 

orientation and framework, the focus of the chapter narrows to document the structure 

and processes associated with the conduct of the fieldwork including research 

methods, data sources and sampling strategy.  This is followed by an overview of the 

data recording, analysis and management techniques put in place for the study as 

these interrelated processes are at the very heart of scrupulous qualitative fieldwork.  

Finally, the chapter presents a review of the research design, data collection methods 

and analysis techniques employed in the study and discusses the ethical 

considerations of the research.   

 

8.2 Research paradigm, purpose and style 

The research tradition that governed the present study was interpretive social science.  

The interpretivist or constructivist research paradigm is founded on the belief that 

there is no one true reality but that multiple realities are constructed by individuals 

through their experience and social contexts (Guba, 1990: 26).  This paradigm of 

enquiry is oriented upon understanding the embedded meanings in human action and 

processes through empirical enquiry conducted in natural contexts (Lincoln, 1990: 78, 

Schwandt, 2000: 190-191).  Its overriding purpose is to construct what may be termed 

a “consensus reality” through detailed examination and comparison of individual 

constructions of reality (Guba, 1990: 27).  This perspective acknowledges that a 

presented reality is not independent of interpretation as the researcher brings 

assumptions and experiences to the research, which shapes both the research process 

and findings (Rice & Ezzy, 1999: 25).   
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In the conduct of research governed by the interpretivist tradition, the emphasis is on 

a portrayal of the perspective of those within the social setting being studied 

(Neuman, 2000: 70-71, Denzin & Lincoln, 2000a: 158).  In the present research, this 

emphasis clarified the researcher’s role as being to construct an insiders’ view of the 

phenomenon of interest, which focused the fieldwork upon the experiences and 

perspectives of actors within the non-renewable resource extractive sector in Australia 

(Neuman, 2000: 70-71, Guba, 1990: 27-28).  This, in turn, oriented the research upon 

understanding and contrasting these perspectives and experiences to construct an 

explanation of the factors that are mediating NRRES corporation engagement with 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  

 

The framework and approach that underpin the interpretive research tradition have 

ramifications for the purpose and style of the research to be conducted (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000b: 19-20).  In order to construct a consensus reality, the majority of 

interpretive research is associated with descriptive and explanatory research (Lincoln 

& Guba, 2000: 166, Schwandt, 2000: 202).  Furthermore, the naturalistic approach 

inherent in interpretive research and the associated need to understand and present the 

insiders view means the style of enquiry is invariably qualitative (Neuman, 2000: 122, 

Denzin & Lincoln, 2000b: 3).  Within this frame of reference, the present research 

was explanatory in nature as it was focused upon developing a detailed explanation of 

the factors that are mediating NRRES corporation engagement with ecological 

sustainability.  This focus was supported by explanatory and descriptive research 

objectives.   

 

To meet the stated research aim and objectives the study’s broad style of enquiry was 

qualitative.  Qualitative research is a broad collection of methods and techniques that 

collectively emphasise detailed examination of social phenomena in natural settings 

(Neuman, 2000: 122-123, Denzin & Lincoln, 2000b: 6-7).   This style of enquiry is 

consistent with the interpretive research paradigm and very much compatible with the 

aim and objectives of the present research.  The following sections present the 

research methodology that has flowed from the orientation to research presented in 

this section. 
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8.3 Overarching research strategy – grounded theory 

The overarching research strategy for the study was grounded theory methodology.  

This widely used research strategy is about the discovery of theory from data and 

emphasises the development of insight and theory through a constant interplay 

between data collection and analysis (Neuman, 2000: 334, Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 

158 & 160, Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 2).  Thus, the central feature of an explanation or 

theory developed through a research process guided by grounded theory methodology 

is that it is empirically ‘grounded in data systematically gathered and analysed’ 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 158).  This focus upon the relationship between data and 

theory development was particularly appropriate for the present study as it accorded 

with the study’s thrust to determine and explain the key mechanisms and processes 

associated with NRRES engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability. 

 

As the present research is explanatory in nature it is important that the study’s 

overarching research strategy be concordant with this research approach.  Grounded 

theory is a general methodology that emphasises temporality and process, and is 

particularly well suited for the development of explanations and substantive ‘theory 

relating to process, sequence and change pertaining to organisations’ (Glaser, 1994: 

192-193, Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 169).  Furthermore, the intent of grounded theory 

is to guide the development of systematic and rich statements or explanations of 

credible relationships between concepts (Miller & Fredericks, 1999: 538, Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998a: 169, Charmaz, 2000: 510).  As a research strategy, grounded theory is 

well suited to an interpretative research approach, particularly, as is the case with the 

present research, when the focus is upon the generation of detailed explanations of 

patterns of action and interaction (Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 169, Morse, 1994: 224).   

 

Grounded theory methodology incorporates several research procedures and tools 

that, when considered collectively, both distinguish it from other research strategies 

and make it appropriate for the present study.  These features include a structured data 

analysis process, theoretical sampling and the practice of constant comparison.  These 

procedures are discussed in the appropriate following sections of this chapter. 
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8.4 Case study research 

The present research has been structured as case study research.  Case study research 

is a prominent and widely used form of social science enquiry that can be useful at 

any stage of the theory building process (Yin, 1993: xi, George, 1979: 51).  It is often 

the preferred investigative strategy when the focus of the research is the development 

of explanations and is particularly appropriate when researching contemporary 

phenomena within its real-life context (Yin, 2003: 6-7, 14).  As a broad research 

method it offers an organising structure for data collection (Bowling, 2002: 404, 

Grbich, 1999: 190).  These features of case study research are very much consistent 

with the focus and needs of the present research. 

 

There are a number of different case study research designs.  A primary 

differentiating factor is between single and multiple case designs (Yin, 2003: 38).  

Within the typology of case study designs presented by Yin, the single case study may 

be a suitable design in a number of instances (2003: 38).  As discussed in the previous 

chapter, the non-renewable resource extractive sector, due to its profile, visibility and 

activities, is under considerable and mounting pressure to incorporate the concept of 

ecological sustainability into strategic decision-making and day-to-day operations.  

The particular circumstances of the sector supports its examination as a single case as 

it represents an “extreme or unique case” that would provide insight into the 

phenomenon of interest (Yin, 2003: 40-41, Rice & Ezzy, 1999: 43).   

 

The research was conceived as an examination of the factors associated with 

corporate engagement with processes for ecological sustainability with the NRRES in 

Australia being the case to study this phenomenon (Gilham, 2000: 1, Grbich, 1999: 

198).  The role of the selected case means that the present research is an instrumental 

case study with the particular case being selected to serve the crucial purpose of 

facilitating understanding of the phenomenon of interest (Stake, 2000: 437).  Thus, 

the case itself is of secondary interest, selected to ‘provide insight into an issue’; in 

the present study the issue is corporate engagement with planetary sustainability 

(Stake, 2000: 437).   
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While the actual case may be of secondary interest, the selection of the case to be 

studied is consequential.  At a broad and simplistic level the selection of an 

instrumental case should be based on its capacity to advance understanding of the 

phenomenon of interest (Stake, 2000: 437).  The circumstances of the non-renewable 

resource extractive sector in Australia present the opportunity to learn, an important 

criterion for case selection (Stake, 2000: 443-444).  The status of this sector also 

means its examination is of intrinsic interest and this is consistent with the idea of 

instrumental and intrinsic interest in a case not being mutually exclusive but at 

opposite ends of a continuum (Stake, 2000: 437).   

 

Another feature of case study design is the distinction between holistic and embedded 

case studies.  A case study with an holistic design would be focused predominantly 

upon the global features of the phenomenon being studied (Yin, 2003: 42).  In 

contrast, an embedded design frames a more detailed analysis and includes identified 

sub-units of analysis that are embedded within the phenomenon of interest (Yin, 

2003: 42-43).  The present case study has an embedded design, which is consistent 

with the overarching research strategy of grounded theory methodology and the 

development of substantive theory.  Furthermore, an embedded design is particularly 

compatible with the purpose of the present project to build a detailed explanation of 

the corporate engagement processes relating to planetary sustainability in the non-

renewable resource extractive sector of Australia. 

 

8.5 Phases of field research 

The fieldwork associated with the study was undertaken in phases.  Figure 8.1 below 

presents an overview of the fieldwork and displays its three phases, the broad purpose 

of each phase and the research methods used.  Conceptualising the fieldwork as three 

distinct phases promoted simplicity and transparency in the data collection process.  

While the processes of data collection and data analysis are interwoven, the adopted 

framework structured two intermissions in the fieldwork to encourage the researcher 

to actively engage in summative interim analyses of the data gathered before 

collecting more data (Neuman, 2000: 369-371).  These analyses coupled with the 

phases of data collection represented an iterative process that encouraged the constant 
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interplay between data collection and analysis that is characteristic of research guided 

by grounded theory methodology (Dey, 1999: 5-6, Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 173).   

 

Figure 8.1 also presents the broad purpose of each of the phases of fieldwork.  The 

fieldwork progresses from identifying themes and factors, through examining and 

developing these concepts to solidifying an explanatory framework of factors that are 

mediating corporate engagement in the NRRES relating to ecological sustainability.  

The framework at Figure 8.1 presents these three phases as linear and shows how the 

fieldwork was structured to be more focused as it proceeded and information on, and 

understanding of, the phenomenon of interest increased (Neuman, 2000: 369-370).  

To take this a step further, Figure 8.2 below presents the process of focusing in the 

present research and shows that the focus of the fieldwork narrowed as a function of 

time in the field (and data gathered and analysed)(Neuman, 2000: 370).  The 

following discussion of the phases of fieldwork provides greater detail of the focus of 

each of the phases of fieldwork. 

 

8.5.1 Phase One: Identifying the Key Mechanisms and Processes 

The first phase of the fieldwork was concerned with identifying factors that are 

mediating corporate engagement in the NRRES relating to ecological sustainability.  

It consisted primarily of the conduct of in-depth interviews with a small group of 

eight key informants.  The research method of key informant interviews was 

considered most suitable as it provided a relatively unstructured format that, at this 

early stage of the data collection process, was both consistent with the study’s 

grounded theory methodology and offered the key informants a good deal of freedom 

to describe their views and experiences.   

 

The key informant interviews undertaken in this phase of data collection were critical 

to the project as the information obtained served to orient and focus the research.  The 

purposive sample of eight key informants included five corporate employees of 

varying seniority involved in aspects of corporate engagement with planetary 

sustainability and three senior government executives.  All the key informants worked 

in the NRRES and collectively provided a rich diversity of data.   
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Figure 8.1: Framework of Project Fieldwork - Phases, Purposes and Methods 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2:  The Process of Focusing in Field Research with Multiple Phases 
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As part of the interviews in this phase of data collection, interviewees were asked to 

nominate relevant parties or social units and specific actors within the NRRES who 

could participate in the research.  This information informed the stakeholder sampling 

in Phase two of the fieldwork, in that it facilitated entry to the sector and access to 

stakeholders.  This was important to the research, as explanations developed through 

research guided by grounded theory methodology must be grounded directly in, and 

therefore inclusive of, the diverse perspectives of the different actors toward the 

phenomenon of interest (Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 173). 

 

8.5.2 Phase Two: Examining the Key Mechanisms and Processes – extending the 

analysis 

Phase two of the field research was oriented upon the development of the in-depth 

explanation of the factors that are mediating engagement with ecological 

sustainability in NRRES corporations.  This phase of the fieldwork built upon the 

fieldwork conducted in Phase One and contributed the breadth and depth of 

information needed to largely fulfil the overall research aim.  Phase two of the 

fieldwork comprised in-depth interviews with 22 informants, field observations and 

documentary evidence.   

 

As in phase one, the interviews were relatively unstructured.  However, an interview 

protocol including appropriate open-ended questions derived from the stated aim and 

objectives of the research and the findings of phase one of the field research was 

utilised to guide the general direction of the conversations and focus the interviews on 

particular emerging topics or concepts (Babbie, 2001: 293, Dey, 1999: 6).  The 

interview protocol is included in Appendix A – Interview documents. 

 

Field observation and documentary evidence, such as NRRES corporate reports and 

government documents, represented secondary methods for gathering information.  

Nevertheless, they were important to the fieldwork and contributed both topics and 

concepts to the interviews and to the overall diversity of the data gathered and, in 

turn, complexity of the explanation developed (Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 172-174). 
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8.5.3 Phase Three – Corroborating the Key Mechanisms and Processes 

Phase three of the fieldwork focused upon corroborating or solidifying the emergent 

explanation developed through the preceding two phases of fieldwork.    The methods 

used were in-depth interviews, peer review and publication of findings.  The use of 

these complementary methods and involvement of different interested parties 

represented an effort to promote confidence in the study’s findings through 

methodological and data triangulation (Yin, 2003: 89-90, Janesick, 1998: 46, 

Janesick, 2000: 391-392).   

 

The peer review was discussions with academic colleagues on the findings of the 

study.  The publication of findings was a journal article in Business Strategy and the 

Environment and the presentation of the research at a Public Participation Symposium 

in 2001, the Minerals Council of Australia’s 2003 Sustainability Conference and the 

18th World Conference on Health Promotion and Education in 2004.  The full 

reference for each of the publications is included as Appendix B – Publications list.  

These methods were employed to engage in discussion of the findings of the research 

to check the credibility of the findings.    

 

The interviews for this phase of the fieldwork were structured or focused discussions 

with two previously interviewed key informants.  The purpose of the discussions was 

to facilitate member validation of the emergent theory (Neuman, 2000: 369).  Member 

validation is a specific technique used in field research to increase credibility and 

confidence in the researcher’s findings (Janesick, 2000: 393-394).  The preliminary 

findings were presented using a conceptual framework and the informants asked to 

comment on the adequacy of the explanation (Neuman, 2000: 369).   

 

8.6 Research methods and data sources 

8.6.1 In-depth interviews 

The principal research method for the study was in-depth interviews.  Interviews are 

one of the most common and effective methods used to understand our fellow human 

beings and are customarily a significant source of evidence for the field researcher 

(Fontana & Frey, 2000: 645, Yin, 2003: 89-90).  Unstructured and semi-structured 

interviewing is about building understanding and explanations of complex events and 
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behaviours (Fontana & Frey, 2000: 645).  With respect to the present study, a semi-

structured interview format was employed with the duration of interviews being 

between one hour and two and a half hours.  The interview format provided the 

researcher with guidance and cues in the form of seed questions and broad topics of 

interest that were developed from the stated aims and objectives of the research.  It 

also afforded informants the freedom within the speech event to divulge their breadth 

and depth of knowledge and experiences (Neuman, 2000: 371-372).  This interview 

format suits a research strategy that encourages the inclusion of relevant actors’ 

perspectives and requires a constant interplay between data collection and analysis, 

which is congruent with the project’s overarching grounded theory methodology 

(Dey, 1999: 5-6, Strauss & Corbin, 1998a: 173). 

 

As the fieldwork progressed and the intention of the interviews evolved so the focus 

of the questions posed by the researcher also changed.  Neuman has suggested there 

are three broad types of questions in field interviews that may be used at any time 

though their predominant usage is related to time in the field (2000: 373).  These three 

types of questions are as follows: 

• Descriptive questions; 

• Structural questions; and 

• Contrast questions (Neuman, 2000: 373-374). 

Thus, as the fieldwork of the project proceeded and the researcher’s attention became 

more focused, the predominant type of questions being asked progressed from 

descriptive through structural to contrast questions.  The predominant type of 

questions being asked loosely corresponds with the study’s three phases of data 

collection, which were presented in Section 8.5.   

 

The process of focusing presented in Figure 8.2 and briefly discussed in Section 8.5 

has implications for all research methods.  In the present study it had particular 

implications for the conduct of interviews as the study’s principal research method.  

The study’s interview format progressed from being largely unstructured to a semi-

structured and focused format.  While the interviews remained relaxed and open-

ended, they increasingly included specific topics and questions, derived from earlier 

findings, to guide the general direction of discussion and focus it on particular matters 
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of interest (Yin, 2003: 89-90, Dey, 1999: 6).  Furthermore, as the interviewing format 

became more focused so the broad intention of the interviews evolved from gathering 

descriptive information about the phenomenon of interest to corroborating and 

extending evidence and checking understanding (Yin, 2003: 90-91).   

 

8.6.2 Documents and archival records 

Documents and archival records were a secondary source of data for the study.  

Documents gathered and reviewed included NRRES corporate plans and annual 

reports; corporate ESD, environment and safety policies and reports; and project 

related documentation.  These documents were valuable sources of information for a 

number of reasons.  First, and perhaps foremost, the documents represented a stable 

form of evidence that augmented the data gathered through the key informant 

interviews (Yin, 2003: 86).  Documentary evidence often supports or contradicts data 

from other sources, and, in the conduct of the present research, resulted in the 

researcher being able to make inferences and pursue certain lines of enquiry.  The 

inclusion of documentary evidence encouraged a fuller sociological analysis of the 

phenomenon of interest and contributed information that may not have come to the 

researcher’s attention through the other nominated forms of data collection (Hodder, 

2000: 706).  

 

8.6.3 Field observations 

In the present study, field observations were an important research method providing 

a valuable secondary source of information.  This data collection method involved the 

researcher in observing such things as the physical surroundings, meetings, people 

including physical appearance, mannerisms and demeanour and the context within 

which the interviews occurred (Neuman, 2000: 362). Field observation was 

undertaken as an implicit aspect of the in-depth interviews (Fontana & Frey, 2000: 

649, Yin, 2003: 92-93).  In practice these two qualitative data collection techniques 

are often integrated with each other (Patton, 1987: 12-13). 

 

In conducting field observations there are several roles the researcher may adopt.  

Gold proposed a continuum of observer roles from complete participant through 

participant-as-observer and observer-as-participant to complete observer (1969: 30-

31).  The typology emphasises degree of involvement or detachment a researcher has 
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with the setting being studied (Neuman, 2000: 356).  The role of the researcher in the 

present study was observer-as-participant.  This role is a more detached than involved 

role and was considered most suitable for several reasons.  First, the researcher is 

easily identifiable as an outsider conducting pre-arranged interviews with specific 

individuals.  Second, and perhaps most significantly, this overt role positioned the 

researcher as an acceptable incompetent who wanted to learn, and needed to be 

taught, about the setting and the phenomenon of interest (Neuman, 2000: 359). 

 

8.7 Sampling strategy and the inclusion of multiple perspectives 

In accordance with the overarching research strategy, theoretical sampling was 

employed in this study.  Theoretical sampling is a data sampling process directed by 

the relevance of emerging concepts and the on-going development of themes and 

categories (Dey, 1999: 5, Strauss & Corbin, 1990: 179, Strauss & Corbin, 1998b: 

214).  It offers direction and momentum to the data collection process, helps to build 

confidence in the emergent categories and is an integral part of the constant interplay 

between data collection and analysis that is at the core of research guided by grounded 

theory, (Neuman, 2000: 200, Dey, 1999: 5-6, Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 76). 

 

The theoretical sampling strategy employed required the selection of informants to be 

guided by the analysis of the data collected and unfolding categories, themes and 

patterns (Dey, 1999: 4, Janesick, 1998: 47).  Prior to selecting informants it was 

necessary to consider their theoretical relevance, that is, whether they would add to 

conceptual development and thereby the emerging theory (Dey, 1999: 5, Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998b: 214-215).  Accordingly, it was important to identify themes and 

factors as early as possible in the research process as their on-going development 

provided the basis for sampling (Strauss & Corbin, 1990: 73).  Furthermore, the 

theoretical saturation of these themes or categories, primarily identified when no new 

information was being uncovered in interviews, determined when the sampling was 

complete (Strauss & Corbin, 1998b: 214, Ezzy, 2002: 75). 

 

As grounded theory methodology is an interpretative research strategy, the inclusion 

of the diverse perspectives of the relevant social units is crucial (Strauss & Corbin, 

1998a: 160 & 172).  Appendix A provides a project participant list.  In the present 
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study, the need to be inclusive was operationalised through the purposive sampling of 

informants (Ezzy, 2002: 74, Babbie, 2001: 179).  This is an important aspect of the 

research methodology as accessing different data sources promotes data triangulation 

and thereby adds rigour, breadth and depth to the study (Janesick, 1998: 46, Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000b: 5).  As the study was focused upon the experience of NRRES 

corporations, the majority of study participants were members of NRRES 

corporations at various levels within the corporate hierarchy.  Informants from 

government and non-government organisations were included to balance and enrich 

the explanation of NRRES corporate engagement that was being developed.   

 

It should be acknowledged that the selected informants do not collectively provide a 

representative sample of the relevant social units and actors associated with the 

phenomenon of interest.  However, when the sampling logic and strategies are 

considered in conjunction with the nature, goal and objectives of the study, they are 

clearly compatible and appropriate to the intended purpose.   

 

8.8 Data recording, analysis and management  

The interrelated procedures of data recording, analysis and management are 

consequential to the successful completion of qualitative field research.  Accordingly, 

the following paragraphs present a discussion of these topics and associated issues in 

relation to the present study. 

 

8.8.1 Data recording and note taking 

The recording of data, primarily through note taking, is at the very heart of qualitative 

fieldwork. In the conduct of the present study, the researcher followed a structured 

note taking system.  The elements of this system were as follows: 

• Jotted notes; 

• Direct observation notes; 

• Researcher inference notes; and 

• Analytic notes (Huberman & Miles, 1994: 431). 

Collectively, these notes maximised the quality of data obtained through the fieldwork 

and provided a solid foundation for data analysis. 
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8.8.2 Data analysis 

Data analysis is perhaps the most critical and involved aspect of the field research 

process.  As would be anticipated, it occurred before, during and after data collection.  

Prior to data collection, data analysis occurred as a function of study design and 

planning as decisions relating to such issues as research aim, objectives and 

methodology have implications for data analysis (Huberman & Miles, 1994: 430).  

Hence, these decisions are viewed as anticipatory data analysis as they serve to focus 

the research and thereby determine what is to be of interest (Huberman & Miles, 

1994: 431).   

 

Interim analyses occurred throughout the fieldwork as a mechanism to identify and 

develop themes and categories, which in turn, served to focus the on-going process of 

data collection (Huberman & Miles, 1994: 431).  The framework of the project 

fieldwork (Figure 8.1) structured two intermissions in the fieldwork to encourage the 

researcher to actively engage in summative interim analyses.  Data analysis also took 

place after data collection had been completed when conclusions were being finalised 

and the thesis was being written. 

 

8.8.3 Coding and comparison  

The process of coding is fundamental to research guided by grounded theory 

methodology.  The codes that are constructed serve to summarise, synthesise and sort 

the mass of data that is characteristic of qualitative research (Charmaz, 1994: 98).  In 

this regard, the three distinct forms of coding are open, axial and selective coding.  In 

the present study, the analytic procedure of constant comparison was fundamental 

throughout fieldwork and all three forms of coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990: 62).  In 

the initial stages of data collection and analysis, comparison of interview transcript 

with interview transcript, enabled the researcher to identify recurrent themes and 

concepts and, in turn, categorise them (Strauss & Corbin, 1990: 62 & 84).   

 

As the fieldwork continued and the themes and concepts became more developed, so 

comparison became more oriented toward the review of interview transcripts against 

the properties of these provisional categories (Glaser, 1994: 188).  In the latter stages 

of the fieldwork, comparison was used to distinguish or develop connections between 

categories and their properties.  In summary, comparison was used throughout the 
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fieldwork as a data analysis tool to promote the consideration of diversity in the data 

and thereby contribute to the development of a grounded theory (Glaser, 1994: 192). 

 

8.8.4 Data management 

Data management is concerned with achieving high quality and accessible data, 

documenting the analyses that have been conducted and decisions that have been 

made, and the retention of evidence and related materials when the project is finished 

(Huberman & Miles, 1994: 428).  It is a significant facet of fieldwork and is the 

backbone of efforts to create and maintain a transparent chain of evidence that 

extends from the research questions through data collection to the final report and 

findings of a project (Yin, 2003: 105-106).  The following steps were taken to 

promote a coherent storage and retrieval system: 

• Standardised Formatting; 

• Pagination system; 

• Indexing and cross-referral system; 

• Physical filing system (Huberman & Miles, 1994: 430).   

Attention to these issues promoted sound data management practices.  As Lofland 

suggested, whilst everything may seem connected or related to everything else 

making organisation of data, notes and analyses seem near impossible, the imposition 

of order facilitates understanding (1971: 123). 

 

8.9 Review of research design, data collection methods and analysis 

The research design of the study has been presented in the preceding sections of this 

chapter.  Within the description of the elements of the design the logic and rationale 

for its structure, data collection methods and analytic procedures have been presented.   

Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to review the key strengths and limitations of the 

project’s principal field research methods and describe the strategies that have been 

embedded within the design to compensate for these weaknesses. 

 

8.9.1 Case study research 

Whilst conducting a single case study met the needs of the present project there are 

strengths and weaknesses and features of this research strategy.  The unique strength 

of this research strategy, and case studies generally, is its capacity to include a range 
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of research methods such as, in the case of the present study, interviews, field 

observations and documentary evidence (Yin, 2003: 9).  This flexibility assists to both 

promote an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question and add rigour, 

breadth and depth to the investigation through methodological triangulation (Flick, 

1992: 194, Denzin & Lincoln, 2000b: 5).  This means that case studies are often a 

proficient framework for developing complex, multivariate explanatory theories, 

which meets the needs of the present project (Yin, 1993: 19-21).   

 

There are several concerns about case studies as a research strategy and the usage of 

case studies generally has been criticised on several grounds.  First, it has been argued 

that case studies, particularly single case study designs, do not provide any real basis 

for scientific generalisability (Yin, 2003: 10).  This is a simplistic criticism of case 

studies that neglects to recognise the process of theory building, or that case studies 

are of value at all stages of the theory building process (Yin, 2003: 10, George, 1979: 

51). With regard to the present project, it is significant to acknowledge that well 

formulated substantive theory is a prerequisite for the development of more general or 

prescriptive theory (Neuman, 2000: 51, George, 1979: 47-48).  Second, with regard to 

single case design, case selection is critical, as the research is potentially vulnerable 

should the chosen case prove to be less than ideal (Yin, 2003: 42).  The particular 

circumstances of the NRRES supported its examination as a single case as it 

represented an “extreme or unique case” that provided insight into the phenomenon of 

interest (Yin, 2003: 39-40).   

 

8.9.2 Principal research method - In-depth interviews 

An unstructured or semi-structured interview format has a number of strengths and 

weaknesses.  The considerable strengths of this research method predominantly stem 

from the richness and diversity of data the researcher may access (Fontana & Frey, 

2000: 652-653, Yin, 2003: 86).  Other strengths are its capacity to afford insights into 

the jargon or language of the social units or setting being studied, which is important 

for depth of understanding, communication with respondents and credibility of 

findings (Fontana & Frey, 2000: 654, Neuman, 2000: 369). A relatively unstructured 

interview format also offers the researcher a good deal of flexibility within the speech 

event allowing the researcher to explore significant respondent comments (Babbie, 

2001: 291-292).  
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While the strengths of an unstructured interview format make it an attractive 

qualitative research method, it does have weaknesses.  Limitations include response 

bias due to such matters as poorly constructed and leading questions, and data 

inaccuracies resulting from poor recall and articulation on the part of respondents 

(Yin, 2003: 89-90, Babbie, 2001: 299).  There is also a danger of reflexivity, which 

Yin described as the predicament wherein the respondent says what the researcher 

wants to hear (2003: 86).  Data and methodological triangulation were embedded 

within the research design to counteract these limitations (Yin, 2003: 89-90, Janesick, 

2000: 393).  In addition, phase three of the fieldwork was focused upon corroborating 

the authenticity of the emergent theory to promote credibility in the findings 

(Janesick, 2000: 392-393, Lincoln & Guba, 2000: 180).  

 

The research design, data collection and analytical processes used in the conduct of 

the project combined to enable the achievement of the goal of the research.  The aim 

was to develop an explanation of the factors that have mediated corporate interest and 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability in the non-

renewable resource extractive sector, Australia.  The aim was not to develop a formal 

theory of corporate engagement and ecological sustainability; as such a goal would be 

beyond the scope of a single thesis.  Instead, the aim was to develop a substantive 

theory of this phenomenon within the NRRES.  The explanatory framework that has 

been developed represents an emergent or candidate theory.  It offers an explanation 

of what is taking place in the NRRES but, to be considered of more formal value, its 

plausibility needs to be examined in different sectors and geographic locations. 

 

8.10 Ethical considerations 

The conduct of social research invariably involves intrusion into the lives of those 

being studied (Babbie, 2001: 464).  With regard to the present study, the Griffith 

University Human Research Ethics Committee approved the study topic and 

methodology.   Participants in the research project were considered “participants at 

minimal risk”.  It was believed that participation in the research project would not 

physically, psychologically, legally or in any other way endanger participants.   
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Nevertheless, as the research design primarily required the conduct of in-depth semi-

structured interviews, issues of participation and confidentiality were explicitly 

addressed.  To promote informed consent potential informants were briefed on the 

subject of the study and advised of their rights as a research participant prior to 

conduct of interviews.  An interview consent form was used to document participants’ 

consent and copy of this form is presented in Appendix A.  To protect participant 

confidentiality an identification system was put in place as part of data management.  

The system enabled the removal of participant names from fieldwork documents, yet 

still permitted the researcher to trace information back to specific interviews. 

 

8.11 Conclusion 

This chapter has explained the study’s research methodology.  First, the interpretivist 

research paradigm in conjunction with an explanatory purpose to the research and 

qualitative style of enquiry were overviewed as framing the study’s structure and 

process.  Grounded theory and case study research were respectively presented as the 

overarching research strategy and structure for the study.  Their selections were 

justified on the basis that grounded theory methodology and case study research are 

particularly well suited for the development of explanations and substantive theory 

and they are very much consistent with the study’s underpinning interpretivist 

paradigm of enquiry.   

 

Having established the methodological orientations that informed the conduct of the 

study, the chapter moved on to discuss the structure, methods and techniques utilised 

in the fieldwork.  In-depth interviews were identified as the study’s primary data 

collection method and a widely used and accepted method in qualitative research.  

The strategies to promote sound data recording, analysis and management practices 

for the integrity of the study were explained and the cyclic process of data analysis 

and data collection employed within the study overviewed.  Finally, the research 

design, methods and analysis techniques were reviewed as appropriate to the purpose 

of the study and the ethical considerations of the study explained.  The following 

three chapters constitute the research findings section of the dissertation, and, as such, 

move on to present the findings of the fieldwork. 
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Chapter 9: External factors Promoting Corporate Engagement  

9.1 Introduction 

The three chapters that constitute section three of the thesis deal with the study’s 

findings relating to non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES) corporation 

engagement with planetary sustainability.  In this chapter, the discussion of the factors 

that have promoted and/or retarded corporate engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability in the NRRES, Australia focuses upon what 

happens outside the corporation that affects internal operations.  First, the external 

drivers of NRRES corporate engagement are presented and discussed.  Having 

identified and evidenced the societal stakeholders, a discussion of the web of societal 

interests or “stakes” is presented to explain how they interconnect to create 

momentum for engagement within NRRES corporations.  This discussion draws 

together the study findings relating to the diverse assortment of institutional pressures 

as an explanatory framework of societal stakeholders collectively compelling the 

dominant societal institution to consider and respond to planetary sustainability.  The 

purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the explanation that has been 

developed through the research project on the societal or external factors that have 

activated and promoted NRRES corporate interest and engagement with processes 

and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

9.2 Conceptualising the external drivers of corporate engagement  

The thematic analysis of the data collected during the study identified a number of 

factors external to NRRES corporations associated with corporate interest and uptake 

of initiatives relating to planetary sustainability.  In this regard, much of the research 

to date that has concentrated on  external drivers of corporate environmental change  

has analysed the corporation’s external environment in terms of economic, legal and 

regulatory and, to a lesser extent, political and social factors or incentives 

(Gunningham et al., 2003: 30-31, Gunningham, Thornton & Kagan, 2005: 293-300, 

Ghobadian et al., 1998: 16-17, Prakash, 2001: 290-291, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 

2001: 302, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 209-210).  In contrast, there is a growing body of 

research, founded upon the stakeholder theory and resource dependency theory 

frameworks, that has focused attention upon societal stakeholders or actors as the 
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external sources of pressures upon the corporation (Donaldson & Preston, 1995: 68-

69, Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 26).   

 

In chapters four and five of the literature review, the diversity of societal stakeholders 

was encapsulated and explained as the three wheels of sustainability: government, 

corporations or the corporate sector and community or civil society (Shrivastava, 

1995: 937).  In accordance with this broad and inclusive conception of the elements of 

society, the study’s findings relating to external drivers of corporate engagement with 

planetary sustainability are organised under the three categories of: 

• Government; 

• Civil society; and 

• Corporate sector.  

In the following sections each of these societal stakeholders and their factors 

promoting and/or retarding NRRES corporate engagement with planetary 

sustainability are developed and discussed.  These overviews explain the stakeholders 

and examine their roles, power, legitimacy and influence upon NRRES corporations.  

Supporting evidence is provided in the guise of selected quotes of study participants 

gathered through the interviews and reference to the relevant literature.  To promote a 

chain of evidence and maintain participant anonymity, quotations used as evidence of 

the study’s findings have been keyed by phase of research, interviewee number and 

transcription page number. 

 

9.3 Government 

The state or government plays an essential coordinating role in society.  While the 

structure and form of government has varied considerably across time and place, its 

role as the legitimate authority in society has remained constant (Bilton, Bonnett, 

Jones, Lawson, Skinner, Stanworth & Webster, 2002: 216).  As such, government has 

played a central role in shaping the behaviour of corporations since the emergence of 

this institution in industry in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  With 

respect to the incorporation of social and environmental issues into business decision-

making and practices, including those of NRRES corporations, government has 

represented an important external driver of corporate engagement (Rock, 2002: 96, 

Howes et al., 1997: 131, Walker & Howard, 2002: 11, Gunningham et al., 2003: 31-
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32, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 213).  In the present study, the category of government 

encompasses both the regulatory and political dimensions of this societal stakeholder.  

The government category consists of the three factors: 

• Government: local to supranational; 

• Government regulation vs. self regulation; and 

• Politics and shifting priorities. 

 

9.3.1 Government: local to supranational 

The factor of Government: local to supranational comprises two elements of breadth 

of interest across the different levels of government and the emerging need for 

governance at the supranational level to align with the internationalisation of many 

corporations.  With regard to the element of breadth of government interest, the three 

levels of government in Australia: federal, state and local all have stakes in the 

corporate uptake of social and environmental issues: 

Certainly local government picks a lot of this .... [the incorporation of 
ecological sustainability – author’s note] .... up in planning schemes. But the 
State and the Commonwealth, particularly the Commonwealth through the 
new Enviro-conservation, Environment Protection, Environment 
Conservation Act has put in the protection of biodiversity as an issue in 
giving overall approval for projects that may affect environment matters of 
national significance (P2-19-5) 

There’s the pressures of government, of both State and Federal Government, 
bearing in mind that the resources .... are owned by the State, they are not 
owned by the Federal Government. So there’s the State pressures who are 
keen to impose taxes and constraints and what have you. (P1-12-8) 

Linking it to local government planning, which does impact in a financial 
way. So all the time we are grasping at economic issues and linking it there 
.... (P2-19-8) 

These quotations emphasise that governments, at all three levels in Australia, have an 

interest and roles in promoting corporate engagement with processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability.  Study participants recognised that government has been a 

pivotal external driver of change in the corporate sector relating to the incorporation 

of social and environmental issues into business decision-making and practices.  

Indeed, since the 1960s there has been a tremendous increase in the amount, scope 

and requirements of regulation relating to corporate environmental and social 

performance across all levels of government (Sagaard & Madsen, in press: Fineman, 

2000: 62, Walker & Howard, 2002: 11).  Furthermore, as identified in several of the 
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quotes, local government has become a key player in NRRES corporate sustainability 

practice as it increasingly assumes the local interface role between corporations and 

government (Brown, 2005: 289).    

 

Governance at the supranational level is the second element of Government: local to 

supranational.  As human and, in particular, corporate activity has become 

increasingly globalised there has been a commensurate growing appreciation of the 

role and value of supranational level organisations and mechanisms to shape 

humanity’s relationship with the planet (UNDP et al., 2002: 108-109, Weller, 2000: 2, 

Kuttner, 2000: 150, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 2001: 311, MacLeod & Lewis, 2004: 

79).  It was acknowledged that NRRES corporations operating in Australia are 

increasingly global corporations operating within a global context: 

The internationalization of our industries and the fact that no longer are we 
Australian companies working in an Australian environment, but 
international companies working internationally (P2-20-8) 

.... international pressure, for example, WB, IMF [World Bank, International 
Monetary Fund] .... (P2-29-1) 

Possible international sanctions that …. might be used to force their 
environmental performance upon them, and of course the government. 
Because the government obviously needs to be operating in a way which is 
consistent to the overall international trend towards improved environmental 
forms of sustainability (P2-23-18) 

These quotations highlight the mounting relevance of supranational level initiatives as 

a driver of NRRES corporate engagement in the process of planetary sustainability.  

Several of the quotes identify international pressures or sanctions as a means to 

change corporate performance and also government priorities and direction.  In this 

regard, within supranational organisations such as the UN, there has been an 

increasing awareness of the imperative to engage the corporate sector to secure global 

outcomes (FitzGerald, 2001: 1-2, Utting, 2000: 2-3).  This imperative has been 

operationalised through a range of significant initiatives including the inclusion of the 

corporate sector in high-level forums for supranational stakeholders, such as the 2002 

World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD)(UNDP et al., 2002: 138, 

Seyfang, 2003: 224). 
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9.3.2 Government regulation vs. self-regulation 

The second factor of the Government category relates to the on-going debate 

pertaining to government regulation of corporate activities as against corporate sector 

self-regulation.  It has been widely acknowledged that, to date, government regulation 

has been the primary external driver of corporate uptake of clean technology and 

other strategies relating to the incorporation of environmental and social issues 

(Coglianese & Nash, 2001, 1-2, Sharma, 2001: 345-346, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 16, 

del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25, Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 143, Gunningham et al., 2005: 

294).  Nevertheless, there has been considerable support for a greater reliance upon 

corporate self-regulation particularly as the dominant neo-liberalist economic 

approach has suggested that less government “interference” with corporate endeavour 

would result in greater market efficiency (Kuttner, 2000: 149-150, Macleod & Lewis, 

2004: 78, Coglianese & Nash, 2001, 1-3).  This factor comprises the three elements: 

• Importance of regulation; 

• Command and control vs. innovation; and 

• The evolving role of government – from enforcer to partner. 

 

The element of Importance of regulation relates to the significance of government 

regulation in the shaping of NRRES corporate decision-making and operations 

relating to planetary sustainability: 

The stimulus to a lot of this is environmental regulations and people must 
adhere to those regulations (P1-07-2) 

Probably current legislative framework as far as the processes that are 
required to get all your operating licenses and your planning (P2-17-5) 

.... [do you think that regulation is important? – author’s note] .... Yes, very 
much so. Without the gun to their head they wouldn’t be doing it (P1-11-29) 

Legislation is obviously a response to industry’s lack of performance in the 
past (P2-28-2) 

New legislation like the Environment Protection Act, new Planning Act, all 
those sorts of things have driven it, say once where it was a relatively easy 
process to get a quarry open ....  now you know, everything has to be really 
pretty well up to first class form before it can proceed (P2-17-5) 

These quotations underline the perception that government interventions in the guise 

of policy, regulation and standards have played a central role in the uptake of 

environmental and social issues by NRRES corporations.  The likening of regulation 

to a “gun to the head” of NRRES corporations indicates it has been the trigger for 
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increasing interest and engagement within the sector.  This finding supports previous 

research on the centrality of regulation to corporate actions relating to the 

environment (Gunningham et al., 2005: 294, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 16, Walker & 

Howard, 2002: 11).  Indeed, the introduction of regulations and standards has been at 

the centre of government activity to encourage the integration of social and 

environmental issues into business decision-making and practices (Hobson, 2004: 

127).  This role of regulation is aptly demonstrated in the final quotation where a 

study participant reveals how regulation has enforced higher standards of operations.  

Thus, while there remains considerable support for corporate self-regulation, 

particularly within the corporate sector including the NRRES, the importance of 

government interventions as an external driver of corporate engagement in processes 

for planetary sustainability has been widely recognised. 

 

The element of Command and control vs. innovation is oriented upon an important 

identified limitation of regulation as a means to promote corporate engagement with 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  While government policies, 

regulations and standards have represented a key means to pressure industry to 

internalise social and environmental costs, it has been recognised that command and 

control style interventions including regulation does have significant limitations 

(UNDP et al., 2002: 108, Sharma, 2001: 345).  It places an on-going onus, and the 

associated cost, upon government to detail, enact, police and enforce the regulations 

(Prakash, 1999: 323, Stoeckl, 2004: 138).  In addition, coercive strategies logically 

focuses industry upon meeting the mandatory or “minimum” standard required and 

thereby serves to stifle innovation (Sharma, 2001: 345, Prakash, 1999: 323, Lang, 

1995: 25): 

And government also responds, it’s a reactive body usually government, it 
responds to incidents, accidents, pressures, blah, blah, blah, you know ....  
government is not noted for innovation. And certainly it couldn’t be deemed 
to be proactive, it really only reacts to society (P1-12-9) 

So I think the sort of downside of you know, too restrictive .... legislation is 
that it can become quite sort of time consuming and can take focus away and 
effort away from improvement just to sort of manage the process (P2-28-2) 

To me the end of pipe solutions which regulators and government’s tending 
to go for are not going to, they won’t be as effective as a proactive approach 
(PI-05-14) 
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Government regulation was always very prescriptive and policy driven and 
is particularly difficult to implement .... which means you are writing policies 
for the lowest common denominator (P1-03-19) 

Can’t legislate for innovation, but you can create the environment or 
incentives or penalties to promote change (P1-01-6) 

This selection of quotations from study participants highlights that government 

interventions relating to the incorporation of environmental and social issues by 

NRRES corporations are perceived as largely reactive measures that mandate end-of-

pipe solutions.  In addition, the quotes indicate associated effects of regulatory 

interventions related to how required compliance activities or reporting draws 

resources away from actual improvements and how regulation in mandating a 

minimum requirement creates the benchmark for performance pitched at the lowest 

common denominator.  These findings are consistent with the outcomes reported from 

previous studies into the shortcomings and vagaries of regulation relating to corporate 

environmental performance (Jaffe, Newell & Stavins, 2002: 46, Muller & 

Siebenhuner, in press: 8, Sharma, 2001: 345, Prakash, 1999: 323).  Studies have 

found that regulation often serves to limit the scope of corporate decision-making and 

thereby bounds innovation processes to meet compliance requirements (Jaffe et al., 

2002: 46, Muller & Siebenhumer, in press: 8):  

The government, the EPA etc, tend to be more or less reacting to what the 
industry is doing and trying to push the bar higher without really knowing 
why they are pushing it higher. They’ve just not enough experience to know 
what the big ticket issues are and what to do about them. Industry is doing 
that (PI-05-15) 

Legislation has been an important factor in driving change, all sorts of 
legislation but I suspect that generally speaking mining companies now have 
moved beyond legislation (P1-03-18) 

Interestingly, these two quotations suggest that NRRES corporations are progressively 

moving beyond regulatory requirements to define the ecological issues and required 

responses.  This finding is consistent with the increasingly influential understanding 

that the modern corporation is situated at the centre of a web of interconnected 

interests or “stakes” necessitating efforts to balance the various stakeholder interests 

to maintain the institution’s license-to-operate and secure a long-term existence 

(Donaldson & Preston, 1995: 68-69, Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351).  Thus, pursuit of 

legitimacy in the marketplace for the contemporary NRRES corporation extends 

beyond meeting regulatory requirements and thereby potentially encourages 
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innovation processes outside of compliance requirements (Grolin, 1998: 213, 

Suchman, 1995: 586-587).   

 

The evolving role of government - from enforcer to partner is the third element of 

Regulation vs. self-regulation.  A traditional role of government in relation to the 

shaping of corporate behaviour has been as enforcer of coercive strategies such as the 

imposition of policies, regulations and standards (Howes et al., 1997: 131-132, 

Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 211).  Yet, as the changing global economic circumstances 

have altered the societal standing and expectations of state-based government there 

has been an emergent emphasis within government upon collaboration and partnering 

with industry to promote desired societal outcomes. (Davis, 2000: 230-231, Halme et 

al., 2002: 84): 

The fact that you talk to various regulators that are associated with us, I 
suspect they would probably say, they contact us when there’s emission, and 
work with us, and they don’t try and hide things. It’s just about being open 
(P2-28-17) 

.... moving away from a sort of punitive reactionary approach more to 
focusing on a pre-emptive and cooperative approach to better understand 
what the environmental issues are in the industry, and to work with the 
industry to reduce the risk of environmental harm being caused (P2-23-1) 

Governments still impose restraints on a mining industry, constraints on 
industry that the industry must constantly battle against issues. The nature of 
land access .... and native title etc. etc. so I should balance what I have said 
by saying that this is… we are not in some sort of Utopia where governments 
fall over themselves to help us to dig stuff out of the ground. (P2-27-15) 

These quotations evidence the changing disposition and roles of government in the 

shaping of NRRES corporate behaviour in the 21st century.  As government strives to 

recast its societal position, it has sought to move away from traditional 

confrontational forms of state intervention to assume more collaborative and 

coordinating functions (Davis, 2000: 230-231).  Such an approach emphasises 

partnerships with industry and resituates state-based government as the facilitator 

rather than regulator of corporate ecological performance (Sharma, 2001: 346, Rossi 

et al., 2000: 279, Halme et al., 2002: 84).  Consistent with these statements, the 

quotations underscore that government is increasingly implementing cooperative 

approaches with NRRES corporations to achieve desired outcomes relating to social 

and environmental issues.  Despite the increased emphasis by government upon 

collaboration with industry, the final quotation offers a reminder as to the role of 
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government as the legitimate authority in a society with the associated capacity to 

impose restraints upon the other societal stakeholders including corporations (Bilton 

et al., 2002: 216, McQueen, 2001: 5). 

 

9.3.3 Politics and shifting priorities 

As industrial society remains highly dependent upon the planet’s non-renewable 

resources, the NRRES is fundamental to satisfying basic human needs together with 

the growing material expectations of the global consumer class (MMSD, 2002a: 17 & 

27, Daly & Cobb, 1994: 85, World Bank, 2001: 2).  Nevertheless, there is a mounting 

tension between societal demands for non-renewable resources, calls to mitigate the 

environmental, social and human health impacts associated with NRRES operations 

and the economics of industry.  Government, as part of its core societal role to 

balance private and public interests in the overall coordination of a society’s 

development, is at the centre of this tension mediating stakeholder interests (Kuttner, 

2000: 147, McQueen, 2001: 5).  The factor of Politics and shifting priorities orients 

upon this mediating role of government and consists of the two elements of: 

• The economics of resource extraction; and 

• Governance and the community. 

 

The element of the economics of resource extraction is focused upon this tension 

between demand, regulation and economics and is made up of the two aspects of : 

• Balancing standards with economics; and 

• State interests vs. ecological impacts.   

The aspect of balancing standards with economics is oriented upon the fundamental 

relationship between state regulation of corporate activities and the associated 

implications for the economic viability of corporate processes and activities.  The 

imposition of regulations and standards upon corporate processes and operations often 

translates into higher production costs and thereby potentially impacts upon the 

corporation’s bottom-line (Andrews, 1998: 178).  This is particularly significant given 

the widely articulated purpose of the modern corporation remains the maximisation of 

profit (Bannock, 1971: 11, Elkington, 1999: 24).  Hence, given the finite nature of the 

planet’s non-renewable resources, there is a need to balance the imposition and 

requirements of regulation with the economics of NRRES corporation operations: 
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“Well these are the conditions that we want.” The government says: “Okay, 
and these are the standards that we want to have met.” And so on, and they 
go to the mining company and they say, there we are, that’s what you’ve got 
to do if you want to mine this ore body. And then the company looks at the 
ore body and says okay, well if that’s what we’ve got to do, we are only able 
to mine that. What about all this stuff out here! Ah well no, the cut-off grade 
is such that we can’t mine that economically (P1-12-6) 

So, it’s a balance between imposing the standards, the values, the 
requirements of the modern day all onto a resource and seeing how much 
that resource can bear. I mean if all that resource was high grade then it can 
bear whatever. But if only some of it is high grade and the rest is very low 
grade .... so there are a lot of ore bodies sitting in the ground today that we 
are not mining because it is too expensive to mine it. We’ve got the modern 
day standards and values, but one day when we run out of a metal that 
society demands and can’t get because the standards are too high, then you 
watch the standards fall (P1-12-7) 

These quotations acknowledge that state regulation of non-renewable resource 

extraction processes has implications for the viability of NRRES corporate operations.   

As would be expected, the quotations indicate that as environmental and social 

regulatory requirements become more onerous, lower grade non-renewable resources 

become less profitable to exploit and therefore less attractive to the non-renewable 

resource extractive sector (NRRES) corporation (MMSD, 2002a: 66-67 & 79-82, 

MMSD, 2002b: 64).  This situation is exacerbated by the growing compulsion for 

NRRES corporations, in common with corporations generally, to concentrate 

resources upon securing short-term market advantage to prolong their viability in the 

marketplace (Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 390, Hailey, 1998: 41, Boron & Murray, 2004: 

66).  The final sentence of the second quote raises an interesting issue relating to the 

depletion of non-renewable resources and the implications this will have for the 

relaxation of regulation of NRRES processes and operations. 

 

The aspect of State interests vs. ecological impacts relates to the macro level 

balancing of national economic interests with the mitigation of adverse 

environmental, social and human health impacts often associated with activities of 

NRRES corporations.  The NRRES has played significant roles in the development of 

many nations including Australia where it remains a cornerstone of national economic 

development (MCA, 2002b, UNEP, 2000: 4).  Yet, NRRES corporate activities have 

been increasingly branded as environmentally destructive and socially disruptive 

(MMSD, 2002a: 4, Evans, Goodman & Lansbury, 2001: xiii, Colley, 2001: 34).  
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Thus, in discharging its central function to balance private and public interests, 

government is faced with the regulatory challenge to balance national economic 

benefits against the adverse ecological impacts of NRRES activities (Kuttner, 2000: 

147, McQueen, 2001: 5): 

We can all nationally move now in reducing the Greenhouse emissions 
massively but we can’t do it because the issue is in an economical area on 
competitiveness of nations against each other (P2-19-11) 

Over time it became the biggest employer in the .... [location name withheld] 
.... and the State Government would do anything almost to avoid the mine 
closing down. So as the economics of the operation started to get less 
positive, the State Government was actually paying… they were paying the 
mine to keep it operating. And turning a blind eye, if you like to the sorts of 
environmental performance it would expect at other places (P2-23-3-4) 

Global sustainability issues hard up against national interests (P2-25-1) 

there is the pressure of Australia to have cheap energy so that it can compete 
in the world marketplace. People squeal like buggery when they have petrol 
and oil prices go up.... So there is the pressure to keep prices down, but 
there’s the pressure that’s pushing the costs up (P1-12-8) 

These quotations highlight how national and regional economic interests may have, at 

times, been placed ahead of local through to global ecological concerns in the 

formation and implementation of government interventions relating to NRRES 

corporation activities.  This finding is consistent with previous research that has found 

broader short-term public economic benefits being proffered as explanation or 

approval of longer-term adverse environmental and social impacts of NRRES 

corporation activities (Jenkins, 2004: 24-25):   

the sheer weight of the importance of this industry, and fortunately 
mainstream political leaders know this. They not only know the importance 
but they sense the political lead, to the support that’s there, in some quarters 
grudgingly but it’s there. That’s why they don’t have any difficulty turning 
up to the opening of the new mine and cutting the ribbon or whatever (P2-
27-14-15) 

This quotation acknowledges that the economic importance of the NRRES to 

Australia has had implications for government processes, decision-making and 

relations with the sector.  While such strategy may seem shortsighted to some, its 

origins can be traced to the economic liberalist ideology that underpins the industrial 

capitalist system and the process of globalisation.  This ideology encourages the 

pursuit of short-term gain or utility by societal actors, including government, at the 

expense of the broader and longer-term interests of the wider community (The 

Ecologist, 1993: 12-13, Capra, 2002: 264, Beck, 2000: 165).  Thus, the immediate or 
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short-term benefit that may accrue to the societal actor, at whatever level it may be, is 

often prioritised ahead of any future or collective interests.  Furthermore, as 

globalisation has altered societal power relations, government must endeavour to 

“meet the market” by creating operating conditions attractive to NRRES corporations 

or risk their “outsourcing” to other regions (Kuttner, 2000: 154-155, Tabb, 2002: 121-

125).  This situation informs government thinking and shapes its role as an external 

driver of corporate engagement with processes for planetary sustainability including 

the selection, implementation and enforcement of interventions. 

 

Governance and the community is the second element of Politics and shifting 

priorities.  This element is oriented upon the changing nature of governance, in 

particular, the increasing imperative for government to be actively addressing 

community or, more precisely, constituents evolving expectations: 

.... they don’t want to stifle industry and development and growth, yet they’ve 
still got to keep communities happy (P2-17-10) 

there are the politicians, which is really only the people anyway. Politicians 
do it because then can see the people want it done. If they don’t do that they 
don’t get voted in (P2-22-3) 

the next thing that happens is that their local member starts to pick up on 
that and the governments start to pick up on the fact that there’s voting 
numbers in environmental issues .... And then ultimately the regulatory 
regime affects whatever political pressures there are (P2-20-3) 

The community supported that view and then I guess the third step along the 
road is that politicians then support it and start saying well, you know, you 
can’t do that development in that way because it doesn’t meet our standards 
for environmental protection (PI-05-4) 

I think that the communities these days have the ability to influence greatly 
the government, and government will respond to communities because that’s 
where the votes are (P1-12-6) 

These quotations reflect the pressure upon government to incorporate community 

expectations in the formation and implementation of policy, regulation and standards 

relating to NRRES operations (Walker & Howard, 2002: 11).  As the previous 

element on Balancing standards with economics demonstrated, corporations have 

become adept at presenting the business case to guide the development and 

implementation of government policy, regulation and standards (MacLeod & Lewis, 

2004: 90, Butler, 2000: 156, Korten, 2001a: 7).  However, as the community has 

become more prepared to engage in governance processes, in particular through the 
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ballot box, there has been a commensurate need for government decisions and 

interventions to better reflect community views and expectations (Davis, 2000: 230-

231, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 213, Sanne, 2005: 317, UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Hoppe, 

Rickson & Burch, in press: 3-5).  This situation, reflected in the presented quotations, 

means state-based governments’ efforts to shape corporate behaviours have become 

more complex as they must seek to balance the divergent expectations of the various 

societal stakeholders.  This set of circumstances is very much consistent with the 

stakeholder theory and resource dependency theory frameworks that identify the 

interactions between different societal stakeholders as coming together as a complex 

web of pressures upon the corporation to engage with processes for planetary 

sustainability (Donaldson & Preston, 1995: 68-69, Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351).   

 

9.4 Civil society 

In recent years there has been a gradual awakening of civil society, as this primary 

wheel of sustainability has become a more active stakeholder in governance 

processes.  Civil society has matured to become an influential advocate and activist 

for societal changes relating to matters linked with planetary sustainability including 

corporate decision-making and practices associated with social and environmental 

issues (Rossi et al., 2000: 276, Florini, 2001: 36, Stigson, 1999: 6, UNDP et al., 2002: 

65).  As such, civil society is playing an increasingly important role as an external 

driver shaping the behaviour of corporations, including NRRES corporations, with 

particular regard to their engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability (UNDP et al., 2002: 65& 123, Halme et al., 2002: 85, Bossel, 1998: 

212).  In the present study, the category of civil society encompasses the diversity and 

emergent power of this increasingly significant societal stakeholder.  The civil society 

category includes the four factors: 

• Community – proximal to distal; 

• Investing in a future - shareholders and investors; 

• Collective action - NGOs and the conservation movement; and 

• The global village and communication. 
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9.4.1 Community – proximal to distal 

While for many people the construct of community triggers thoughts of coherence and 

homogeneity, the reality of community is heterogeneity characterised by competing 

interests, needs and values (Baum, 2002: 368-369, Talbot & Verrinder, 2005: 108-

109).  Thus, community expectations upon NRRES corporations are not uniform but 

somewhat diverse with proximity to extractive operations being a key factor in 

differentiating these expectations: 

I envision community as the rings around an onion. I don’t merely see 
community as a local entity. The only limit to community that I am aware of 
is really the planet. Each ring in the community has its own different 
interests.  So locally we have the community that has a certain number of 
interests. Some which they share with say the national community, and some 
they wouldn’t. For example, noise is an issue locally, but it is not nationally. 
Whereas Greenhouse Gas emissions would be maybe nationally but not 
really locally. They really couldn’t give a stuff. So each level within the rings 
of the onion, there are issues. (P1-13-6-7) 

there’s a difference in perceptions related to proximity .... (P2-26-21) 

Communities evolve greatly from just employees, to the local district now 
globally .... (P2-23-9) 

The use of the onion metaphor in the first quotation provides an interesting means to 

conceptualise the proximity to the NRRES corporation of the levels of community 

and the associated different interests.  Collectively, the provided quotations identify 

the diversity of community, in particular, how proximity or distance from NRRES 

operations influences perceptions and interests and, in turn, the issues particular levels 

of community would be prepared to act upon.  The factor of Community - proximal to 

distal orients upon the different levels of community and how proximity differentiates 

pressures upon the NRRES corporation.  The factor consists of the three elements of: 

• Family; 

• Local community; and 

• Broader communities. 

 

The element of family is related to the influence of family members on corporate 

employees and thereby upon corporate decision-making and practices relating to 

environmental and social issues.  Family represents community in the most immediate 

proximity to NRRES corporation workers including management.  As such, this level 

of community is uniquely placed to be a significant external driver of corporate 

behaviour: 
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It would be interesting to survey all the Chief Executives, Managers of the 
Companies, to see who are the people they have to live with. It’s a very 
subtle pressure but it’s strong .... so it may be in the internal thing that the 
baby boomers, executives in businesses now, it would be interesting .... What 
are their values, knowing the values of their daughter particularly the oldest 
ones anyway, a daughter on the father (P2-22-16-17) 

About three years ago, the local Primary School took up Clean Up Australia 
Day and cleaned up a section of the main road between the town and the 
mine, and lots of cans and bottles and other litter and so forth, and the kids 
obviously at the end of the day went home and said to their parents that they 
got five truck loads of bottles and cans .... So the kids were able to just point 
to Dad and say, okay you can have a beer on the way home from work when 
you are not driving, but you leave the can in the car, and you put it in the 
bin, you don’t throw it out the window. A lot of pressure, a lot of pressure 
(P2-26-14-15) 

If they’ve got kids the kids are asking them, Daddy what .... what do you do 
to the environment, or you know, do you do this, do you grow trees, do you 
do that .... you need to be able to cover these issues (P1-13-5) 

I think the recalcitrant parents are being educated by their children (P1-14-
6) 

These quotations suggest a perception within the sector that the views, values and 

interests of family members relating to social and environmental issues could 

influence those of NRRES employees, perhaps most significantly members of senior 

management.  This finding supports the research outcomes of Strannegard and others 

relating to the connections between family pressures, senior management convictions 

and corporate engagement with processes for planetary sustainability (2000: 166-167, 

Hemingway, 2005: 235-236).  Strannegard conducted a case study on the corporate 

integration of environmental concerns and found that ‘the pressure from home’ was 

an important external driver of the personal convictions of senior management and, in 

turn, an institution’s implementation of progressive strategies relating to social and 

environmental issues (2000: 166-167).   Thus, family as community in the most 

immediate proximity to NRRES corporation workers represents an important external 

driver of corporate decision-making and practices relating to the uptake of planetary 

sustainability. 

 

The element of local community is focused upon the communities that are in close 

proximity to the extractive and primary refinement operations of NRRES corporations 

and the issues of primary concern for these communities.  Local communities have 

been identified as an important external driver of NRRES corporate practices, 
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particularly given government efforts to decentralise development decision making 

processes including greater community input into project decision making and 

approval processes (Cheney, Lovel & Solomon, 2002: 2, Davis, 2000: 230-231).  As a 

result, determining and meeting local community expectations has become of greater 

importance to the NRRES corporation.  In this regard, local community expectations 

are predominantly oriented upon securing community development at the local level: 

The community is looking for economic support I suppose, they are looking 
for employment, they are looking for services (PI-05-3) 

In fact quite often we are the chief employer and we, I mean it’s not… as a 
community member we sort of realize the concerns that people have, in terms 
of the local issues (P2-28-2) 

In dealing with community we build schools, roads, transport for community 
in exchange for a mine.  But, the community has no idea of impact of mine, 
how it will affect life or consequences for community (P2-24-4) 

Now there’s not doubt that the majority of what I would call the community 
infrastructure in most of these towns was provided by the mining company 
(P2-26-8) 

.... noise is an issue locally, but it is not nationally .... (P1-13-6-7) 

It is to do with how does it affect my lifestyle? How does it affect the safety 
and integrity of where I live? Can I get a job with you? Can my family get 
jobs with you? (P1-11-12) 

These quotations suggest that the communities in close proximity to NRRES 

operations are largely concerned with the local economic, environmental and social 

benefits and drawbacks associated with NRRES operations.  It has been recognised 

that remote and rural communities in close proximity to NRRES operations have 

routinely benefited from significant infrastructure and facilities development funded 

by NRRES corporations (MMSD, 2002b: 30, MCA, 2002b: 2, Newbold, 2003: 84).  

Initiatives include improvements in community physical infrastructure such as roads, 

airports, ports, communication and power networks and community health, education 

and welfare facilities such as schools, hospitals and clinics, swimming pools and other 

sporting, recreation and community venues and resources (MCA, 2002b: 2, MCA, 

2002a: 2).  Furthermore, NRRES operations often bring economic opportunities in the 

guise of direct and indirect employment and business opportunities (MMSD, 2002b: 

30).  Yet, as the quotations indicate, these extractive operations also often bring local 

drawbacks such as noise, dust, emissions, environmental degradation and changed 

social patterns that potentially impact upon community wellbeing and lifestyle 

(MMSD, 2002b: 30, MCA, 2002a: 8, McEvoy, 2003: 235).  Thus, for the local 
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communities there are advantages and disadvantages in proximity to NRRES 

extractive operations: 

The community is very sensitive about what does the business contribute 
commercially .... (P2-28-3) 

Tolerate it.  60-70% rely on mine for existence. Can be critical of way it 
operates,  but, wary of corporation and its power in the community (P2-30-3) 

These quotations highlight the importance of NRRES operations to their local 

communities.  This finding is consistent with the suggestion that for most of the rural 

and remote communities in close proximity to NRRES extractive and primary 

refinement operations the presence of the operations has become a cornerstone to the 

community’s prosperity (MMSD, 2002b: 30).  Indeed, in some cases the dependency 

has become so entrenched that the community’s continued existence is linked to the 

NRRES operations being in place (MMSD, 2002b: 30, McEvoy, 2003: 236).  This 

dependency is evidenced in the second quotation’s reference to being reliant upon the 

operations for existence and, hence, being wary of the power of the corporation to 

determine the flow of social and economic benefits to the community.  Thus, while 

local community does have the power to shape NRRES project decision-making and 

approval processes, their economic dependency upon such ventures could restrict 

their preparedness to exercise this emergent power. 

 

Broader communities is the third element of Community - proximal to distal.  The 

element of broader communities is oriented upon the communities that are more 

distant from the extractive and primary refinement operations of NRRES corporations 

and the issues of primary concern for these communities.  As the power relations at all 

levels of our global village, from the local level through national to the supranational 

level, have evolved over the past few decades so civil society has increased 

opportunities to play a greater role in shaping government and corporate practices and 

ultimately development (UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Halme et al., 2002: 85): 

I think the broader community is probably more concerned about the sort of 
corporate governance type issues, are we in fact managing our businesses 
responsibly as it goes to the environment, health, and particularly safety is a 
huge concern (P2-28-3) 

Now people realize that we are talking about planetary issues and if 
someone lights a fire somewhere in Brisbane, implications on the 
Greenhouse effect have implications world wide, and that connectivity, I 
think people are really beginning to understand and I think Greenhouse is 
probably, or ozone depleting substances, the ozone layer is probably the first 
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one, and Greenhouse is the second one, that connectivity has been 
understood (P1-14-6) 

.... greenhouse Gas emissions would be maybe nationally .... [a community 
concern – authors note] .... so each level within the rings of the onion, there 
are issues. (P1-13-6-7) 

.... there is clearly an expectation amongst the general public that that will 
happen .... [corporate interest in sustainability – authors note] .... and 
clearly that’s not only at the State level it’s at the National level, I think even 
most significantly it’s at the international level (P2-23-2) 

These quotations identify a perception within the NRRES that the broader 

communities, from state through national to global levels, have become more aware 

of planetary issues.  As a result of this increased awareness, communities are now 

more interested in corporate practices relating to environmental and social issues.  

The quotations indicate that in contrast to the local communities focus upon local 

issues, communities more distant from NRRES operations are more concerned about 

“bigger picture issues” such as climate change and stratospheric ozone depletion.  In 

this regard, the increased opportunities for civil society to have its expectations heard 

and acted upon means it has matured into an important external driver of corporate 

decision-making and practices, including in NRRES corporations (Davis, 2000: 230-

231, Halme et al., 2002: 85).   

 

The widely cited landmark event in civil society’s emergence as an external driver of 

corporate behaviour has been the experience of the Royal Dutch Petroleum Company 

(Shell) over the disposal of the Brent Spar oil platform in 1995 (Howes et al., 1997: 

15, Neale, 1997: 97).  This event demonstrated that civic activism could impact upon 

corporate decision-making processes.  Thus, civil perceptions of a corporation’s 

environmental and social credentials and performance have the potential to impact 

directly upon a company’s bottom line (Lovins et al., 1999: 152, 8, Zadek, 2001: 63).   

 

9.4.2 Investing in a future - shareholders and investors 

An increasingly significant dimension of civil society’s role and capacity to secure 

social and environmental changes has been consumption patterns including socially 

responsible investments (SRI).  The factor of Investing in a future - shareholders and 

investors orients upon the function of shareholders and investors, a component of civil 

society, as an external driver of corporate decision-making including relating to the 

uptake of processes and practices for planetary sustainability: 
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Shareholders exert some pressure certainly (P1-11-6) 

Their .... [the NRRES corporation – authors note] ....  first responsibility is to 
the shareholders of course. And we are trying to create a business that 
generates wealth, wealth for them, and that’s always our first priority. I’ve 
got to say we don’t get a lot of questions on the environment or sustainability 
at our AGMs. It’s more about the profit and loss (P1-15-18) 

She .... [an elderly shareholder – author’s note] .... said she wasn’t going to 
get any benefit from the shares but her family would, and that was more of 
an interest to her because she could see we were doing good things long-
term both in investment and in sustainability, yes environmental. So there is 
some interest there, yes (P1-15-18) 

there has been some shareholder pressure .... the annual general meetings. I 
think there are some groups there that have really done well in terms of 
raising pressure on corporates.  So I think that yes .... [shareholders have – 
author’s note] .... forced change there. (P1-10-3) 

This collection of study participant quotations acknowledges that shareholders exert 

pressure upon NRRES corporations relating to decision-making and practices.  The 

second quotation indicates the primary emphasis remains on wealth creation for the 

stockholder and this is consistent with the widely articulated purpose of the 

corporation as the maximisation of shareholder value or utility (Bannock, 1971: 5 & 

11, Berle & Means, 1932: 2, Elkington, 1999: 24).  However, the last two quotes 

suggest that a portion of investors have broadened their personal conception of utility 

to incorporate social, environmental and other non-financial components (Sparkes & 

Cowton, 2004: 47, UNDP et al., 2002: 124, Assadourian, 2005: 23).  Furthermore, 

these stockholders are putting pressure upon the NRRES corporation to demonstrate 

performance on these broader criteria: 

 The shareholder either dumps the shares or asks hard questions at annual 
shareholder meetings (P1-06-3) 

And there’s nothing better than having a bloke from .... [name withheld] .... 
come down and throw a fish on the stage at an Annual General Meeting. In 
the heavy days of the .... [name withheld] .... presumably he had 20 shares, 
then he threw this fish about this big, and just chucked it on the stage and 
said, you’re killing my river and walked out (P2-26-22) 

People are going to realize that mining companies who don’t have good 
reputations, don’t have shareholders. So people don’t buy shares of mining 
companies who are sort of a bit grey around the gills and who might take 
shortcuts (P1-03-8) 

These quotations highlight several ways that investors shape NRRES corporate 

decision-making and practices relating to environmental and social issues.  The 

findings are consistent with the acknowledged rights of shareholders to dialogue with 
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a corporation’s management over social and environmental concerns including 

through the submission of shareholder resolutions at annual general meetings 

(Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 51, DGCS et al., 2001: 10, Assadourian, 2005: 24).  The 

statements regarding purchasing or dumping of shares reflects the rights of 

stockholders to select certain companies for their investments and to divest their stock 

should management not respond positively to raised social and environmental 

concerns (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 51, UNDP et al., 2002: 124, Assadourian, 2005: 

24).  Through such strategies investors potentially reward socially responsible 

corporations with increased share values thereby promoting their longevity, and 

punish those with poor social and environmental credentials by decreasing demand 

for their shares (UNDP et al., 2002: 124, Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 390, DGCS et al., 

2001: 9).  Thus, through investment and divestment practices, shareholders represent 

an important external driver of NRRES corporate engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

9.4.3 Collective action - NGOs and the conservation movement 

The rise of non-government organisations (NGOs) has been a central element in the 

awakening of civil society as a primary wheel of sustainability and its growing 

involvement in decision-making and practices of corporations and government 

(UNDP et al., 2002: 66):   

The community uses the NGO position as a gauge of what is actually 
happening.  So, NGOs have credibility and trade on this resource so their 
endorsement bears considerable weight (P2-24-5) 

But it starts with conservation activists who alert the public to issues and 
whilst they mightn’t get full public sympathy they certainly bring the issues, 
and then that flows on right through to how you regulate (P2-20-3) 

One of the, I guess, primary factors is conservation activists. They are there, 
they are saying things that a lot of the public don’t fully understand and 
don’t fully support but without them .... a lot of other activities wouldn’t 
follow (P2-20-2-3) 

A very small but well organized and persistent lobby group can influence a 
policy platform very significantly (P2-23-2) 

These quotations highlight that NGOs have secured legitimacy and position within 

society that, in turn, provides them with opportunity to influence decision-making and 

practices of government and corporations.  Indeed, the orientation of NGOs upon 

public good and societal betterment rather than profit maximisation, provides them 
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with a high level of legitimacy in civil society (Teegen, 2003: 276, Anderson & 

Bieniaszewska, 2005: 5).  Accordingly, as civil society has become increasingly 

prepared to engage in governance processes, NGOs have become a significant 

expression of civil action (UNDP et al., 2002: 66-67).  The factor of collective action 

- NGOs and the conservation movement focuses attention upon the roles of NGOs as 

an external driver of NRRES corporation decision-making relating to the uptake of 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  The factor consists of the two 

elements of: 

• Primary strategy - raise awareness; and 

• Maturation – evolving tactics and roles. 

 

The element of primary strategy - raise awareness is focused upon the basic tactic of 

NGOs to raise awareness of particular social and environmental issues to promote 

support for certain perspectives on the issue of interest: 

[NGOs – author’s note] .... I guess articulately outraged but in a broad 
sense, you know it hasn’t just been directed at the Ministry of Mining but you 
know they have articulated the issues .... I don’t think many of those would 
see it as a tactic to raise awareness, rather than sort of a deep-seated belief 
of similar sort of extremes or point of view. But it has been effective, has 
been a wake up call, probably a necessary one (P2-28-5) 

Due to the scrutiny of others, special interest groups, which I think 
sometimes can be a bit extreme, as through some of the activities they’ve 
kind of snapped the general populace out of their relaxed, comfortable 
position where the mainstream now understands and says we’ve got to be a 
little bit serious about this (P2-21-6) 

These quotations indicate that NGOs have played a central role in raising 

understanding and interest among stakeholders concerning social and environmental 

issues related to NRRES corporations’ planning and operations.  This finding is 

consistent with the understanding that NGOs ‘shape public opinion, sway markets, 

mobilize political action, and provide services and information’ for individuals and 

communities (UNDP et al., 2002: 65-66, Florini, 2001: 36-37).  Thus, the NGO 

strategy of raising awareness serves to draw political, community and corporate 

attention to the social and environmental issues of concern and thereby promote their 

inclusion and consideration in decision-making processes and practices.  
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The second element of maturation – evolving tactics and roles directs attention to the 

changing strategies and roles NGOs are increasingly adopting to pressure corporations 

and government to address social and environmental concerns: 

NGOs when dealing with government and corporations used to be emotive, 
but now more fact based with networking between groups and exchange of 
information (P2-29-1) 

But also the way they .... [conservation groups – author’s note] .... work has 
changed, and they’re no more hanging off trees and standing in front of 
bulldozers, they’re buying shares and attending company meetings and 
they’re appealing through more conservative processes.  I think they’ve 
become a lot more sophisticated in how they approach change (P2-20-11) 

These two quotations indicate that NGOs have become better organised and more able 

to access and utilise the accepted forums and avenues to put across evidence-based 

arguments.  This finding is consistent with the understanding that NGOs have 

diversified their strategies from being predominantly adversarial in nature to 

encompass collaborative and partnering initiatives with corporations and government 

bodies to secure meaningful action on their causes (Rossi et al., 2000: 281, Teegen, 

2003: 273, UNDP, 1999: 95, Assadourian, 2005: 22):   

Politicians have become much more sensitive to pressure groups, and the 
political process is a lot more sensitive to pressure groups (P2-28-4) 

I think, I guess one of the things is that minority groups are much more adept 
now at finding the pressure points for people like politicians. Marginal seats, 
media management, all that sort of thing and they’ve, whether the politicians 
like it or not, sort of forced this agenda (P1-13-4) 

And for antagonists, whatever their motivation of a project, you only have to 
look at a political map to decide where your pressure points will be, and 
because your resources are limited, you just go and apply pressure in that 
area, and hey, that’s the way the game is played (P1-13-9) 

These three quotes suggest NGOs have evolved into more politically aware entities 

that are mindful of the political landscape and the power of political mechanisms, 

such as the ballot box, as a means to pressure government on social and 

environmental matters (UNDP et al., 2002: 73):   

We have minimized the production of our chlorinated hydrocarbons and we 
think that will be a community issue, certainly not now but in the near future. 
And certainly Greenpeace consider it a community issue. (P1-15-3) 

This final quotation highlights the societal status of some larger NGOs and how they 

have taken the initiative with NRRES corporations looking to them for direction on 

issues.  This finding is consistent with the increasingly widespread acknowledgement 

that NGOs have become an integral and influential part of decision-making processes 
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relating to social and environmental matters from the local to the supranational level 

(UNDP et al., 2002: 65, Florini, 2001: 36-37, UNDP, 1999: 95, Marshall et al., 2005: 

96).  The presented assortment of study participant quotations relating to maturation – 

evolving tactics and roles collectively demonstrates that NGOs have matured into a 

key stakeholder in development processes.  In achieving such a central role in social 

and environmental decision-making processes at all societal levels, NGOs, as 

representatives of the diverse interests of civil society, demonstrate a growing 

capacity to influence the decision-making and practices of corporations and 

government. 

 

9.4.4 The global village and communication 

Communication technologies have been central to civil society’s increased status as 

an external driver of corporate and government decision-making relating to processes 

and practices for planetary sustainability.  The dramatic advances made in 

communication technologies such as the internet, mobile phones and satellite 

networks have been central to the ‘internationalizing of production, consumption and 

trade patterns’ in a geographically dispersed yet functionally integrated world 

economy (Dicken, 2003: 12 & 94-95, UNDP, 1999: 57-58).  These technologies, 

central to the globalising of economic relationships, have also made communication 

more affordable and information more available across the global village (Florini, 

2001: 36, Clark, 2001: 19).  The factor of the global village and communication 

orients upon the role of the advanced global communication capabilities in enhancing 

civil society’s standing as an external driver of NRRES corporate behaviour.  The 

factor consists of the three elements of: 

• Visibility and information dissemination;  

• Networking the knowledge; and 

• Media images and reputation. 

 

The element of visibility and information dissemination relates to how advances in 

communication technologies have facilitated the propagation of information on the 

practices of government and corporations: 

Internet has been a major factor in information getting out – people and 
groups are informed more quickly (P2-29-1) 
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There’s always been an international awareness but clearly the internet and 
all those communication processes make these things much more public 
much quicker (P2-28-6) 

It is a global world, communication and internet has made a difference with 
the spread of actions via internet brings pressure (P2-25-1) 

.... communications .... it’s global nowadays, it’s not just within Australia, or 
within Queensland, and information that you can get on the internet, stuff 
like that, means that it doesn’t matter where it’s happening in the world, if 
it’s a disaster, everyone’s going to know about it (P2-17-10) 

Some graphic pictures of people pulling a plastic bottle and a grey ooze 
dropping out the end of a pipe to change the thinking, and the attitude (P2-
26-11) 

We are becoming interested in it .... [planetary sustainability – author’s 
note] .... because we have basically operated in these two worlds, we have 
operated in the developed world and the developing world. And we have 
really quarantined the developing world from a lot of our discussions and 
concerns. As globalisation has occurred, the window on developing 
countries has got a lot bigger (P1-08-4) 

These quotations highlight that communication technologies, perhaps most 

importantly the internet, have enabled and accelerated information dissemination on 

government and corporate practices relating to social and environmental issues.  The 

quotations highlight the global scope of information dissemination now available and 

how this has opened “bigger windows” on the operations of NRRES corporations.  

This finding is consistent with the recognition that these advanced global avenues of 

communication and information dissemination have increased visibility of corporate 

practices and, in turn, promoted transparency and accountability (UNDP et al., 2002: 

110, Florini, 2001: 36, UNDP, 1999: 59, MMSD, 2002a: 293). 

 

The element of networking the knowledge is focused upon the role the internet and 

other advanced communication technologies have played in enabling the sharing of 

information and experiences between communities and community groups and the 

associated development of local, national and global support networks: 

If you can use lines of communication to advertise their concerns and build 
up a national or even a global group of supporters (P2-23-9) 

Linked in through websites around the world. It’s a network, you go to one 
and then you’re suddenly into a network of things all around the world for 
example. And then if you can’t get what you want by acting through your 
politician at the State level or National level you can now go to various 
International Forums (P2-23-9) 
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Internet and communications – for example, .... [name and location 
withheld] .... an  Australian NGOs released information to the world.  With 
global networks you are less able to get away with things in less developed 
countries as the level of scrutiny is much higher now .... level of 
accountability is much higher (P2-24-2) 

It serves the community being empowered through lines of communication in 
these other forums to appeal to, certainly the community is playing a much 
more significant role in identifying issues in mining and I think also ensuring 
that issues such as sustainability are on the agenda (P2-23-9) 

One is of course the information you can actually learn about things rapidly 
but related to that, and more important than that, it breaks down the 
hierarchy and the slavery, you know, the superior/inferior relationship, 
because always throughout history the person with more knowledge is 
superior (P2-22-7) 

These quotations recognise the importance of the internet and other advanced 

communication technologies to the improved lines of communication between 

communities and NGOs interested in social and environmental issues.  The quotations 

identify the role these technologies have played in facilitating the development of 

global support networks and the globalisation of information on NRRES corporate 

practices.  This finding is consistent with the acknowledgment that citizen groups and 

NGOs are increasingly utilising the internet to both share information and to organise 

and advocate for change (Baum, 2002: 90, Hargroves & Smith, 2005: 96, UNDP et 

al., 2002: 76).  Furthermore, the availability and dissemination of information has 

been acknowledged as central to community empowerment and, in turn, its capacity 

as an external driver of corporate decision-making and practices relating to planetary 

sustainability (MMSD, 2002a: 292-294, Baum 2002: 365).  This assertion was 

supported in a statement by the United Nations Secretary-General, Kofi Annan: 

Information technology has empowered civil society to be the true guardians 
of democracy and good governance everywhere. .... In a sense, it .... [civil 
society] .... has become the new super-Power – the peoples determined to 
promote better standards of life in larger freedom (1998: 5). 

Annan’s words reinforce the notion that civil society has an emergent power to shape 

the direction and processes of development.  The final quotation alludes to the deeper 

significance of information dissemination and availability to the reconstruction of 

relationships and redistribution of power between corporations, civil society and 

government (Ife, 2002: 53, MMSD, 2002a: 292). 
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Media images and reputation is the third element of the factor of global village and 

communication.  The element of media images and reputation orients upon the 

contribution of media images, in particular through electronic mass media including 

television and radio, to civil society’s increased interest and standing as an external 

driver of NRRES corporate behaviour: 

A better understanding from the organizations that brand names carry with 
them a lot of value, and that as the media’s power has grown so has the 
potential to extract value from that, and also threatened the value of the 
brand name (P1-10-9) 

I guess that baggage is because when things do go wrong on a mine site, 
well often those effects are highly visible as well, so it is not just the fact that 
you’ve got a hole and some raised rock on a plant there, but the fact that 
when something does go wrong it tends to make the national headlines (P2-
23-5) 

Television, CNN, they can be at the environmental disaster in Russia or 
Bougainville, or wherever it is, flash it onto TV.  I mean .... [name withheld] 
.... haven’t recovered from that, it’s still a stain to their corporate image to a 
large extent. No one wants to see that (P2-21-9) 

Some guy with a video camera running up the back of the dam and taking a 
snapshot of a couple of guys fishing dead birds out of the tailings dam, it 
certainly makes the industry sit up and take notice (P2-23-9) 

When you are in low probability high impact, you have to address it. You 
know, everything else, you have to address, because if you don’t you get 
dead fish, and when you get dead fish you’re screwed because anything that 
results in dead fish is bad for a company’s image. What happens when you 
see environmental incidents what do they show?  They show dead fish. Don’t 
ever do anything that results in dead fish.....Dead fish, no swimming, no 
drinking, dead fish, very easy. They lie still for the camera (P1-08-18) 

These quotations display the power of media images to shape civil society’s views on 

an NRRES corporation’s operations and mobilise this primary wheel of sustainability.  

The quotes indicate NRRES corporations are very aware of the capacity of media 

images to influence public opinion and the associated need for these corporations to 

actively manage their representation in the media to protect reputation and brand 

value (Hargroves & Smith, 2005: 96).  This finding is consistent with the well 

established appreciation that the electronic media transmits a sense of drama, 

immediacy and connectedness at such a low literacy level that whatever message is 

being offered is accessible by the vast majority of people (Dicken, 2003: 97-98, 

UNDP et al., 2002: 76).  The final quotation on the great danger to NRRES 

corporations of dead fish epitomises the role of the electronic media to record and 

dramatise poor social and environmental practices for civil society to consume and act 
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upon (UNDP et al., 2002: 76).  Thus, developments in the communications media 

have been a central factor in the mobilisation and capacity of civil society as an 

external driver of corporate engagement in processes and practices relating to 

planetary sustainability. 

 

9.5 Corporate sector 

The third grouping of external drivers of corporate engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability can be loosely understood as emanating from 

stakeholder groups within the corporate sector.  The widely accepted purpose of the 

corporate sector remains the maximisation of shareholder value or utility through the 

maximisation of profit (Goyder, 1998: 11, Bannock, 1971: 11, Elkington, 1999: 24).  

Yet, as the landscape of society has evolved and power relations shifted, the corporate 

sector has been increasingly called upon to assume a more prominent role in shaping 

societal endeavour (Zadek, 2001: 99).  While many within the corporate sector have, 

in the past, seen the sole “business of business as business” there is an increasing 

awareness across stakeholders within the sector of the importance of being seen to 

incorporate social and environmental issues to maintain and build societal legitimacy 

and thereby safeguard market position (Boele et al., 2001: 123, Howes et al., 1997: 

13-15, Grolin, 1998: 215).  As such, corporate sector stakeholders have significant 

roles as external drivers of corporations’, including NRRES corporations, integration 

of social and environmental matters into corporate decision-making and practices.   

 

In the present study, the category of corporate sector encompasses the key 

stakeholders within this primary wheel of sustainability.  The corporate sector 

category includes the four factors: 

• Capital and investment; 

• Supply chain pressures; 

• Industry associations and initiatives; and 

• Competitors – laggards and leaders. 

 

9.5.1 Capital and investment  

The factor of capital and investment relates to the finance sector.  This component of 

the corporate sector comprises lending, insurance and investment institutions, which 
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collectively have substantial influence over the flow of global capital resources 

(Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 145, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001: i & 5).  In this regard, 

there has been a growing appreciation within this sector of the increasing liability and 

risk associated with the funding and support of projects and corporations that cause 

significant environmental and social impacts (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001: 5-13 & 

22, Faucheux et al., 1998: 27).  As a risk averse sector, the appreciation of changing 

societal expectations has seen many finance sector institutions broaden their 

understanding of risk to incorporate the materiality or significance of environmental 

and social risk as part of investment analyses and decisions (Ernst & Young, 2003: 8, 

UNEPFI, 2003: 19 & 21 & UNDP et al., 2002: 132).  As such, while not part of the 

product lifecycle, the finance sector represents a source of progressively more 

significant external pressure upon corporations, including NRRES corporations, to 

demonstrate an interest in ecological sustainability.  The factor of capital and 

investment includes the two elements: 

• Banking and Insurance; and 

• Socially responsible investment funds. 

 

The element of banking and insurance is oriented upon the significance of such 

institutions in the shaping of NRRES corporate decision-making and operations 

relating to planetary sustainability: 

We wouldn’t be able to get our funding if we didn’t have our environmental 
parameters in place .... and so they .... [the banking sector – author’s note] 
.... consider those sort of things (P1-15-18) 

It also feeds out into things like the insurance industry and the banking 
industry .... I think the insurance industry is saying you know, what’s the 
risks. So it is really a risk based process. What are the risks for me in 
insuring this operation, and obviously it has been a bad call for the 
insurance industry. So I think, what I observe is that the mining industry is 
having more difficulty getting insurance unless they can show that they are 
taking proper due diligence (P1-14-4) 

[name withheld] .... Bank in a public statement said that they didn’t consider 
.... [name withheld] .... an appropriate place to invest money, because they 
have to look after their customers. It is a terrible indictment isn’t it, that’s 
the worst social responsibility that they can get, the bank who won’t invest 
their money because it is not equitable (P2-22-21) 

These quotations emphasise the capacity of banking and insurance corporations to 

link access to capital by an NRRES corporation to improved levels of interest and 

action relating to social and environmental issues.  This finding is consistent with the 
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understanding that the finance sector increasingly employs specific ‘terms of capital’ 

relating to environmental and social performance to manage exposure and risk in the 

NRRES (Walker & Howard, 2002: 13 & 17).  These terms of capital have resulted in 

rising insurance costs, reduced capital availability and fewer lenders prepared to 

finance NRRES operations (Palmer, 2001: 2, Walker & Howard, 2002: 13, Hargroves 

& Smith, 2005: 95).  The final quotation provides an example of this strategy as it 

cites the case of a bank declining to invest funds in a specific NRRES corporation due 

to its poor environmental credentials.  Thus, NRRES corporations with poor 

performance relating to the environmental and social dimensions of their operations 

face increased costs and reduced access to capital and insurance.  In this manner, 

banking and insurance institutions have linked finances with environmental and social 

performance and thereby positioned the finance sector as a significant external driver 

of NRRES corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability.  

 

The element of socially responsible investment funds is focused upon the role of these 

managed funds in shaping corporate interest in social and environmental issues.  

These share funds control the market placement of an increasing portion of total 

investment funds available using ethical parameters to guide their investment strategy 

(Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 46-48, Hewson, 2003; 70, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 85-86): 

The Ethical Investment Industry is another one .... [external pressure – 
author’s note] (P1-14-5) 

.... I think there are some of the major managed funds who won’t invest in 
companies who don’t have an appropriate environmental and safety record 
(P2-28-7) 

that some people are aware of these things, and say I don’t want to invest my 
money in a company that doesn’t have a good environmental performance. 
Now if their investment process is one of doing it through a managed fund, 
they would obviously look around for a managed fund that has that policy 
(P2-28-7) 

If you are not socially responsible, if you’re branded as socially 
irresponsible your share price falls, your returns fall, your sales fall, 
customers won’t buy (P2-22-2) 

These quotations identify the significance of meeting the ethical parameters laid down 

by socially responsible investment (SRI) funds to securing investment in NRRES 

corporations.  At a basic level a corporation’s share price is driven by demand (Zadek, 

2001: 68-69).  Hence, demand for SRI has important links with share value and, in 
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turn, corporate longevity (Sparkes & Cowton, 2004: 49, UNDP et al., 2002: 124, 

DGCS et al., 2001: 9).  Thus, increasing demand for SRI will reward socially 

responsible corporations with increased share value thereby promoting their 

longevity, and punish those with poor social and environmental credentials by 

decreasing demand for their shares (UNDP et al., 2002: 124, Moran & Ghoshal, 1999: 

390, DGCS et al., 2001: 9, MMSD, 2002b: 30).  As such, SRI funds represent an 

important and growing external driver of NRRES corporate engagement with 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

9.5.2 Supply chain pressures 

The factor of supply chain pressures relates to the usage of market relations by trading 

partners to encourage the uptake of social and environmental issues.  These pressures, 

upstream or downstream from production, manifest in the business relations and 

practices that govern the flow of materials along product life cycles or supply chains 

(Seuring, 2004: 307-309, de Bakker & Nijhof, 2004: 63-64 & Faucheux et al., 1998: 

27).  Corporations utilise their market position to negotiate, or in extreme cases 

impose, product and production preferences with upstream suppliers, downstream 

buyers and business partners (DGCS et al., 2001: 7, Gunningham et al., 2005: 307, 

Opoku, 2004: 321, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 411).  Hence, supply chain pressures 

represent a market-based source of external pressure upon corporations, including 

NRRES corporations, to demonstrate an interest in social and environmental issues.  

The factor of supply chain pressures includes the three elements: 

• Buyers and the market; 

• End-users; and 

• Suppliers. 

 

The element of buyers and the market relates to the capacity of a corporation’s clients 

or market as part of the supply chain to shape corporate engagement in planetary 

sustainability: 

Australian mining companies supply products and they have to meet EU 
moves to greater environmental responsibility.  So, customers want 
credentials, for example, environmental and social (P2-24-1) 

I think possibly the fact that the industry is becoming more internationalized, 
and globalised helps. Because some of the clients that those companies deal 
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with around the world may be much more sensitized to environmental issues 
than we are (P2-23-6) 

Global companies right round the world, including myself right here are 
having to clean up their act socially, not just necessarily environmentally, 
but in a broad scheme socially because their customers are making 
judgment, you know, are making purchase decisions on values other than 
price (P2-22-1) 

That you will effectively be promoting the corporate image, the responsible 
corporate citizen, and customers like to deal with suppliers who are kind of 
responsible and take safety and environments and all that sort of thing 
seriously (P2-21-1) 

if we don’t pursue sustainable development objectives .... then we will 
effectively be left behind. People won’t want us in their neighbourhoods. 
People won’t want our products, and we will effectively find ourselves in a 
declining industry but with ongoing demand for the product (P1-08-1) 

These quotations highlight the power of clients or buyers of NRRES products to link 

the decision to purchase from a particular corporation with their environmental and 

social performance.  This finding supports research that has found larger more 

powerful companies increasing the contractual obligations upon suppliers in terms of 

health and environmental credentials and practices (Gunningham et al., 2005: 307, 

Ruud, 2002: 109, Preuss, 2005: 125). 

 

The element of end-users orients upon the capacity of parties further down the supply 

chain to indirectly generate pressure upon NRRES corporations to incorporate 

planetary sustainability in decision-making and practices.  Indeed, for many of the 

clients of NRRES corporations their enhanced interest in social and environmental 

issues reflects the market pressures they are under from further down the supply 

chain, in particular, from the buyers and users of their products: 

I can see they are being pressured by the buyers, by the customers, and not 
just the customers of their resource itself, the customers of their customer 
that might be (P2-22-2) 

In marketing your product for example, you are marketing your product in 
Europe now .... but now if you get a nice green tick, if Mercedes or BMW are 
able to get a nice green tick because they are using our .... [name withheld] 
.... then that’s probably a more valuable product to them (P1-15-5) 

Like Ford and certainly people like BMW and Daimler Benz, they are having 
to source their supply line with socially responsible solutions as well .... so 
that the Resource Extraction Industry, coal, iron ore, whatever, gold, 
plutonium, something like that, they are having to be branded as socially 
responsible for the big buyers like Ford, Daimler, to buy from them because 
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they in turn are having to demonstrate an audit trail that they are a socially 
responsible company (P2-22-2) 

These quotations reveal that clients of NRRES corporations are also under pressure to 

demonstrate how they are working to incorporate social and environmental issues into 

their decision-making and operations.  Thus, supply chain pressures extend beyond 

the immediate supply chain relationship between buyer and supplier.  This finding is 

consistent with the understanding that corporations that produce final demand 

products, such as cars or household goods, are more exposed to consumer 

consciousness and other civil society pressures relating to social and environmental 

issues (del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 26, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 416, Gunningham et al., 

2005: 307).  For these corporations a range of social and environmental initiatives 

potentially represent important means to differentiate themselves from competitors in 

the marketplace (Khanna & Anton, 2002: 416, Gunningham et al., 2005: 307): 

If you are building a refrigerator and you want to put a sticker on it in 
relation to its environmental rating, in terms of the life cycle concept you 
should look at all inputs to that refrigerator, not how much energy you use, 
or how much energy it uses when you switch it on, but also how 
environmentally friendly the world product for that refrigerator that’s been 
generated. So you might have to go back to the iron mine to find out whether 
or not they operated in accord with certain environmental provisions 
through regulation or perhaps through expectations, a place defined through 
having to lower the impacts across the board to give the refrigerator a 
competitive rating for the consumer, from the shop when you are looking for 
the right number of stars on the thing (P2-23-6) 

This quotation speculates on the use by some NRRES clients of a whole of product 

lifecycle commitment to minimising the social and environmental impacts of their 

operations and product.  This strategy necessitates the participating institution 

understand and take steps to minimise the environmental and social burden created 

throughout the product chain from “cradle to grave” (Hart, 1995: 994, de Bakker & 

Nijhof, 2004: 64). Such a strategy has implication for NRRES corporations as it 

would extend to encompass the location, extraction and primary refinement of the 

planet’s non-renewable resources utilised in the production processes. 

 

Suppliers is the third element of the factor of supply chain pressures.  The element of 

suppliers orients upon the capacity of NRRES corporations as buyers in the supply 

chain to act as the catalyst for the uptake of social and environmental issues by 

trading partners: 
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Certainly on the health and safety we won’t do business with our contract 
departments unless they demonstrate health and safety, and indeed for .... 
[name withheld] .... we won’t take on a contract unless they have a well 
prepared thought through indigenous employment programme (P2-28-7) 

It’s a conscience decision that you are not going to pursue these guys too 
hard because they are not quite the sort of organization you want to deal 
with (P2-21-5) 

These quotations demonstrate that NRRES corporations are utilising their market 

power to encourage trading partners, in particular suppliers, to engage with processes 

for planetary sustainability.  This finding is consistent with the recognition that larger 

more powerful institutions are able to impose contractual requirements upon suppliers 

relating to health and environmental credentials and practices (Gunningham et al., 

2005: 307, Ruud, 2002: 109, Preuss, 2005: 125).  For the NRRES corporation such 

initiatives are, at least in part, borne of an operational intent to minimise supply base 

risk and thereby protect the corporation’s market position and legitimacy (Hustwick, 

2003: 49, Boele et al., 2001: 123).  In summary, the element of suppliers together with 

the elements of buyers and end-users have shown that relations in the product chain 

are important mechanisms to diffuse better environmental and social standards across 

industry (de Bakker & Nijhof, 2004: 64, Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 213).   

 

9.5.3 Industry associations and initiatives 

The factor of Industry associations and initiatives relates to the role of industry based 

associations as an external driver of corporate engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability.  As a source of voluntary collective initiatives 

relating to improved environment, health and safety performance, industry 

associations have been recognised as an important external source of pressure upon 

corporations, (Walker & Howard, 2002: 27-33, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 409, 

Gunningham et al., 2003: 32-33, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 26): 

They are much more likely to listen to one of their own than to me .... [role of 
industry associations – author’s note] (P1-07-7) 

At the Industry Association levels, State and National, there’s certainly been 
a lot more dialogue, and therefore a lot more understanding, and I think in 
that process better definition (P2-26-2) 

That the industry has, shall I say, risen to the need to be participating in 
sustainability as a global issue beyond just mining .... to institute the global 
mining initiative or the GMI and what this is about is establishing a position 
for minerals in this broad public concern about the sustainability of the 
planet. And we are all party to that (P2-27-2) 
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you see industry groups starting to line themselves up with this as well, so 
the people like the .... [names withheld – authors note] .... in their plans and 
their policies you will see the concept of sustainability. And members 
obviously have, if they’re members of .... membership brings with it certain 
undertakings, so that’s another area, like peer pressure from other industrial 
leaders (P1-13-5) 

These study participant quotations identify the unique position and opportunity 

afforded NRRES industry associations, as industry insiders, to promote and facilitate 

the collective integration of social and environmental issues into NRRES corporate 

practices (Gunningham et al., 2005: 293, Walker & Howard, 2002: 27-33).  In this 

regard, voluntary codes of practice have been a key mechanism of industry 

associations to establish a framework to improve environmental and social 

performance at an industry level: 

We now have a Code of Practice that you’re both seen and aware of which 
has been revised again just recently. The .... [name withheld – authors note] 
.... Code of Practice and it’s serious, you know, it’s real (P2-27-5) 

.... [voluntary codes of practice – author’s note] ....  through an industry 
association, it becomes an industry benchmark (P1-10-7) 

These quotations highlight the use of codes of practice within the NRRES and that 

these codes are seen as serious industry undertakings that establish benchmarks for 

performance.  For example, the Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) launched the 

Australian Minerals Code for Environmental Management in 1996 as a framework to 

assist minerals corporations to improve environmental performance beyond regulatory 

compliance (MCA, 2002a: 4-5, Walker & Howard, 2002: 30-31).  This finding and 

the orientation of the MCA’s code of practice is consistent with the acknowledgement 

that such codes of conduct often support corporations to move beyond regulatory 

compliance and represent both a mechanism for improving corporate performance and 

‘building a collective identity of environmental [and social] responsibility’ at an 

industry level (Howard et al., 1999: 281-282, Gunningham et al., 1997: 36).  Hence, 

industry codes have the capacity to engender industry ownership of the issues and 

thereby represent a valuable tool for the industry association to be an effective 

external driver of NRRES corporate engagement with planetary sustainability 

(Howard et al., 1999: 282). 
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9.5.4 Competitors – laggards and leaders 

As corporations, almost without exception, operate within an increasingly competitive 

marketplace, their comparative standing within the market has considerable potential 

implications for profitability and longevity (Zadek, 2001: 138-140).  Not surprisingly, 

most corporations have become progressively more concerned about their social and 

environmental image or branding in the marketplace particularly in comparison to 

competitors (Zadek, 2001: 69-70, Howes et al., 1997: 15).  The factor of competitors 

– laggards and leaders relates to how the endeavours of other NRRES corporations 

translate into external drivers of NRRES corporate engagement with practices for 

planetary sustainability.  The factor of competitors – laggards and leaders includes the 

two elements: 

• Leaders – first mover advantage; and 

• Laggards – cowboys and risk. 

 

The element of leaders – first mover advantage relates to other corporations being 

perceived as gaining “first mover advantage” through the development and 

implementation of more socially and environmentally responsible strategies (Dobers 

& Wolff, 2000: 145, Marcus et al., 2002: 349): 

So the progressive companies have moved in to improve their performance 
in advance of that, but there will always be the reactive companies who will 
wait until they are told they can’t do something, and then they’re suddenly 
behind the eight ball when it comes to getting new developments or it costs 
them a lot more because they have tried the minimalist approach first (PI-05-
4) 

The poorest companies will just go down. It’s a differentiator, .... [name 
withheld - authors note] .... would argue it is a differentiator. He talks about 
wanting to be in the mining company of choice, such that if we go in the 
Third World country or an overseas country, our reputation proceeds us, 
and our business systems and our ability to understand how we will move 
into a new project of our Third World country or the country areas, will 
precede us and people will know what we are doing the moment we arrive 
(P1-03-11) 

 [name withheld - authors note] .... were very reluctant to go with public 
reporting and they really felt they were being dragged on to doing it by 
everybody else (P2-26-19) 

As these quotations suggest, a number of NRRES corporations in Australia have 

identified visible engagement with processes for planetary sustainability as being of 

potential competitive advantage.  These corporations have recognised that being seen 
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as socially responsible could differentiate the corporation, its operations and product 

from competitors (Dobers & Wolff, 2000: 145, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 86, 

Hargroves & Smith, 2005: 95).  As such, uptake of social and environmental 

initiatives by corporations, including NRRES corporations, often has a strong 

connection with image management and ultimately protection or promotion of “brand 

value” for competitive advantage (Boele et al., 2001: 124, Hockerts & Moir, 2004: 

86).  Thus, first movers establish an advantage in the marketplace that acts as an 

external pressure on other NRRES firms to follow their lead or risk losing market 

position.  The final quotation highlights this situation as it shows how the actions of 

NRRES corporations relating to sustainability reporting put pressure upon other 

corporations to take up this strategy or be left behind. 

 

The element of laggards - cowboys and risk orients upon malpractice by competitors 

as an external pressure upon corporate decision-making and practices relating to 

social and environmental issues.  Indeed, corporate laxness as evidenced in extreme 

ecological failure such as the environmental and social destruction documented at 

BHP’s Ok Tedi mine in Papua New Guinea or Union Carbide’s toxic chemical spill in 

Bhopal has significant consequences for corporate and industry legitimacy (Marcus et 

al., 2002: 349, UNDP et al., 2002: 188-189, Lovins et al., 1999: 8): 

Of course there are always cowboys that give everyone a bad reputation. To 
tar the rest of the industry with it, despite any advances (P1-11-1) 

there will always be people in any activity who will try to do it on the sly or 
on the cheap. Because they just don’t think that way, because they are just in 
it for a quick buck, and they are in and out (P2-23-10) 

there are other operators who don’t have the skills or the knowledge, just in 
it for the short term or who are just trying to maximize their profits, who 
cause an accident to happen. No-matter how, if you like the good end of the 
industry is performing, the perception of the industry will always be based 
upon the performance of some of the lower quartile (P2-23-11) 

We are measured by all other mining companies environmental quality .... so 
yes, we all have to raise our performance .... because if anybody’s lagging 
that’s going to cause the industry a problem (P2-20-7) 

You could take .... [name withheld - authors note] .... and that was flashed 
around the world, and certainly it was that issue, the publicity it gained, 
obviously was of concern to the industry here in Australia .... in terms of the 
damage it does to the reputation of the industry .... but it does sort of act, any 
of these things act as a trigger to say, are our processes and systems okay .... 
so it can happen when you learn of these events, to say well we believe we’ve 
got it covered but let’s go and check (P2-28-6) 
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These quotations identify that poor social or environmental performance by an 

individual NRRES corporation potentially has ramifications for stakeholder 

perceptions of the NRRES as a whole.  This finding is consistent with work on the oil 

industry by Hastings who suggested that ‘damage to one firm’s reputation tends to 

impact stakeholder opinions of the entire industry’ (1999, 271).  Thus, it is not 

surprising that the last quotation indicates that such crises invariably act as a catalyst 

for corporations to examine their own systems and take strategic and operational 

measures to mitigate the risk (Delmas & Toffel, 2004: 216, Klassen, 2001: 262).  In 

summary, as the exploits of laggards and leaders provide the basis to determine 

comparative corporate standing as defined by a corporation’s environmental and 

social triumphs and failures, they represent powerful external drivers of corporate 

interest in planetary sustainability. 

 

9.6 Relating the diverse external drivers – activating engagement 

As part of the data analysis process, the identified external stakeholders have been 

organised as the three categories of Government, Civil society and Corporate sector.  

Collectively, these three groupings of stakeholders have been clustered into the broad 

category or theme of Activating Engagement.  Activating Engagement encompasses 

the societal stakeholders together with their identified significant roles, power, 

legitimacy and actions that are the stimuli for NRRES corporation interest and 

participation in processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  Two objectives of 

the present study were to determine the societal factors promoting NRRES corporate 

engagement in processes relating to planetary sustainability and how these factors 

have interconnected to exert pressure upon these institutions.  The preceding sections 

have gone some way to meeting these objectives as they have presented and discussed 

the three primary groupings of societal stakeholders and their factors promoting 

and/or retarding NRRES corporate engagement with planetary sustainability.   

 

The overviews provided in the preceding sections have explained the stakeholders and 

examined their roles, power, legitimacy and influence upon NRRES corporations.  

The overviews have also identified how the primary societal stakeholders interact 

with and influence the functioning and roles of the other societal actors in the shaping 

of development and, more particularly, activating corporate engagement with 
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planetary sustainability.  For example, in the Government category the factor of 

Politics and shifting priorities highlighted how the changed standing of government 

has nurtured its preparedness to more actively address community expectations 

including those associated with regulating corporate behaviour.  Thus, the 

construction of the theme of Activating Engagement draws the thematic analysis 

together by acknowledging the linkages between the societal stakeholders or three 

primary wheels of sustainability and the specific factors or external drivers of 

corporate engagement they each comprise. 

 

Figure 9.1 displays the theme of Activating Engagement showing the primary societal 

stakeholders and their constituent factors that collectively make up this construct.  

The figure maps the connections between the primary wheels of sustainability and the 

NRRES corporation.  It positions the NRRES corporation as being at the centre of a 

web of connections or, perhaps more accurately, a web of interrelated drivers or 

pressures for engagement.  The three wheels of sustainability are all seen as essential 

to generating meaningful NRRES corporate engagement with processes and practices 

for sustainability.  Accordingly, the diagram does not position any of the stakeholders 

as more central or important to Activating Engagement but instead displays them as 

being connected with each other.  These connections emphasise the relationships and 

interconnectedness between the three primary wheels of sustainability and how they 

impact upon each other to generate pressure upon NRRES corporations relating to the 

incorporation of environmental and social considerations into strategic and 

operational decision-making and practices.   
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Figure 9.1: Activating Engagement in NRRES Corporations 
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• Community – proximal to distal; 
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• The global village and communication. 
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• Capital and investment; 
• Supply chain pressures; 
• Industry associations and initiatives;  
• Competitors – laggards and leaders. 
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The study findings relating to external pressures upon NRRES corporations are 

consistent with the stakeholder theory and resource dependency theory frameworks.  

These frameworks focus attention upon the roles and capacities of societal 

stakeholders as the external sources of pressures upon the corporation (Donaldson & 

Preston, 1995: 68-69, Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 26): 

.... stakeholders need to know the company’s signature, or footprint is 
another… the company footprint. So you know, the traditional stakeholder 
who would be an old style stockholder, the footprint they were interested in 
was the economic balance sheet. The more advanced stockholders or the 
broader stakeholders now, are interested in that but also interested in how 
that relates to environmental performance and social responsibility. So it is 
all about the company’s signature (P1-13-2) 
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This study participant quotation demonstrates a broadening of the NRRES 

corporation’s understanding of its stakeholders from a narrow conception including 

the stockholders or shareholders and regulators to encompass the broader societal 

stakeholder groups.  This finding is in keeping with the stakeholder theory and 

resource dependency theory frameworks views of the corporation as the centre of a 

web of interrelated “stakes” with the ongoing balancing of these competing 

stakeholder interests critical to the institution’s functioning and continued existence 

(Donaldson & Preston, 1995: 68-69, Rodgers & Gago, 2004: 351, Fligstein & 

Freeland, 1995: 31).  Thus, the use of the metaphor of the company’s signature or 

footprint alludes to a deepening understanding of a corporation’s economic, social and 

environmental impacts and responsibilities and links these to the notion of a corporate 

triple bottom line to secure legitimacy in the marketplace (Elkington, 1997: 70 & 92).   

 

While the theme of Activating Engagement emphasises the importance and 

interrelatedness of the roles and actions within and between the three primary wheels 

of sustainability, the evident rise of civil society as a more active societal stakeholder 

is noteworthy.  This is particularly significant in the present study as findings suggest 

civil society has grown in stature with considerable capacities to influence NRRES 

corporate “license to operate”: 

that’s self-interest to us because we know that community of people can 
control us and manage our license to operate (P1-03-19) 

unless we can satisfy the communities that what we are doing is reasonable, 
well managed and sustainable .... there’s many ways they could stop us, or in 
fact make it so difficult we would say what the heck it’s not worth the trouble 
(P2-28-2) 

It’s this thing called License to Operate .... community expectation that you 
will look at the social and environmental side .... the community is more 
aware, (a) of the opportunities, and (b) that they can influence the decision 
(P2-26-9-10) 

Well the role of the community now, you know, the legislative process we 
used to go and just get the rubber stamp has now changed, you actually need 
to go through a consultation process. If you are offside with the community 
then your consultation process will be long and you may not have a very 
high guarantee of getting the output that you want .... a license you can live 
with. A set of conditions that don’t cost you enormous amounts of money. 
You know the community can change the hurdle heights for projects very 
simply. And therefore we need them, we need to work with them (P1-08-7) 
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These quotations identify a recognition within the NRRES of the increasing capacity 

of community to shape NRRES corporation decision-making, operations and 

ultimately license to operate.  As community expectations of NRRES corporations 

have matured, grown and diversified so has their salience for corporations in terms of 

importance, legitimacy and urgency (Prakash, 2001: 292).  Indeed, civil society is an 

increasingly influential external driver of corporations’ behaviour, including NRRES 

corporations, relating to the incorporation of social and environmental issues (UNDP 

et al., 2002: 65& 123, Halme et al., 2002: 85, Bossel, 1998: 212).  In this regard, a 

key finding of the present study is that community has an emergent power to 

influence the decision-making and practices of other societal actors, in particular, 

their engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

9.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has oriented upon the external drivers or factors that have activated the 

uptake and integration of planetary sustainability into decision-making and operations 

of Australian NRRES corporations.  It has presented the findings of the thematic 

analysis conducted on the data collected as part of the present study.  The chapter 

clustered the external factors advancing NRRES corporate engagement as the three 

wheels of sustainability: government, the corporate sector and civil society.  Each of 

these categories were constructed and supported with direct quotes from study 

participants and reference to the relevant literature.   

 

The category of government emphasised the ongoing importance of this primary 

societal stakeholder as a driver of corporate engagement with planetary sustainability.  

The category included the three factors of Government: local to supranational, 

Government regulation vs. self regulation and Politics and shifting priorities.  

Government: local to supranational highlighted the breadth of interest in planetary 

sustainability across the different levels of government and the emerging need for 

governance at the supranational level given the internationalisation of corporations.  

Government regulation vs. self regulation identified the historical importance of 

regulation in shaping NRRES corporation behaviour, the limitations of regulation in 

promoting innovation and the evolving role of government from enforcer of rules to 

partnering with industry to achieve desired societal outcomes.  The third factor of 
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politics and shifting priorities focused upon the role of government to mediate 

between societal stakeholder interests.  It highlighted the tension between societal 

demands for non-renewable resources, the environmental and social impacts of the 

NRRES operations and the economics of the industry.   

 

The category of civil society encompassed the diversity and emergent power of this 

societal stakeholder as a driver of corporate engagement with planetary sustainability.  

The category incorporated the four factors: Community – proximal to distal; Investing 

in a future - shareholders and investors; Collective action - NGOs and the 

conservation movement; and The global village and communication.  Community – 

proximal to distal identified that proximity to NRRES operations influences 

perceptions and, in turn, issues that particular levels of community would be prepared 

to act upon.  Investing in a future - shareholders and investors highlighted the growing 

significance of investment decisions by community members in securing improved 

social and environmental performance by corporations.  Collective action - NGOs and 

the conservation movement recognised the central role NGOs have played in the 

awakening of civil society and their maturation into a key stakeholder in development 

processes.  The fourth factor of the global village and communication acknowledged 

the importance of communication technologies, such as the internet and satellite 

networks, to civil society’s increased standing as a driver of NRRES corporate 

behaviour.   

 

The category of corporate sector embraced the roles of this sector in corporate 

engagement with planetary sustainability.  The category included the four factors of 

Capital and investment, Supply chain pressures, Industry associations and initiatives 

and Competitors – laggards and leaders.  Capital and investment related to the finance 

sector and highlighted the growing incorporation of risk associated with poor social 

and environmental performance into investment analyses and decisions.  Supply chain 

pressures identified the usage of market relations by buyers, suppliers and end-users 

to encourage the uptake of social and environmental issues by NRRES corporations.  

Industry associations and initiatives recognised the importance of industry based 

collectives and actions such as voluntary codes of practice to NRRES corporation 

engagement with strategies for planetary sustainability.  The fourth factor of 

Competitors – laggards and leaders acknowledged that the endeavours of other 
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NRRES corporations, as leaders or laggards in the industry, translate into external 

drivers of corporate incorporation of social and environmental issues into strategic 

decision making and day-to-day operations.   

 

The chapter presented the organising construct or theme of activating engagement to 

draw these three categories and their factors together.  This conceptualisation of the 

external factors recognised their collective societal role and importance in motivating 

or activating NRRES corporation engagement.  It positioned the NRRES corporation 

as being at the centre of a web of interrelated drivers or pressures for engagement.  As 

such, activating engagement was presented as an encompassing explanatory 

framework that linked the three primary wheels of sustainability and their respective 

actions with each other and NRRES corporation engagement with processes and 

practices for sustainability.   

 

This chapter has presented a substantive explanation of the diverse institutional 

pressures compelling Australian NRRES corporations to consider and respond to 

planetary sustainability.  The explanation has been conceptualised and structured as 

the primary societal stakeholders as the acknowledged external sources of pressures 

upon corporations.  As such, this chapter has met the study objectives relating to the 

investigation of the societal factors that have moderated NRRES corporate interest 

and uptake of initiatives relating to planetary sustainability and the development of an 

explanation of how these factors have interconnected to exert pressure upon these 

institutions.  The following chapter presents the study’s findings relating to the 

internal factors mediating Australian NRRES corporate engagement with planetary 

sustainability. 
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Chapter 10: Internal Processes Mediating Corporate Engagement 

10.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter the societal stakeholders promoting NRRES corporate 

interest and participation in initiatives relating to planetary sustainability were 

identified and discussed.  In this chapter, the discussion of the factors that have 

promoted and/or retarded corporate implementation of measures to incorporate 

ecological sustainability into decision-making and operations in the NRRES, 

Australia moves on to focus upon what happens inside the corporation.  First, the 

chapter puts forward and discusses the five internal factors mediating corporate 

engagement that have emerged through the thematic analysis of the research project 

data.  Having presented the key findings relating to the internal workings of NRRES 

corporations and planetary sustainability, the broad and encompassing theme of 

Capacity for Engagement is introduced as an organising construct that draws together 

the identified internal factors.  The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss 

the substantive explanation that has been developed through the research project on 

the internal factors that have mediated NRRES corporate interest and engagement 

with processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

10.2 Internal factors mediating corporate engagement 

The thematic analysis of the data collected throughout the study identified a number 

of topics associated with corporate actions, responses and changes relating to the 

uptake of ecological sustainability by NRRES corporations in Australia.  The analysis 

organised, grouped and named these topics as the five factors of: 

• Leadership; 

• Resources; 

• Structures; 

• Understanding; and  

• Culture. 

In the following sections the identified internal factors and their elements mediating 

NRRES corporate engagement with planetary sustainability are developed and 

discussed.  These overviews describe the constructs and provide supporting evidence, 

in the form of selected direct quotes of study participants gathered through the in-

depth interviews and reference to the relevant literature. 
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10.2.1 Leadership 

Leadership is recognised as the central factor in an NRRES corporation’s capacity for 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  This finding is 

consistent with previous studies that have found leadership integral to a firm’s 

ongoing functioning, level of prosperity and, perhaps most importantly, the instigation 

of organisational innovation and change or lack thereof (Prakash, 2001: 295, 

Ghobadian et al., 1998: 17, Tinsley, 2002: 377).  With respect to the corporate uptake 

of social and environmental issues, leadership at the senior levels has been recognised 

as a critical factor, in particular for progressing corporate engagement beyond 

regulatory compliance (Lesourd & Schilizzi, 2001: 58, Gunningham et al., 2003: 28-

29, Marshall et al., 2005: 98).   

 

Study participants identified that leadership at the most senior level in the corporation 

is pivotal in several complementary ways and these have been constructed as the 

elements of vision, congruence and commitment.  First, it is the vision of the leader(s) 

to identify the relevance of ecological sustainability and the significance of its 

integration into corporate strategic planning and operations for the corporation’s long-

term future: 

It is the vision of the leaders that leads to the incorporation of innovation 
(P1-13-6) 

.... the leading companies are certainly anticipating standards rather than 
just complying (P2-28-15) 

.... the implementation of initiatives, I think internally are hard fought, but I 
suspect that’s where you have visionaries like .... [name withheld ] .... who 
has gone let’s take it and run with it now, we’ll have a five year advantage 
over our competitors (P1-11-17) 

It’s all about vision, it’s all about looking at long-term goals, rather than 
immediate goals. There’s too many .... [corporate leaders – author’s note] 
.... driven by the day to day stock exchange rather than the ability to operate 
in a sustainable way into the future (P1-12-16) 

These quotes highlight the need for senior corporate leaders to foresee or anticipate 

the social and environmental expectations of stakeholders as and before they emerge 

as terms of a corporation’s social or regulatory license-to-operate (Gunningham et al., 

2003: 35-36, Peck & Sinding, 2003: 132).  The last quote emphasises the role of 

corporate leaders to orient their efforts beyond the organisation’s day-to-day 
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operations to focus upon how the institution will be engaged with the longer-term 

societal issues (Klassen, 2001: 260).  Thus, effective corporate leadership in NRRES 

corporations increasingly requires active consideration of the development and 

maintenance of the institution’s legitimacy in the contemporary marketplace (Grolin, 

1998: 213, Hastings, 1999: 268, Lang, 1995: 30).   

 

Second, the congruence between the leader’s personal philosophy, words and actions 

relating to the embedding of ecological sustainability in corporate decision-making 

and practices is significant.  Strannegard and others highlighted the importance of the 

connection between personal philosophy, words and actions in a recent case study on 

the corporate integration of environmental concerns (2000, 166-168, Hemingway, 

2005: 235-236).  In the case study, Strannegard described how the personal 

convictions of a particular Swedish corporation’s chief executive officer (CEO) were 

central to the institution’s implementation of progressive strategies relating to social 

and environmental issues (2000: 166-167).  Similarly, respondents in the present 

study identified the importance of the connections between a leader’s personal 

philosophy, words and actions: 

the senior management of the industry .... people who do care about these 
things, in their own right .... do genuinely believe that this is the necessary 
and probably right thing to do (P2-28-2) 

And so politicians and leaders and Chairmen of Boards want to do 
something important. They would like to go down in history as having done 
something worthy (P2-22-4) 

The management of the company be it ours or any other mining company, 
it’s the philosophy that that individual brings that filters down (P2-26-15) 

Congruence between the leader’s personal philosophy, words and actions relating to 

the embedding of ecological sustainability is largely evidenced in the preparedness of 

the leader to “talk the talk” and, perhaps most importantly, visibly “walk the talk” 

(Hemingway, 2005: 234).  The notion of “walk the talk” relates to the leader’s 

willingness to actively demonstrate a personal position relating to the embedding of 

ecological sustainability and thereby model the required corporate stance for fellow 

workers and stakeholders:   

The CEO .... has actually come out and said that HSE [Health, Safety and 
Environment] is more important than financial gain at this moment (P1-02-
6) 
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If your boss tells you to do something but does something completely the 
opposite, what are you going to do? (P1-02 –12) 

.... a couple of very symbolic things that he did that changed the entire 
attitude .... and the powerful message of that is that .... he believes in it. Now, 
if he isn’t showing that leadership then things that .... [name withheld] .... 
and I do are a waste of time  (P1-08-9) 

People judge leaders by their behaviour not by their words (P2-28-10) 

.... if the boss suddenly appears at 2 o’clock in the morning to have a chat to 
the boys about a vision or whatever, that shows a bit of commitment. It 
means something to them. You know, you are demonstrating quite clearly 
you know, that this isn’t just a game, that this is fair dinkum (P1-12-22) 

A concrete example of a symbolic action by several chief executive officers (CEOs) 

of NRRES corporations in Australia has been their preparedness to have their 

handwritten views on environment, safety and health feature on the cover of corporate 

reports (see for example Comalco’s 1999 Health, Safety, Environment & 

Communities Report).  As this example and the presented quotes suggest, congruence 

between the words and actions of senior management, often articulated through 

corporate documents such as media releases, annual reports and internal directives, is 

critical to corporate uptake of strategies for ecological sustainability.  The congruence 

between the words and actions of a corporation’s leaders both models the role each 

individual has in embedding ecological sustainability in corporate practices and 

provides the foundation for workers at all levels in the corporation to form their own 

views on the corporation’s engagement with processes for ecological sustainability 

(Rhee & Lee, 2003: 187). 

 

Commitment is the third element of the leadership factor.  Corporate leaders 

determine the strategic direction for the organisation (Prakash, 2001: 294).  This 

function includes the high-level decisions relating to such matters as corporate 

structure and allocation of corporate resources (Gunningham et al., 2003: 28-29).  

Thus, commitment to the embedding of ecological sustainability is evidenced by the 

preparedness of senior management to allocate and expend resources to re-shape the 

corporate processes and structures to better reflect this commitment: 

I can believe it all I want .... but if the person who okays the expenditure 
doesn’t agree with me, then it doesn’t happen (P1-11-14) 

.... very senior management, the Board, they set the direction for the 
company. They determine where the resources are put. Now unless they 
ensure that those resources go into these areas .... [initiatives relating to 
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ecological sustainability – author’s note] .... well, you are whistling in the 
wind (PI-05-8) 

.... the CEO basically needs to ensure that the resources are there (P1-13-14) 

They will create the space .... to start to build the concept into the company’s 
operations .... they will supply the resources to ensure that the people, 
pennies and plan necessary to get sustainability in the fabric of the 
corporation will happen (P1-13-14) 

Commitment by corporate leaders has been recognised as a critical factor for 

meaningful and successful corporate engagement in processes for planetary 

sustainability (Lesourd & Schilizzi, 2001: 58, Tinsley, 2002: 378, Ghobadian et al., 

1998: 17).  In particular, it is fundamental to the translation of the corporate rhetoric 

about ecological sustainability into concrete actions (Rhee & Lee, 2003: 187, 

Gunningham, Thornton & Kagan, 2005: 300, Lambert, 2000: 319).  The presented 

quotes support these assertions and demonstrate how the commitment of senior 

management as articulated through decisions and actions relating to resources shapes 

and impacts upon a corporation’s capacity for engagement with ecological 

sustainability. 

 

In summary, the three elements of vision, congruence and commitment are closely 

connected and collectively make up the leadership factor.  They capture the nature 

and centrality of leadership in the embedding of ecological sustainability into 

corporate structures and practices in the NRRES.  As could be expected, the 

Leadership factor has a dominant and significant influence upon the other four factors 

of Resources, Structures, Understanding and Culture in the Capacity for Engagement 

theme. 

 

10.2.2 Resources 

The factor of Resources encompasses the corporation’s financial, human and material 

resources that are available and oriented upon the uptake of the concepts and 

principles associated with ecological sustainability (Hart, 1995: 988).  It has been 

recognised that progressing corporate greening invariably necessitates an investment 

of resources on the part of the organisation (Gunningham et al., 2003: 28-29 & 33, del 

Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25).  As such, this factor is closely connected with the leadership 

factor, in particular the elements of vision and commitment as these have an 

established association with the form and allocation of corporate resources (Tinsley, 
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2002: 379, Simpson et al., 2004: 159).  The resources factor consists of the four 

elements of: 

• Deployment;  

• Availability;  

• Diversity; and 

• Respect. 

 

With regard to the element of deployment of resources, it was widely acknowledged 

by study participants that size and prosperity of a NRRES corporation would be most 

significant to resource deployment.  With regard to the aspect of size of the NRRES 

corporation, respondents acknowledged a widespread difference between large and 

small NRRES corporations in capacity for resource deployment:  

.... [a small company – author’s note] .... hasn’t the capacity to do it, in a 
small company particularly, they just don’t have that resource (P1-07-10) 

A big problem .... is trying to get small companies to sign up to something 
with lofty principles. They haven’t got the resources (PI-05-18) 

The large ones .... [NRRES corporations – author’s note] .... are the ones .... 
where the issues are looked at, right, as part of the business and they have 
the resources internally (P2-19-12) 

It’s all very well for us to talk about the triple bottom line, economic issues, 
social issues, environmental issues, but .... in a small to medium business, 
there’s nobody to explain to the manager of the business that these are issues 
that you should be taking care of (P2-19-14) 

It is the smaller companies, it’s the backyard companies .... I know just from 
looking around some of our people in this sort of area .... if you went and 
asked them what do they do with dirty oil or something like that, well don’t 
ask, it’s that scary (P1-02-15) 

The presented quotations support the linkage between size of the organisation and 

capacity for resource deployment.  Smaller corporations in the sector may not have 

the necessary financial, human and material resources to identify and address social 

and environmental issues.  In contrast, the larger transnational NRRES corporations 

have larger scales of operations with broader resource bases that afford a greater 

capacity to deploy resources when and where required with less dramatic impact on 

the bottom line.  This finding is consistent with other studies that have shown a 

relationship between size of an organisation and responses to ecological challenges 

(Gunningham et al., 2003: 33, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25, Klassen, 2001: 262, 

Stoeckl, 2004: 147).   
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Prosperity is the second aspect of deployment of resources.  It was acknowledged that 

when the profit margin is “tight’ or the sole focus and expenditure is being scrutinised 

then efforts relating to the embedding of ecological sustainability could potentially be 

ignored, scaled back or discontinued:   

It’s seen as it’s like a hierarchy and the sort of social and environmental side 
of things .... they go first .... when the economics get tight (P1-13-16) 

.... [senior management] .... determine where the resources are put. Now 
unless they ensure that those resources go into these areas, well, you are 
whistling in the wind. You are not going to be heard because if all of the 
focus of the business is on getting a profit you really are not necessarily 
going to get the drive .... [to implement initiatives relating to ecological 
sustainability – author’s note] .... at the operations level (PI-05-8) 

When I say mining houses I mean the big end of town because that’s where 
99.9% of the initiatives in the funding come for a move towards better 
environmental practice and research into sustainable practice (P2-23-11) 

The prosperity aspect of resource deployment links the financial position of the 

corporation with capacity for engagement.  Those corporations in stronger financial 

positions, routinely evidenced by greater financial resources and larger profit margins, 

have a greater capacity to deploy resources for engagement in processes for planetary 

sustainability (del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25 & 33).  It also illuminates connections 

between prosperity and uptake of ecological strategies with both the cost of the 

potential strategies and, perhaps most regrettably, the outdated perception of 

environmental and social issues as a business cost or “add-on” rather than necessity or 

opportunity (Gunningham et al., 2003: 33, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 416).  The final 

presented quotation highlights the connection between the two aspects of resource 

deployment:  prosperity and size, by distinguishing the greater capacity of the larger 

transnational NRRES corporations to deploy resources on projects and research to 

develop new and innovative approaches to the uptake of ecological sustainability.   

 

The second element of the Resources factor is availability of expertise, both in the 

marketplace and within the NRRES corporation.  Study participants recognised that 

for NRRES corporations to effectively engage in processes for ecological 

sustainability, they need to access or recruit the required expertise:   
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.... a recognition if the private sector was to be fully accountable for that 
responsibility .... [ecological sustainability – author’s note] .... they needed 
to have the full arsenal of expertise, and one of those of course is 
environment, another is health and safety (P1-14-8) 

.... an old saying for anything that you need to do you need to have the 
people, pennies and plan. Yes, the resources (P1-13-14) 

It was also acknowledged that the required expertise was, at times, not readily 

available in the marketplace and that some corporations in the sector did not have the 

necessary expertise:  

So finding specialized people around to put together sustainability policies is 
not that easy (P1-15-17) 

The hard part actually is now doing the work .... [to incorporate ecological 
sustainability – author’s note] .... and I’m not sure that within .... 
[corporation name withheld ].... there’s (a) enough resources, and 
(b) enough core capability directed at it (P1-08-3) 

.... then who you put in those roles. Do you have the core capabilities, the 
core competencies to actually look out there and identify the risk? Or 
identify the opportunity (P1-08-9) 

When costs rise and companies, is the word rationalize or whatever, some of 
those skills are the first to go. And how many of these skills are being taught 
in university or in schools? (P1-12-12) 

These quotations emphasise the broad association between the availability of human 

resources and capacity for engagement and specifically highlight a sectoral shortfall 

in the required personnel.  Several of the quotes suggest a lack of the necessary 

expertise within the sector and, in the final quote, there is a suggestion that the 

required skills may not be available within society and not being taught at school or 

university.  This shortfall in expertise has direct ramifications for the capacity of 

NRRES corporations to identify risk and opportunities associated with embedding 

ecological sustainability into corporate structures and practices.  Indeed, the 

availability of suitably qualified and experienced human resources has been 

acknowledged as important to corporate uptake of environmental strategies and 

processes (del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 33, Tinsley, 2002: 379, Blum-Kusterer & Hussain, 

2001: 310).  The last quotation also identifies a connection between human resource 

availability and the perception of environmental and social issues as a business cost or 

“add-on” identified in the corporate prosperity aspect of the resource deployment 

element. 
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The third element of the Resources factor is diversity.  This element relates to the 

diversity of human resources that make up the human profile of NRRES corporations.  

Human resource diversity or demographic diversity may be characterised through 

factors such as race, gender, ethnicity and age (Cao, Clarke & Lehaney, 1999: 207).  

Traditionally, management within the NRRES sector in Australia, and across the 

NRRES sector globally, has been made up predominantly of white Anglo-Saxon 

males with limited meaningful employment opportunities for women or members of 

ethnic groups (MMSD, 2002a: 205, MMSD, 2002b: 42).  However, societal and 

sectoral values and expectations are changing and opportunities within the sector are 

increasingly attracting a range of individuals with different backgrounds, experiences 

and views (MMSD, 2002b: 42 & 55):   

people who are in charge of mines these days and certainly who are in 
significant positions of influence in major mining houses .... [are] .... 
generally in their 50’s or so have graduated when hardly anyone had heard 
of the word environment (P2-23-12) 

we’ve moved from being .... a really homogenous group of basically 50 year 
old men, 50 year old white men, and there is still a predominance of them 
but there is a lot of pressure on them at the margin to change, or leave (P1-
08-13) 

.... organisations have realized that they won’t necessarily make progress by 
just promoting someone from within with a mining mindset (P2-28-11) 

more women basically, and different genders, different races, different 
sexualities, all of those things becoming part of the mix. Your whole kind of 
organizational attitude changes and your perception .... changes, as a whole 
(P1-08-12) 

the mining industry is increasingly being injected by this new thinking, these 
new breeds, you know what I mean, new blood. And it’s very refreshing, (P1-
12-23) 

These quotations acknowledge the ongoing predominance of Anglo-Saxon males 

within the hierarchy of the NRRES sector.  Of greater interest, they also recognise the 

increasing importance of demographic diversity or “new blood” in a corporation’s 

human resources to its capacity for innovation and engagement in processes for 

planetary sustainability.  In support of this finding, it has been suggested that cultural 

diversity in the human resources of a corporation represents a source of competitive 

advantage as it brings greater capacity for innovative ways of conceptualising 

problems and generating solutions (Cao et al., 1999: 207).  Furthermore, the 

importance of demographic diversity has been increasingly recognised within the 
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NRRES sector, for example with respect to community engagement processes 

(MMSD, 2002b: 55).  

 

The fourth element of the Resources factor is respect.  This element is focused upon 

the relationship between the corporate expertise or human resources oriented upon the 

incorporation of ecological sustainability and the organisation’s operational and 

strategic management: 

.... do you have enough respect in your organization to make the change? 
Because if you are not respected, you know, if you are in roles like .... [name 
withheld] .... we have to advise the executive. If there is no respect or if we 
are not seen as being capable, well the door will be closed (P1-08-9) 

You couldn’t bring in a radical Green into that role .... [Eg. Environment 
Manager – author’s note] .... because they would just not gain credibility 
and these roles are the very one where you’ve got to work with the rest of the 
team to convince them I suppose, to a degree of conservatism or whatever in 
the senior executive team and up (P2-28-11) 

As the quote indicates, for the advice of the corporate experts in ecological 

sustainability to be sought, listened to and acted upon the senior management needs to 

respect their capabilities.  They need to have confidence in their experts’ knowledge 

and skills relating to embedding ecological sustainability and its applicability for the 

corporation’s strategic decision-making processes and day-to-day operational 

practices.  This finding is consistent with the recognition of the centrality of trust and 

respect to the building of effective working relationships and the ability to influence 

other’s views and decisions (Sjoberg, 2001: 189, Cvetkovich, 1999: 53-55, Zadek, 

2001: 42).  It is also supported in the NRRES sector’s increasing recognition of the 

significance of ‘people people' to the sector’s capacity for engagement in required 

social and environmental processes and the associated need for this expertise to be 

drawn into and become an integral part of the ‘industry’s DNA’ (MMSD, 2002b: 55).   

 

10.2.3 Structures 

The factor of Structures consists of the corporate structures and systems that inhibit 

and/or facilitate the embedding of the concepts and principles associated with 

ecological sustainability in a corporation’s strategic and operational processes and 

practices.  The importance of an organisation’s structures for corporate strategy, 

including relating to environmental and social issues, has been generally recognised 
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(Atkinson et al., 2000: 109, Shrivastava & Hart, 1995, 155-157, Winsemius & 

Guntram, 2002: 100-101, 126 & 205, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 25): 

The management putting the structures in place to support what the company 
should do, or action (PI-05-12) 

As this quotation suggests, and as would be anticipated, the factor of structures has a 

strong connection with the leadership factor as senior management principally 

determines the configuration of a corporation’s structures.  Furthermore, the factor of 

structures has commonly been portrayed as a moderating variable that constrains or 

facilitates a corporation’s ability to embark on favoured or required actions 

(Ghobadian et al., 1998: 18, Gunningham et al., 1997: 15).  This factor comprises the 

two elements of physical structures and organisational structures.   

 

The element of physical structures relates to a corporation’s plant, physical assets and 

infrastructure.  It is acknowledged that characteristics of an institution’s physical 

structures, such as age or size, could facilitate or impede the implementation of 

corporate strategy options (Klassen, 2001: 262 & 271, Gunningham et al., 1997: 15).  

Respondents in the present study identified the physical structures and characteristics 

of NRRES corporations as important to corporate capacity for engagement in 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability: 

If you are stuck with a plant that was built 30 years ago, then it’s probably 
difficult, it is probably expensive to do things (P1-15-14) 

.... if you are in an industry that is struggling with it’s margins, and if you 
are in an industry that has old infrastructure, industrial infrastructure, then 
obviously you are going to find cost pressures (P2-27-8) 

You’ve also got the situation of profitability and competitiveness because 
whilst, if at the planning stage of mining you can often put a few things in 
place which won’t impact upon the profitability of the operation very much 
at all, maybe not at all. During the operation to try and change that around 
could well be expensive (P2-23-10) 

Upgrading existing plant is expensive .... [you would have – author’s note] 
.... more success with new companies as they have no infrastructure to 
change (P1-1-4) 

These quotations highlight sectoral constraints to engagement associated with the age 

and cost of plant and industrial infrastructure routinely required in non-renewable 

resource extractive ventures and processes.  A NRRES corporation’s physical 

structures, like those for most corporations, commonly represent a substantial 

investment in existing technologies and associated investments in staff, equipment 
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and production processes (Gunningham et al., 1997: 15, Klassen, 2001: 271, MCA, 

2002a: 2-3).  Study participants recognised that an NRRES corporation’s physical 

structures for extractive operations were a core expense often costed over the lifetime 

tonnage of a project.  As such, once in place these lasting physical structures oblige 

commitment to a particular method of operations that, in turn, promotes much inertia 

relating to the implementation of so-called “greener” corporate strategy options 

including cleaner technology (Klassen, 2001: 271, Gunningham et al., 1997: 15, del 

Rio Gonzales, 2005: 27): 

So that’s the trouble with mining, when you get involved in a project which is 
decades .... in this case a century long, of course attitudes and expectations 
are going to change but it could be that you are operating in the system 
where once you’ve started to operate in a certain way, you can’t do much 
about changing it (P2-23-4) 

You know, the late smelter at .... [name withheld] .... was built 40 years ago, 
how can you suddenly turn a 40 year old infrastructure into the standards 
and environmental conditions and so on that you require today overnight? 
(P1-12-4) 

The standards, I mean clearly some of it is the part of the standards that 
were acceptable 20 years ago are no longer acceptable today (P2-28-15) 

But bear in mind, in 20 years time someone is going to criticize the industry 
because in 2001 they took action which met the standards of the day which 
are now unacceptable in 20 years time (P1-12-5) 

These quotations emphasise an increasingly problematic situation for NRRES 

corporations with regard to established physical structures and evolving stakeholder 

expectations.  The life of a project could be decades and, as such, physical structures 

could be decades old with layout and systems designed to meet or exceed the 

ecological considerations and benchmarks of the day (del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 27).  

Nevertheless, regulatory requirements and societal expectations have not remained 

static and have evolved considerably in the intervening 20 to 30 years.  Hence, a 

number of the more established NRRES corporations with long-term projects now 

find themselves with physical structures that need to be extensively upgraded at 

immense unaccounted cost.  In contrast, younger companies and more recent projects 

often do not have the baggage of outdated physical structures and are able to start-up 

with more contemporary infrastructure (Gunningham et al., 1997: 16, del Rio 

Gonzales, 2005: 27).  These newer operations also present an associated opportunity 

to recruit and harness contemporary expertise and skills relating to ecological issues 

(Klassen, 2001: 271).  The final quotation provides an interesting perspective on the 
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predicament as it points to the continued evolution of societal expectations and how, 

in say 20 years time, the practices and processes of today will be viewed as 

inadequate.  

 

The second element of this factor relates to organisational structures, in particular, the 

placement within the corporate structure of resources or functions relating to the 

incorporation of ecological sustainability.  The importance of organisational structures 

to a corporation’s ability to implement strategies and processes relating to ecological 

sustainability has been widely acknowledged (Atkinson et al., 2000: 109, Shrivastava 

& Hart, 1995, 155-157, Muller & Siebenhuner, in press: 5, Tinsley, 2002: 380):  

I think a lot of it comes down to how the organisation is structured .... just 
having an environment type person is not enough .... their location in the 
organisation says a lot about the importance of the issue to the company 
(P1-08-8) 

In the larger corporations .... the increase of a dedicated community liaison 
and environment sort of structure within the corporation .... rather than 
waiting to be reactive or letting things slide (P1-11-26) 

.... the decision to appoint a Group Safety Adviser and a Group 
Environmental Adviser, so an expert in the field reporting directly to one of 
the executive General Managers. So that also demonstrated there is a 
seriousness (P2-28-10) 

As these quotations evidence, the significance of organisational structures to the 

incorporation of environmental and social issues into NRRES corporations was 

confirmed by study participants.  This finding is consistent with the suggestion that 

the ‘organisational structure is the framework that allows corporate strategy to be 

pursued’ (Atkinson et al., 2000: 110).  Respondents identified that specific 

organisational structures and functions, such as community liaison or environment or 

risk management manifest as corporate interest and commitment grows relating to the 

incorporation of ecological sustainability.  Furthermore, it is the placement of these 

structures both within the corporate bureaucracy and physical location that provides 

insight into the level of urgency and importance attached to these issues.  The closer 

these structures are to senior management, both physically and in the corporate 

hierarchy, the greater the perception of importance associated with these issues.  

Thus, the internal organisation of the corporation represents an important element of 

corporate capacity for engagement with processes for planetary sustainability (Delmas 
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& Toffel, 2004: 215, Muller & Siebenhuner, in press: 5, Shrivastava & Hart, 1995, 

155-157, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 24-25).  

 

10.2.4 Understanding 

The factor of Understanding is oriented upon the understanding of ecological 

sustainability in NRRES corporations.  It has been widely acknowledged that within 

the corporate sector generally, understanding of the key concepts and issues varies 

dramatically (Springett, 2003: 75, Gunningham et al., 2003: 29-30 & 34).  

Furthermore, and perhaps of greater importance, it has also been highlighted that 

management’s level of understanding and perceptions about planetary sustainability 

have an influential role in determining the level of corporate interest in this global 

issue (Gunningham et al., 2003: 34, Roome, 1992: 19-22, Tinsley, 2002: 378).  The 

factor consists of the four elements of: 

• Translation; 

• Consensus;  

• Discipline; and  

• Expense/opportunity.   

 

The element of translation relates to how managerial understanding of the concepts 

and principles of ecological sustainability translates into extent of its incorporation 

into corporate structures and operations.  At a broad level, level of managerial 

understanding of the corporation’s role in progressing planetary sustainability has 

consequences for the institution’s level of engagement, ranging from non-compliance 

through compliance to beyond compliance (Gunningham et al., 2003: 34-35, Tinsley, 

2002: 381): 

At the moment they, by and large, perceive sustainability to mean 
revegetation .... not seen in terms of sustainability of resource, or 
intergenerational equity.  In this respect, resource extraction corporations 
are about exploiting resources and they consider this as best for the next 
generations (P1-06-1) 

.... the Chief guy may be pretty dumbfounded or flummoxed .... If the message 
you are getting is, you need to lift your game on the social environmental 
side of the triple bottom line, and that’s like you know, Japanese to you (P1-
13-12) 
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 “You can only be committed to an issue if you understand what it means, 
and therefore that is why it is so important for us to dedicate resources to 
understanding sustainable development (P1-08-9) 

.... you can’t manage something unless you fully understand it and I don’t 
think there is a full enough understanding at the top level (PI-05-19) 

management doesn’t actually embrace it as sustainability as fully as they 
should, and doesn’t understand it as fully as they should (P2-26-6) 

Study participants identified that depth and breadth of understanding had implications 

for commitment to the concept’s incorporation generally and more specifically to its 

management and the selection of strategies.  Indeed, a recognised knock-on effect of 

limited understanding is managerial inertia, loss of momentum and a largely reactive 

approach by management in relation to the translation of the concepts for uptake into 

corporate strategy and operations (Gunningham et al., 2003: 34-35, Simpson et al., 

2004: 161, Lambert, 2000: 319).   

 

The second element of the Understanding factor relates to consensus of 

understanding.  There is an accepted lack of consensus on the meaning of concepts 

such as social responsibility and ecological sustainability, attributed largely to the 

contested nature of such concepts and their abstract portrayal (Giddings et al., 2002: 

187, Welford, 2004: 32, Simpson et al., 2004: 161).  The ongoing confusion within 

the corporate sector over what the terms mean and how they relate to business 

decision-making and operations has adverse implications for corporate engagement 

(Springett, 2003: 75, Welford, 2004: 32): 

usually some discussion, sometimes some argument to the definition of 
sustainability, it has been defined more times than Jesus Christ I think, but 
certainly it in some instances means different things to different people (P1-
12-1) 

to us is long-term securing of resources because it is a finite resource 
effectively, it is not something which is a renewable resource, so hence I 
think there’s got to be a lot more planning put into that resource in the future 
than what there has in the past (P2-17-2) 

So consequently, sustainability, maximizing the use of resource, is always the 
prime objective of the mining industry .... been sustainable in the sense that it 
has always looked to maximize the resource that it has found (P1-12-2) 

In reality you should at least have the top management team completely at 
one on the importance of the concept. The weak links are the ones that let 
you down .... your management team needs to be really gung-ho about it (P1-
13-15) 
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As these quotations demonstrate, study participant responses acknowledged the 

contested nature of key concepts, such as ecological sustainability, and how they have 

different meanings for different people.  Several of the quotations reveal that some 

within NRRES corporations continue to understand sustainability as largely about 

sustaining the industry.  This position aligns with the view, held by some, that 

sustainable development means little more than “sustaining development”, that is, 

maintaining current directions and patterns of global industrial development 

(McMichael, 2002: 1093, Ayres, 1998: 135).  The final quotation identifies that 

consensus on the meaning and importance of ecological sustainability, particularly at 

the senior management level, has implications for its embedding into corporate 

structures and operations.   

 

The third element of Understanding is discipline.  This element relates to the 

relationship between an individual’s disciplinary training, skills and experiences with 

understanding of the role of the NRRES corporation in progressing ecological 

sustainability: 

If it’s an old style Board member, he just thinks economics. That’s their 
training, that’s their life skill. It’s been economics, shareholder satisfaction 
since they can remember (P1-13-11) 

.... certainly the engineering fraternity believe that their task is primarily to 
establish an economically viable project (PI-05-12) 

.... and it .... [ecological sustainability – author’s note] .... cannot be put in a 
single number. And so an engineer actually has a lot of difficulty with that 
(P1-14-9) 

we’ve got to keep on working to extract our share of the resource efficiently, 
keep our costs down, and we will seek opportunities to expand our business, 
that is, getting access to more resources or taking over others, so we’d have 
a growth in the market share. Now that’s typical of what I call the older style 
management, and that’s still a driver (P2-26-2) 

in one case we are going back eight years here because somebody’s come in 
with the old life, or the hard hat and blinkers attitude, the engineer, you can 
tie that down, and he’s looking very focused at getting a hole in the ground 
but not seeing anything else (P2-26-15) 

it’s production and costs ....yes, there’s been a tradition and a lot of, 
certainly the mining companies in Australia, that the senior management 
work it’s way through from the engineering side or the accounting side .... 
but mining is production, accounting is the dollars, and that’s the narrow 
focus, and that then is retained and reflects all the way down (P2-26-15) 
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Study participants recognised that an individual’s disciplinary training, skills and 

experiences could influence their capacity and preparedness to appreciate and 

embrace how ecological sustainability relates to NRRES corporations and the 

processes required to facilitate its incorporation.  The presented quotations suggest 

that certain dominant disciplines and backgrounds within NRRES corporations, such 

as engineering, engender a particular mindset that would limit the uptake of strategies 

and processes for planetary sustainability.  This finding supports the suggestion that 

technical staff in the NRRES ‘may be uncomfortable with softer issues of social 

process, community development and stakeholder engagement’ (MMSD, 2002b: 55): 

If you put operators onto Boards all they will do is operate. If you put 
leaders onto Boards and they lead, they leave the operating to the operators 
to the people at the mines who know how to operate. So it is a self-
perpetuating thing (P1-12-16) 

From an engineering perspective, commonly performance criteria, 
performance bonuses, are based on how much rock is moved per shift or per 
reporting cycle. And it becomes a simple engineering exercise and if it 
means that you’ve got to create a 20 degree slope over there instead of a 35 
degree slope or something, well you think, I could get two more truck 
movements a day if I do it this way. And so depending on where the 
imperatives are in terms of performance .... the environmental outcomes 
would potentially be overridden by other outcomes based on the productivity 
gains (P2-23-11) 

These quotations highlight the influence of discipline upon direction and decision-

making in NRRES corporations.  In support of this finding, it has been acknowledged 

that when senior managers have a narrow and short-term focus upon financial and 

technical or operational matters their capacity to consider and incorporate broader, 

longer term societal issues into their thinking and decision making is often limited 

(Klassen, 2001: 260, Winsemius & Guntram, 2002: 102).   Thus, discipline plays a 

substantial role in shaping understanding of planetary sustainability and, in turn, 

capacity for engagement in processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

Expense/opportunity is the fourth element of the Understanding factor.  There has 

been a commonly held perception within management across much of the corporate 

sector that the uptake of environmental and social issues represents an externally 

imposed cost or threat to the firm rather than opportunity (Gunningham et al., 2003: 

29-30, Robinson, 2002: 22, del Rio Gonzales, 2005: 24-25): 
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.... most people .... don’t associate the environment with actually improving 
the bottom line. They actually see the environment as a hindrance to them 
(P1-07-10) 

.... that would be perceived as cost generating, not income generating, and I 
think a lot of corporate decisions are very much made on the effect on the 
bottom line (P1-11-14) 

.... when you are talking to people about sustainable development or 
greenhouse actually being a business opportunity, not a hindrance to 
business but actually an opportunity of development of new technologies and 
skills and trade opportunities .... people start to take notice (P1-07-4) 

These quotations identify that within NRRES corporations, the incorporation of 

ecological sustainability may often be perceived as an expense or hindrance to 

maximising or maintaining profit margins rather than an opportunity.  Perceptions 

relating to expense/opportunity inform management’s position in relation to the 

corporation’s role in progressing planetary sustainability and have consequences for 

the institution’s timing, level and type of responses (Gunningham et al., 2003: 34-35, 

Tinsley, 2002: 381, Klassen, 2001: 260).  Indeed, when planetary sustainability is 

perceived as expense, it could be expected that the corporation would adopt a reactive 

and minimalist approach (Klassen, 2001: 260): 

.... when the pressure is on and they’ve got to perform, financially 
particularly, environment is one that gets shed fairly early in the piece so I 
still see it as being a nice to have, rather than a basic need (P1-14-3) 

Consistent with such a stance, as the above quotation suggests, when environmental 

and social initiatives are perceived as add-ons they can be dropped or discontinued 

when the bottom-line is less favourable than required.  Such an approach is consistent 

with the broader myopic societal emphasis upon short-term individual gain or utility 

at the expense of the longer-term interests of the wider community (Capra, 2002: 264, 

Beck, 2000: 165, Lang, 1995: 30).  This element of understanding has strong links 

with the resources factor, in particular, the element of prosperity, and the commitment 

element of leadership (Tinsley, 2002: 379).  Understanding and perceptions of 

management constitutes a significant internal pressure shaping corporate engagement 

in processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

10.2.5 Culture 

Culture is the fifth factor in an NRRES corporation’s capacity for engagement with 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  Organisational Culture has been 

variously defined, with Schein’s widely cited definition suggesting it is: 
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The pattern of basic assumptions – invented, discovered or developed by a 
given group as it learns to cope with its problems of external adaptation and 
internal integration – that has worked well enough to be considered as valid 
and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, 
think, and feel in relation to those problems (Schein, 1985: 9) 

Thus, organisational culture represents the complex system of informal, underpinning 

values, beliefs, attitudes, traditions and shared meanings that guide corporate 

decision-making and practices (Kepui, Chamala & Shadur, 1996: 112, Ghobadian et 

al., 1998: 17, Tinsley, 2002: 378, Muller & Siebenhuner, in press: 5).  The importance 

of culture to organisational change generally and, more particularly, to strategic 

decision-making and the implementation of strategies relating to social responsibility 

has been widely recognised (Pettinger, 2004: 340, Kepui et al., 1996: 112, de Bakker 

& Nijhof, 2002: 67-68, Ghobadian et al., 1998: 17, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 187).  This 

factor is oriented upon the organisational culture of NRRES corporations in Australia 

and includes the three elements of: 

• Competition; 

• Longevity; and  

• Groundswell.   

 

The element of competition reflects the strong corporate focus within the NRRES on 

profit maximisation and shareholder returns (Ostensson, 2000: 3.2).  It has been 

suggested that the corporate pursuit of differentiation from like corporations to secure 

competitive advantage retards collaboration and the sharing of innovation, including 

that relating to the incorporation of planetary sustainability into decision-making and 

operations (Simpson et al., 2004: 159, Hart, 1995: 988): 

There is a conflict there though and it is called competition. That is, do we 
really want to go and work with .... [name withheld] .... or any other major 
.... [name withheld] .... to improve their waste management where waste is 
the cost, and in a commodity business cost is what you are operating on, not 
price (P1-08-17) 

.... the mining industry is one of the very few, in fact I can’t think of any other 
industry, that has no control over the price of the product it produces (P1-
12-2) 

.... we control our costs, the price of .... [name withheld] .... in the market is 
set by somebody else, not us. So .... in order to maintain a margin you have 
to keep your costs at a particular level (P1-08-17) 
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I think the motivations are still financial, expenditure per ton produced, and 
if you want to increase the profit margin on that then you cut off the 
expenditure per ton produced (P1-11-18) 

These quotations indicate that NRRES corporations are situated within a competitive 

industry wherein opportunities or innovations that secure differentiation from other 

like corporations could be of considerable shareholder interest.  Hence, the focus on 

competitive advantage reduces NRRES corporate preparedness to share ideas and 

innovations with competitors or other corporations in the sector.  This finding 

supports the research that has suggested the protection of corporate capabilities to 

advance or maintain competitive advantage would reduce preparedness for 

collaboration between corporations (Simpson et al., 2004: 159, Hart, 1995: 988).  As 

the quotations highlight, as the market price for many mineral commodities is set 

externally, the focus upon profit maximisation to secure share price advantage 

translates into an internal corporate emphasis on expenditure reduction (MMSD, 

2002b: 38).  This aspect of competition has links with the factor of Understanding of 

ecological sustainability as an expense rather than an opportunity.   

 

The second element of Culture is longevity.  Longevity relates to the incorporation of 

ecological sustainability into corporate decision-making and practices as a long-term 

investment that may not realise easily quantifiable gain to the corporation in the short 

term (Stoeckl, 2004: 146, Klassen, 2001: 260-261):  

It’s very difficult to justify a really long-term investment with large amounts 
of money, when in the first few years, and the first five years, there are going 
to be fairly, fairly inadequate returns (P2-17-15) 

The element of longevity has the two aspects of ownership and horizon.  The aspect 

of ownership is about the need for workers throughout the organisation to own the 

corporate approach and initiatives relating to the embedding of ecological 

sustainability for these to have longevity and be effective: 

.... the process is as important as the outcome. For it to be built into the 
company for good, the process of building it in and the ownership of the 
whole thing is as important as the products (P1-13-14) 

.... [referring to poor environmental or social practices – author’s note] .... 
as soon as the workforce see that that’s accepted practice they lose all hope 
of being able to improve it (PI-05-11) 

Once the workforce can see that you are fair dinkum, that they will get 
support for changing things, for improving things, then it will happen (PI-05-
9) 
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These quotations emphasis how every member of the NRRES corporation, down to 

the person with the shovel in his or her hand, has a role to play in the corporation’s 

engagement in processes for planetary sustainability.  Indeed, it is ultimately the task 

of the workers to operationalise the strategic corporate decisions relating to the 

embedding of ecological sustainability into actual practices and programs of operation 

(Tinsley, 2002: 378-379, Rhee & Lee, 2003: 187).  This aspect of longevity has links 

with the leadership factor and, in particular, the element relating to the need for 

congruence between the leaders words and actions to model what is required of other 

members of the institution. 

 

The second aspect of longevity is the construct of horizon.  The aspect of horizon 

relates to the time horizon of a corporation’s decision-making processes and how this, 

in turn, impacts upon an institution’s capacity for engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability (Stoeckl, 2004: 146): 

.... a long term horizon means greater interest in sustainability, environment 
and social.  If planning for the long term then want to demonstrate 
responsibility.  You are more image conscious .... playing the game (P1-01-
3) 

.... a lot of operators in that sort of .... [name withheld] .... also contribute 
the worst reputations .... they have no intention to be there long-term, no 
public accountability (P1-11-20) 

.... some of these smaller companies are only looking for a short-term license 
to operate (PI-05-18) 

.... there are other operators who don’t have the skills or the knowledge, just 
in it for the short term or who are just trying to maximize their profits .... 
(P2-23-11) 

These quotations convey how an NRRES corporation’s decision-making horizon has 

strong links with planning processes including the embedding of ecological 

sustainability into strategic and operational practices and processes.  The quotations 

suggest that as the time horizon of the corporation lengthens so interest and 

preparedness increases in relation to the integration of ecological sustainability into 

corporate structures and practices.  Thus, the NRRES corporation striving to develop 

its social legitimacy in the marketplace to secure or protect a long term “license-to-

operate’ will be more prepared to engage with social and environmental issues.  In 

support of this finding, other authors have found that time horizon played an 

important role in extent of corporate interest in the environment and perception of 
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benefits of compliance with environmental regulation (Stoeckl, 2004: 146, Klassen, 

2001: 260-261).  As the quotations also suggest, the horizon aspect of longevity has 

links with resource deployment, in particular, the aspect of size of the organisation. 

 

The third element of Culture is groundswell.  This element relates to the recognised 

importance and role of a corporation’s employees to organisational culture and, in 

turn, an institution’s capacity for engagement in planetary sustainability (Rhee & Lee, 

2003: 187, Takala & Pallab, 2000: 109, Sharma, 2001: 360).  Groundswell has the 

two aspects of worker expectations and worker preparedness relating to the 

embedding of ecological sustainability in corporate decision-making and operations.  

The aspect of expectations encompasses the workers’ expectations of the 

corporation’s perspective and actions relating to ecological sustainability:  

.... the workers expect it .... okay we come into work .... but we also live 
outside so we don’t want this company affecting our lives outside as well. So 
I don’t want emissions coming from here over to there once I am outside the 
place (P1-02 –17) 

So changes in attitude and they are driven in part by the employees, they 
expect more .... they are part of the community but they have to be their part 
of the community (P2-26-14) 

.... they don’t want to be getting poisoned working in constant spewing, 
obnoxious gas, and all that sort of stuff. So they will agitate for change and 
in the past they have (P2-21-13) 

I would like to think that I was working for a company that people wanted to 
join. I’d hate to work for a company that nobody wanted to have anything to 
do with (P1-12-22) 

.... the job to be worth doing has basically got to be a job that I am happy to 
say I do, rather than people say who do you work for, and you say oh, 
mumble, mumble, Mining Company (P1-13-4) 

These quotations highlight how evolving employee expectations of NRRES 

corporations relating to the uptake of environmental and social issues are advancing 

engagement by the corporations.  The quotes suggest that as employees become better 

informed of the potential health and environmental impacts of a corporation’s 

strategic decisions and day-to-day operations they become increasingly prepared to 

articulate expectations of the corporations.  These expectations contribute to an 

organisational culture of “do the right thing” which, in turn, facilitates the translation 

of the rhetoric surrounding corporations and planetary sustainability into the reality of 

socially responsible corporate decision-making, operations and day-to-day practices 
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(Rhee & Lee, 2003: 187, Takala & Pallab, 2000: 109).  The last two quotations 

suggest that demonstrable corporate social responsibility may be emerging as a factor 

in the attraction and retention of human resources, which is a key element of a 

corporation’s resources and directly linked to competitive advantage (Albinger & 

Freeman, 2000: 243-244, Takala & Pallab, 2000: 109-110). 

 

The second aspect of groundswell is worker preparedness.  Worker preparedness 

relates to the readiness and willingness of NRRES workers to initiate, implement and 

embrace strategies relating to the embedding of ecological sustainability: 

.... you know, it’s social conscience, it’s environmental credentials, and they 
are important. So when companies look to move in this direction they find 
that in fact a lot of their people are already part way there (P1-13-5) 

.... workers have children. They hear about this .... [corporate actions – 
positive and negative – author’s note] .... and are questioning. I mean it is 
like children today questioning their parents .... who wants that? (P1-02-18) 

.... to me the sustained change is when the workforce starts saying to you, 
well why don’t we do this, why don’t we put a bin over there for when we are 
having our field maintenance day (PI-05-9) 

These quotations suggest that employees in NRRES corporations are increasingly 

more aware of the issues surrounding planetary sustainability and the role they and 

the corporations they work for could play in the required societal changes.  Consistent 

with this finding relating to worker preparedness, the former chairman and CEO of 

DuPont reported that when this large corporation sought to actively improve 

environmental performance, worker interest and preparedness to contribute exceeded 

all expectations and previous experiences (Woolard, 1999: 10).  Indeed, the 

importance of worker support and involvement has been recognised as essential to a 

corporation successfully progressing a more socially responsible agenda (Takala & 

Pallab, 2000: 109).  Thus, employees’ expectations and preparedness relating to 

embedding of ecological sustainability in corporate practices and processes represents 

an important element of culture and, at a broader level, an NRRES corporation’s 

capacity for engagement with processes for planetary sustainability. 

 

10.3 Corporate capacity for engagement 

As part of the data analysis process, the identified internal factors have been clustered 

into the broad category or theme of Capacity for Engagement.  Capacity for 

Engagement relates to the preparedness, impetus and capability within an NRRES 
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corporation relating to interest and participation in processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability.  Two objectives of the present study were to establish how 

identified internal factors interrelate with each other to generate change and to 

develop an explanatory framework of the factors.  The preceding sections have gone 

some way to meeting these objectives as they have identified, presented and discussed 

the five internal factors mediating NRRES corporate engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability.  As part of the discussion of each of the factors 

and their elements and aspects, attention has been drawn to a number of the 

connections between and within the five factors or sub-themes.  The construction of 

the theme of Capacity for Engagement takes the thematic analysis another step as it 

draws together the thematic analysis by linking the five sub-themes or factors of 

Leadership, Resources, Structures, Understanding and Culture.   

 

Figure 10.1 displays the theme of Capacity for Engagement including the five factors 

that collectively make up this construct.  While all of the five factors are seen as 

essential to meaningful NRRES corporate engagement, leadership has been identified 

as the most critical factor in capacity for engagement.  Accordingly, the figure 

positions the leadership factor at the centre of Capacity for Engagement and this 

reflects the central role this factor plays and acknowledges the influence leadership 

has on the other four factors.  The figure displays the four factors of culture, 

structures, understanding and resources as being connected with each other and as 

feeding back into leadership.  These connections reflect the interrelatedness of the 

five factors and how they impact upon each other. 

 

The construction of the theme of Capacity for Engagement provides insight into how 

the internal factors come together to mediate NRRES corporate engagement in 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  As such, the explanatory 

framework, presented as figure 10.1, contributes to our understanding of the NRRES 

corporate engagement process and the factors that retard and facilitate this 

phenomenon.  The framework adds to the limited body of knowledge on this topic 

and advances understanding of how the different pieces of the puzzle or factors come 

together to mediate engagement.  The findings contribute a substantive explanation of 

NRRES corporate Capacity for Engagement, comprising the five internal factors of 

Leadership, Resources, Structures, Understanding and Culture.  The proffered 
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explanation adds to previous research through depth of analysis of each of the 

identified factors and by drawing the factors together with the development of an 

explanatory framework.  The explanatory framework that has been developed 

represents an emergent or candidate theory.  It offers an explanation of what is taking 

place in the NRRES in Australia but, to be considered of more formal value, its 

plausibility needs to be examined in different sectors and geographic locations.   

 

Figure 10.1: Capacity for Engagement in NRRES Corporations 
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• Vision 
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10.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has focused upon the internal factors that have promoted and/or retarded 

the uptake and integration of ecological sustainability into decision-making and 

operations of Australian NRRES corporations.  It has presented the findings of the 

thematic analysis conducted on data collected throughout the field research of the 

present study.  The chapter identified the internal factors mediating NRRES corporate 

engagement as leadership, resources, structures, understanding and culture.  Each of 
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the factors were constructed and evidenced with direct quotes from study participants 

and reference to the relevant literature.   

 

The factor of leadership was identified as the central factor in a non-renewable 

resource extractive sector corporation’s capacity for engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability.  The factor included the three elements of 

vision, congruence and commitment.  Vision related to the vision of the NRRES 

corporation leadership to identify the relevance of ecological sustainability to the 

institutions long-term future.  Congruence highlighted the importance of the 

connections between a leader’s personal philosophy, words and actions relating to the 

corporation’s role in planetary sustainability to the corporation’s uptake of 

environmental and social issues.  The third element of commitment recognised the 

importance of management’s preparedness to allocate and expend resources to re-

shape the corporate processes and structures to reflect commitment to ecological 

sustainability.  Leadership was acknowledged as the dominant factor in NRRES 

corporate capacity for engagement with significant influence upon the other four 

factors. 

 

The factor of resources encompassed an NRRES corporation’s financial, human and 

material resources oriented upon the uptake of ecological sustainability.  The factor 

incorporated the four elements: deployment; availability; diversity; and respect.  

Deployment acknowledged the importance of a NRRES corporation’s size and 

prosperity to resource deployment to address social and environmental issues.  

Availability identified the connection between the availability of expertise relating to 

corporate engagement in planetary sustainability, both within the corporation and the 

marketplace, to the corporation’s actual capacity to become more actively engaged in 

this process.  Diversity recognised the significance of human resource diversity to a 

corporation’s capacity for innovation in uptake of social and environmental issues.  

The fourth element of respect highlighted the importance of the NRRES corporation’s 

senior management having respect for the capabilities of the institution’s human 

resources oriented upon the incorporation of ecological sustainability for their advice 

to be heard and acted upon. 
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The factor of structures was focused upon the corporate structures and systems that 

inhibit and/or facilitate the uptake of ecological sustainability by the NRRES 

corporation.  The factor comprised the two elements of physical structures and 

organisational structures.  Physical structures highlighted how the characteristics of a 

NRRES corporation’s plant, physical assets and infrastructure constrained the nature, 

level and extent of the institution’s incorporation of ecological sustainability into 

decision making and operations.  The second element of organisational structures 

identified the existence and placement of specific functions and structures, for 

example community engagement manager or environment manager, within the 

corporate framework as significant to the corporation’s prioritisation and uptake of 

social and environmental issues.   

 

The factor of understanding was oriented upon the understanding of ecological 

sustainability in NRRES corporations.  The factor included the four elements of 

translation, consensus, discipline and expense/opportunity.  Translation recognised 

that management’s understanding of the concepts and principles of ecological 

sustainability has a strong link to the form and extent of its incorporation into 

corporate decision-making and operations.  Consensus highlighted that there is an 

ongoing confusion within the corporate sector over the nature and meaning of 

ecological sustainability for the business sector, which has retarded corporate 

engagement.  Discipline acknowledged the relationship between an individual’s 

disciplinary background and understanding of the role of the NRRES corporation in 

progressing planetary sustainability.  The fourth element of expense/opportunity 

identified that the perception of ecological sustainability as either corporate expense 

or opportunity had implications for the NRRES corporation’s timing, level and type 

of responses.   

 

The factor of culture emphasised the importance of organisational culture to the 

uptake of ecological sustainability by a NRRES corporation.  The factor incorporated 

the three elements of competition, longevity and groundswell.  Competition 

highlighted that the very nature of the NRRES would retard collaboration including 

the dissemination of innovation relating to the incorporation of social and 

environmental issues into decision-making and operations.  Longevity recognised that 

the incorporation of ecological sustainability into corporate practices was a long-term 
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investment that required a commensurate long-term planning horizon and broad based 

ownership within the corporation.  The third element of groundswell acknowledged 

the importance of employee expectations and preparedness to act relating to the 

uptake of planetary sustainability to a NRRES corporation’s operational capacity for 

engagement in planetary sustainability.  

 

The chapter presented the organising construct or theme of capacity for engagement 

as an explanatory framework that linked the five internal factors.  Capacity for 

Engagement was explained as the NRRES corporation’s preparedness, impetus and 

capability related to interest and participation in processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability.  While all of the identified five factors were described as 

interconnected and essential to meaningful NRRES corporate engagement, leadership 

was identified as the most critical factor in capacity for engagement.  The construction 

of the theme of Capacity for Engagement provides insight into how the internal 

factors come together to mediate NRRES corporate engagement in processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability.   

 

This chapter has presented a substantive explanation relating to internal factors 

mediating NRRES corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability.  As such, it has met the study objectives relating to the development of 

an explanation of the internal factors that have promoted and/or retarded corporate 

implementation of measures to incorporate ecological sustainability into decision-

making and operations in the NRRES, Australia.  The following chapter presents the 

conclusion to the thesis including a review of the study’s purpose, chapters, findings 

and overall contribution and significance.  It also presents an examination of the 

relationship between the internal and external factors mediating NRRES corporation 

engagement with planetary sustainability that have been constructed in this chapter 

and chapter nine.   
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Chapter 11: Conclusion 

11.1 Overview of study 

Transnational corporations have matured into the most influential institutions on the 

planet and, as such, hold the reins of power including those to lead humanity toward 

planetary sustainability.  There is no doubt that the corporate sector must accept the 

pivotal role for humanity to realise the fundamental societal changes needed to secure 

a viable long-term future.  Yet, within and between industry sectors and across 

geographic locations there has been great diversity in the extent and level of corporate 

commitment and engagement in societal efforts relating to planetary sustainability.  

While the recognised diversity in corporate engagement is of very considerable 

concern, there has been limited research effort directed at building our understanding 

of corporate eco-change.  In recognition of this gap in the research literature, the 

present study oriented upon developing an in-depth understanding of the factors 

associated with the incorporation of sustainability into corporate decision-making and 

practices. 

 

The thesis has developed an explanation of the factors that have mediated corporate 

engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability through the 

extreme case of the non-renewable resource extractive sector of Australia.  The thesis 

has constructed and evidenced explanations of the external and internal factors that 

have promoted and/or retarded corporate engagement with planetary sustainability in 

the non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES) of Australia.  The substantive 

explanations provide considerable insight into the external drivers of NRRES 

corporate interest and the internal factors mediating a NRRES corporation’s level and 

extent of engagement.   

 

The literature review of the thesis was presented in chapters two, three, four, five and 

six.  Chapters two, three and four collectively established the origins, nature and 

extent of the planetary dilemma that faces humankind in the 21st century and 

introduced the guiding concepts of ecological sustainability and sustainable 

development.  Chapter four determined the need for action by the so-called “three 

wheels of sustainability”: government, corporations and community and 

acknowledged that transnational corporations hold the levers of global change to 
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secure humanity’s long-term future.  Building upon this reading of the global 

situation, chapters five and six focused upon corporations.  These chapters charted the 

historical rise of this institution to societal dominance and its role in accelerating 

planetary dis-integrity.  The chapters also examined the growing societal pressures 

upon corporations relating to environmental and social issues together with the 

internal processes of corporate change.  In summary, the literature review established 

humankind’s present predicament and positioned corporations as central to both the 

orgy of consumption that has advanced global ecological dis-integrity and to societal 

efforts to secure humanity’s long-term future on planet Earth. 

 

Chapters seven and eight presented the study’s conceptual framework and research 

methodology.  Chapter seven constructed the conceptual framework for the study 

which demonstrated how the bodies of literature investigated through the literature 

review chapters locked together to create a conceptual basis for the study.  The 

chapter also provided an overview of the non-renewable resource extractive sector as 

the setting for the study and presented the study’s research rationale, aims and 

objectives.  Chapter eight detailed the research methodology including research 

approach, strategy, methods and analysis. 

 

Chapters nine and ten presented and discussed the study’s findings.  Chapter nine 

presented the findings on the societal factors that are collectively driving NRRES 

corporations’ increased interest and participation in processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability.  The chapter organised the findings under the three categories 

of government, civil society and the corporate sector as the identified societal 

stakeholder groups and primary wheels of sustainability.  The chapter developed an 

explanation of the external factors driving NRRES corporate engagement and 

clustered these factors as the broad theme of Activating Engagement.  Chapter ten 

presented the internal factors mediating NRRES corporate engagement as leadership, 

resources, structures, culture and understanding.  The chapter offered explanations of 

each of the identified internal factors and conceptualised these factors as the theme of 

Capacity for Engagement.  Chapters nine and ten respectively offer explanations of 

the external and internal factors associated with the incorporation of sustainability 

into NRRES corporate decision-making and practices. 
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11.2 Relating the drivers of corporate engagement 

To extend the study’s explanation of the factors that have mediated NRRES corporate 

engagement with planetary sustainability it is appropriate to consider the connection 

between the identified external and internal factors.  The societal factors identified in 

the study and organised as the three categories of Government, Civil society and the 

Corporate sector represent the stimuli for NRRES corporation engagement in 

processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  Aptly, these three categories of 

factors have been clustered and conceptualised as the broad theme of Activating 

Engagement.  This conceptualisation of the external factors recognises their societal 

role and importance in motivating NRRES corporation engagement.  Yet, it has been 

acknowledged that a corporation’s particular characteristics ultimately determine 

extent and level of uptake of strategies and engagement to demonstrate corporate 

social responsibility (Delmas and Toffel, 2004; 215, Khanna & Anton, 2002: 414).  In 

this regard, the identified internal factors of leadership, understanding, resources, 

structures and culture were clustered as the broad theme of Capacity for Engagement.   

This conceptualisation of the internal factors identifies their collective importance in a 

NRRES corporation’s preparedness, impetus and capability relating to interest and 

participation in planetary sustainability.  Thus, the external factors bring pressure to 

bear upon the NRRES corporation that activate and focus the internal factors or 

Capacity for Engagement of the corporation upon the processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability. 

 

Figure 11.1 displays an explanatory framework of NRRES corporate engagement 

with processes and practices for planetary sustainability.  The development of this 

framework aligns with the study objective to develop an explanatory framework of 

the factors that have mediated corporate interest and engagement with processes and 

practices for planetary sustainability in the NRRES, Australia.  The figure draws 

together the explanations of the internal and external factors developed in the two 

preceding chapters.  It represents a synthesis of the explanatory figures presented in 

each of these chapters and thereby links the two organising themes or constructs of 

Activating Engagement and Capacity for Engagement.  The figure maps the 

connections between the NRRES corporation and the primary wheels of 
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sustainability: government, civil society and the corporate sector.  It emphasises the 

relationships and interconnectedness between the primary societal stakeholders and 

acknowledges they impact upon each other to generate pressure upon NRRES 

corporations and thereby activate engagement relating to the incorporation of 

environmental and social considerations into strategic and operational decision-

making and practices.  Consistent with stakeholder theory and resource dependency 

theory, the figure positions the NRRES corporation as being at the centre of the web 

of connections.   

 

Figure 11.1: Explaining NRRES Corporate Engagement with Planetary Sustainability 
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The NRRES corporation is positioned at the centre of the figure.  Within the NRRES 

corporation, is the construct of Capacity for Engagement, consisting of the five 

internal factors of leadership, resources, structures, culture and understanding.  This 

positioning of Capacity for Engagement recognises that while external pressures 

activate corporate interest in planetary sustainability, ultimately, it is the corporation’s 

capacity that determines the nature and extent of its engagement.  The figure positions 

the leadership factor at the centre of corporate capacity and at the centre of the 

explanatory framework.  This positioning of the leadership factor acknowledges its 

influence on the other four internal factors and reflects its centrality to NRRES 

corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability. 

 

11.3 Significance of the study and future research directions 

Corporations have become the most dominant institutions on the planet, firmly 

entrenched as the central feature of the socio-economic landscape.  It has been 

suggested that should the corporate sector not be engaged in the pursuit of ecological 

sustainability then it will not prove possible to secure a viable long-term future for 

humankind on planet Earth.  In-depth understanding of the corporate change process 

relating to the incorporation of sustainability into corporate decision-making and 

practices will be increasingly critical to progressing the necessary action to secure a 

balance between environment, health and development.  In this regard, it has been 

acknowledged that an understanding of the factors that mediate a desired corporate 

change is critical to fashioning that change.  Yet, there have been few empirical 

studies oriented upon understanding the external and internal processes and factors 

associated with corporate uptake or engagement in practices for ecological 

sustainability.  In recognition of this shortcoming in our understanding of corporate 

processes, the present study has focused upon the development of an explanation of 

the factors mediating corporate interest and engagement in ecological sustainability. 

 

The present study has contributed an explanation of the factors that have mediated 

corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary sustainability in the 

non-renewable resource extractive sector (NRRES), Australia.  The study enhances 

our appreciation of the dynamics of corporate engagement in societal efforts to secure 

planetary sustainability and increases our depth of understanding of the societal and 
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internal factors that are central to NRRES corporations’ engagement in such 

processes.  The increased understanding of corporate engagement the study provides 

could be of considerable value in informing and targeting efforts to advance the depth 

and breadth of corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability.   

 

The conceptualisation of the external and internal factors as the two organising 

themes or constructs of Activating Engagement and Capacity for Engagement 

provides conceptual insight into the NRRES corporate engagement processes.  The 

Activating Engagement theme supports the broadening of external sources of pressure 

upon the corporation as put forward in the stakeholder theory and resource 

dependency theory frameworks.  It emphasises the interrelatedness of the roles and 

actions within and between the three primary wheels of sustainability, and of 

particular note, highlights the evident rise of civil society as a more active societal 

stakeholder and more salient driver of corporate uptake of social and environmental 

issues.   

 

The theme of Capacity for Engagement adds to previous research through analysis of 

each of the identified internal factors and by drawing these factors together to better 

explain corporate capacity for engagement.  While each of the factors has been 

independently identified in previous studies, the present study has provided a depth of 

analysis that has not been previously achieved and thereby adds considerably to the 

literature.  The Capacity for Engagement theme that has been developed provides 

insight into how the internal factors come together to mediate NRRES corporate 

engagement and, of considerable note, identifies the centrality of corporate leadership 

to the extent and nature of a NRRES corporation’s engagement.   

 

In reference to the study findings generally, the study contributes several explanatory 

frameworks.  These frameworks will aid in deepening our understanding of the 

NRRES corporate engagement process, in particular, the interconnections between the 

factors impeding and facilitating corporate interest and engagement with processes 

and practices for planetary sustainability.  These frameworks make a substantial 

contribution to building our understanding of how the various factors and their 

components or ‘pieces of the puzzle’ interact and interrelate with each other to 
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generate corporate engagement.  This outcome of the study aligns with the noted 

shortfall in the research relating to the development of explanations of how various 

factors combine to generate corporate “eco-change”.  As such, this study makes a 

significant contribution to the body of knowledge relating to corporate engagement in 

ecological sustainability.   

 

The present study has contributed a substantive explanation of the factors that have 

mediated NRRES corporate engagement with processes and practices for planetary 

sustainability.  The explanation that has been developed, including the proffered 

explanatory frameworks, represents an emergent or candidate theory.  It offers an 

explanation of what is taking place in the NRRES in Australia but, to be considered of 

more formal value, its plausibility needs to be examined in different industry sectors 

and geographic locations.  Such an undertaking could be pursued through the conduct 

of a series of case studies similarly oriented upon the factors that have mediated 

corporate engagement with planetary sustainability.  These case studies could include 

the investigation of NRRES corporate engagement in other geographic locations and 

case studies of corporate engagement within different industry sectors.  Such research 

would enable the authenticity of the explanation for other industry sectors and 

geographic locations to be determined.  As such, it would provide the means to 

systematically progress the status of the study’s findings from substantive explanation 

or candidate theory to be considered of more formal value.   

 

Other research that could be undertaken includes an examination of the contributions 

of the identified factors to the NRRES corporate engagement process.  This research 

could be undertaken through quantitative studies using questionnaires completed by 

members of the sector.  Such studies would provide a basis to determine the relative 

importance of the different factors to NRRES corporate engagement.  This could be of 

considerable consequence in the formation of strategies to promote corporate 

engagement in the sector as it would provide direction as to where effort should be 

focused. 

 

Planetary systems overload and decline is a contemporary reality with complete 

systems breakdown a looming global crisis of devastating proportions and lasting 

consequence.  There needs to be a fundamental shift in philosophy from the prevailing 
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focus upon economic growth through consumption to one which marries aspirations 

for economic growth with the imperatives dictated by long-term environmental and 

social considerations.  As the most dominant institution on the planet, transnational 

corporations hold the levers of power and, accordingly, the levers of global change 

that are the key to securing a long-term future on planet Earth.  Thus, in-depth 

understanding of the societal and internal factors that mediate corporate engagement 

with processes and practices for planetary sustainability will be critical to promoting 

the necessary action to secure a balance between environment, health and 

development.  The present study has offered a significant contribution to this body of 

knowledge by constructing an explanation of the factors mediating corporate interest 

and engagement in planetary sustainability in the non-renewable resource extractive 

sector, Australia.  The increased understanding of corporate engagement the study 

provides will be of considerable value in shaping and targeting efforts to advance the 

necessary depth and breadth of corporate engagement with processes and practices for 

planetary sustainability to secure a viable future for humankind.   
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Project Participants 

Mr Mike Bugler 
Manager, Environment 
Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L. 
 
Mr Simon Cavendish 
Environmental Manager Queensland/NT/Pacific 
Thiess Contractors Pty Ltd 
 
Mr Ian Clague 
Manager Corporate Affairs 
Phosphate Hill Mine, Industrial Minerals and Fertilizers 
WMC 
 
Ms Zara Crestwell 
Environment Officer 
Comalco Aluminium Ltd 
 
Mr Peter Finnimore 
Principal, International Sales (North Asia) Smelting  
Comalco Aluminium Ltd 
 
Mr Frank Ford 
Environmental Coordinator 
Anglo Coal Australia Pty Ltd 
 
Mr Chris Greenaway 
Manager Sustainable Technology 
Built Environment Research Unit, 
Department of Public Works, Queensland Government 
 
Ms Margaret Harris 
Environmental Manager - Mining 
Environmental and Licensing Professionals Pty Ltd 
 
Mr Tim Kahn 
Director Mining and Industrial Section 
Environment Assessment and Approvals Branch 
Environment Australia 
 
Mr Ray Koenig 
Engineering and Controls Manager 
Australian Magnesium Corporation 
 
Mr Andrew Linden 
Media & Communications 
Australian Workers’ Union, Queensland Branch 
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Mr Nick Lindsay 
Principal Project Officer 
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State Development, Queensland Government  
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Mr Barrie Mathias  
Director of Operations and Deputy CEO 
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Mr Geoff Moore  
General Manager 
Consolidated Rutile Ltd 
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Pioneer Construction Materials Pty Ltd 
 
Mr Colin Myers 
General Manager Corporate Affairs  
MIM Holdings Ltd 
 
Mr Stewart Needham  
Project Director, Environmental Mining Operations, 
Environmental Operations 
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Ms Tonya Payne 
Environmental Officer 
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WMC 
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Ms Maria Robertson 
Manager - Environment  
Comalco Aluminium Ltd 
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Mr Brett Sargeant 
General Manager 
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Interview Consent Form 
 
Project Short Title: An examination of the key mechanisms and processes that 
mediate corporate action for ecological sustainability: The case of the resource 
extractive sector in Australia. 
 
Researcher: Neil Harris  
School of Public Health 
Griffith University 
Logan Campus, Qld, 4131 
Tel: 07 3382 1043 
Fax; 07 3382 1034 
Email: N.Harris@mailbox.gu.edu.au 
 
 
I,………………………………………………………………………………..………. 
agree to be interviewed by Neil Harris from the School of Public Health, Griffith 

University, for the purposes of his PhD research.  I understand that participation in the 

research is completely voluntary and can be terminated by me at any time during the 

research without explanation.  I understand that while the information gained during 

the research may be published or presented at conferences, neither the organisation 

nor I will be identified and my personal details and responses will remain strictly 

confidential.  I also understand that there is no monetary remuneration offered. 

 
Signature…………………………………………………………………………......… 
     (Interviewee) 
Date …………………. 
 
Researcher……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Date …………………. 
 
 
If you would like to receive a summary of the research results please tick the box 
below and complete the mailing address details. 
 
 
  Yes, I would like to receive a summary of the research results. 
 
Mailing address: ……………………………………………. 
   ……………………………………………. 
   ……………………………………………. 
   ……………………………………………. 
   ……………………………………………. 
   ……………………………………………. 
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Interview Protocol – Phase Two 

Corporate Management and Professionals 

 

Sustainability and corporate change: an examination of the key corporate mechanisms 

and processes that mediate resource extraction corporate action and change for 

sustainability. 

 
Neil Harris. 

 
Before Commencement of Interview: 

 

Introduce self and degree program: 

 

Overview of study: 

• In recent years it has become increasingly evident that our global production and 
consumption patterns are not sustainable in the long term.  

• This dilemma requires action and changes by governments, corporations and 
consumers.  

• Corporations have the resources and capacity to take a lead role in creating a 
viable future. 

• There has been little empirical research into the actual corporate change process 
relating to sustainability and how the concept relates to established corporate 
processes such as strategic management.   

• The pressures for change upon the resource extraction sector means it presents a 
real opportunity to study the corporate change process relating to the inclusion of 
sustainability. 

• The purpose of the present study is to build an explanation of the resource 
extraction corporate change process relating to the incorporation of the concept 
and aspects of sustainability into strategic management and operational processes. 

 
Confidentiality of interviewee’s views: 
• Participation in the research is completely voluntary and can be terminated by you 

at any time without explanation.   
• Personal details and responses of those interviewed will remain strictly 

confidential.  However, the information gained during the research may be 
published or presented at conferences.  

• There is no monetary remuneration offered for your participation in the project. 
 

Tape-recording of interview: 

• Request permission to record interview to allow review of content at later date. 
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Interview Questions – Phase Two 
 
Warm up question 

1. What is your position in the corporation?  What is your role? 
 
Corporate/sector understanding of sustainability 
2. The term sustainability has become more common in industry in recent years.  

Some find it of use and others feel it has been overused or abused – have you had 
to deal with it in your work? 

 
3. What do you think resource extraction corporations have interpreted sustainable 

development and sustainability to mean?  (for corporate employees in particular - 
any documents to back views – eg publicity material?) 

 
4. What do you think of this interpretation?  Do you agree/disagree with it?  
 
Importance and value of sustainability to resource extraction corporations 
5. Do you think the concept of sustainability has become important to resource 

extraction corporations? 
 
6. In what ways is it important to these corporations?  In other words, what do you 

consider to be the key aspects of corporate action influenced by the notion of 
sustainability?  

 
7. Do you think sustainability has become important to resource extraction 

corporation direction and decision-making?  In what ways?   
 
Societal/external factors mediating corporate action 
8. Why has sustainability become important to resource extraction corporations?  

Specifically, what societal factors and mechanisms have motivated the resource 
extraction sector’s interest in sustainability?  (external factors)  How do they relate 
to each other?  What is the primary motivator of change? 

 
9. At a broad societal level, why don’t resource extraction corporations do more for 

sustainability?  What specific factors hamper corporations from doing more? 
 
10. With respect to external factors generally, Do you perceive these factors as 

legitimate or threats to the corporation?  For example, could they potentially 
restrict competitiveness or profitability? 

 
The role of resource extraction corporations in sustainability 
11. At the community and societal levels, what roles do you think industry, in 

particular the resource extraction sector, should play in the process of achieving 
sustainability? 

 
12. It is now becoming widely accepted that resource extraction corporations have 

environmental responsibilities.  Do you agree with this and why? 
 
13. Do you think corporations also have social responsibilities?  If so, in what 

respects? 
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14. Key internal events, processes and factors mediating corporate action 
 
15. With regard to sustainability, do you think your company has made a commitment 

to change the way it operates?  At what point did it make this commitment?  Why 
did it make the commitment? 

 
16. Can you recall any significant corporate decisions, changes or actions relating to 

sustainability?  Could you very briefly describe one or two of the more significant 
initiatives. 

 
17. Broadly speaking, what do you think have been the key internal events and 

processes associated with the inclusion of these initiatives and, more generally, 
the inclusion of sustainability into corporate actions? 

 
18. What about at the strategic management and decision-making level?  What have 

been the key events and processes associated with its incorporation? 
 
19. Within the corporation, what has facilitated the inclusion or rise to prominence of 

the concept of sustainability, particularly at the strategic management level? 
 
20. What has hindered or retarded its inclusion and acceptance as a corporate issue? 
 
21. What could have been done better/or could be done to neutralise these inhibitory 

matters? 
 
The incorporation of sustainability –corporate strategies 
22. What have been the key strategies developed to incorporate sustainability into the 

company’s decision-making processes and operations?   
 
23. What are the elements/components of these strategies?  E.g. Policy, risk 

management, risk communication.   
 
24. How were these strategies and components developed?  Who has been involved in 

their development? 
 
25. How well do you think these strategies have worked?  Why? 
 
26. What has been missing or lacking in the company’s efforts to change? 
 
Snowballing and pervasiveness of action/changing attitudes 
27. Since the concept of sustainability and in particular, the environment have become 

issues for the resource extraction sector have you seen or experienced any 
attitudinal changes toward these issues? 

 
28. Generally speaking, how do you think the company’s workers have responded to 

the changes that have, and still are, taking place?  Has there been an attitude 
change to match the corporate changes taking place? 
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Perception of Corporate sustainability performance 
29. How does the resource extraction sector generally, and your corporation 

specifically, portray itself in terms of its responsibility for sustainability? 
 
30. How do you perceive the sector’s and your Company’s performance?  Why? 
 
31. How do you think the wider community perceive the resource extraction sector, in 

particular your corporation, and its performance relating to sustainability?  Why? 
 

At Completion of Interview 
 
That concludes the questions I have to ask.  Are there any other comments you would 
like to make or questions you would like to ask me? 
 
Finally: 
Reiterate confidentiality 
Offer transcript of interview 
Offer summary of results 
 
Thank you for cooperation. 
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Interview Protocol – Phase Two 

Government and Public Associations 

 

Sustainability and corporate change: an examination of the key corporate mechanisms 

and processes that mediate resource extraction corporate action and change for 

sustainability. 

 
Neil Harris. 

 
Before Commencement of Interview: 

 

Introduce self and degree program: 

 

Overview of study: 

• In recent years it has become increasingly evident that our global production and 
consumption patterns are not sustainable in the long term.  

• This dilemma requires action and changes by governments, corporations and 
consumers.  

• Corporations have the resources and capacity to take a lead role in creating a 
viable future. 

• There has been little empirical research into the actual corporate change process 
relating to sustainability and how the concept relates to established corporate 
processes such as strategic management. 

• The pressures for change upon the resource extraction sector means it presents a 
real opportunity to study the corporate change process relating to the inclusion of 
sustainability. 

• The purpose of the present study is to build an explanation of the resource 
extraction corporate change process relating to the incorporation of the concept 
and aspects of sustainability into strategic management and operational processes. 

 
Confidentiality of interviewee’s views: 

• Participation in the research is completely voluntary and can be terminated by you 
at any time without explanation.   

• Personal details and responses of those interviewed will remain strictly 
confidential.  However, the information gained during the research may be 
published or presented at conferences.  

• There is no monetary remuneration offered for your participation in the project. 
 
Tape-recording of interview: 

• Request permission to record interview to allow review of content at later date. 
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Interview Questions – Phase Two 
 
Warm up question 

1. What is your position in the corporation?  What is your role? 
 
Corporate/sector understanding of sustainability 
2. The term sustainability has become more common in industry in recent years.  

Some find it of use and others feel it has been overused or abused – have you had 
to deal with it in your work? 

 
3. What do you think resource extraction corporations have interpreted sustainable 

development and sustainability to mean?  (for corporate employees in particular - 
any documents to back views – eg publicity material?) 

 
4. What do you think of this interpretation?  Do you agree/disagree with it?  
 
Importance and value of sustainability to resource extraction corporations 
5. Do you think the concept of sustainability has become important to resource 

extraction corporations? 
 
 
6. In what ways is it important to these corporations?  In other words, what do you 

consider to be the key aspects of corporate action influenced by the notion of 
sustainability?  

 
7. Do you think sustainability has become important to resource extraction 

corporation direction and decision-making?  In what ways? 
 
Societal/external factors mediating corporate action 
8. Why has sustainability become important to resource extraction corporations?  

Specifically, what factors have motivated the resource extraction sector’s interest 
in sustainability?  (external factors) 

 
9. At a broad societal level, why don’t resource extraction corporations do more for 

sustainability?  What specific factors hamper corporations from doing more? 
 
10. With respect to external factors generally, Do you perceive these factors as 

legitimate or threats to the corporation?  For example, could they potentially 
restrict competitiveness? 

 
The role of resource extraction corporations in sustainability 
11. At the community and societal levels, what roles do you think industry, in 

particular the resource extraction sector, should play in the process of achieving 
sustainability? 

 
12. It is now becoming widely accepted that resource extraction corporations have 

environmental responsibilities.  Do you agree with this and why? 
 
13. Do you think corporations also have social responsibilities?  If so, in what 

respects? 
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The incorporation of sustainability – key events, processes and strategies 
14. Can you recall any significant corporate decisions, changes or actions relating to 

sustainability?  Could you very briefly describe one or two of the more significant 
initiatives. 

 
15. Broadly speaking, what do you think have been the key internal events and 

processes associated with the inclusion of these initiatives and, more generally, 
the inclusion of sustainability into corporate actions? 

 
16. What have been the key strategies developed to incorporate sustainability into 

corporate decision-making processes and operations?   
 
17. What are the elements/components of these strategies?  E.g. Policy, risk 

management, risk communication.   
 
18. How well do you think these strategies have worked?  Why? 
 
19. What has been missing or lacking in the corporate efforts to change? 
 
Internal factors mediating corporate action 
20. Within corporations, what has facilitated the inclusion or rise to prominence of the 

concept of sustainability, particularly at the strategic management level? 
 
21. What has hindered or retarded its inclusion and acceptance as a corporate issue? 
 
22. What could have been/or could be done to neutralise these inhibitory matters? 
 
Snowballing and pervasiveness of action 
23. Since the concept of sustainability and in particular, the environment have become 

issues for the resource extraction sector have you seen or experienced any 
attitudinal changes toward these issues? 

 
Perception of Corporate sustainability performance 
24. How does the resource extraction sector portray itself in terms of its responsibility 

for sustainability? 
 
25. How do you perceive the sector’s performance?  Why? 
 
26. How do you think the wider community perceive the resource extraction sector, in 

particular your corporation, and its performance relating to sustainability?  Why? 
 

At Completion of Interview 
 
That concludes the questions I have to ask.  Are there any other comments you would 
like to make or questions you would like to ask me? 
 
Finally: Reiterate confidentiality 
Offer transcript of interview 
Offer summary of results 
 
Thank you for cooperation.
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